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SEX KILLS 
Come to JCU tJfltf live 
forever 
the debate continues ... 
NATION'S HIGHEST 
RANKING CATHOLIC DIES 
Cardinal]oseph Bernadin of Chicago 
mourned at Carroll 
seepage4 
.......... arro ews 
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Student impersonates cop; 
confiscates beer in Murphy Fighting Attitude 
Tom O'Konowltz 
Assistant News Editor 
A john Ca rroll University sm-
dem was arrested early Thursday 
morning for trespassing and im-
personating a police officer in 
dorm buildings on campus. 
understands the severity, and he 
was released from jailw await h1s 
court date. He will appear in court 
on Tuesday, Nov. 26. 
Farrell determined to beat cancer 
Thes1 udent(identified as Brian 
Heuchert in the University 
Heights Police Department dis-
patch report) went door to door in 
Mik e Myers, a freshman 
Murphy resident, said the man 
entered his room, and took his 
John Carroll ID and driver's li-
cense. He then looked in Myers' 
refrigerator, and repeatedly asked 
if drugs or alcohol were in the 
room. Murphy and 
Sulewski 
Halls while 
wearing a par-
tial police cos-
tume, check-
ing residents' 
identification 
cards and ask-
ingstudents if 
they had 
drugs or alco-
hol in their 
According 
to residents 
on the third 
floor of 
Murphy, the 
man knocked 
on several 
doors in the 
hallway look-
ing for alco-
hol. 
Students 
Last week a student with a 
"Police" badge banged on 
Murphy Hall doors in hot pursuit 
in Murphy re-
ported that two students were in-
volved in the incident together. 
"He was with a friend," Brady said. 
"But we could find no violation 
with the other individual." 
rooms. ac-
ording to Lieutenant a e Brady 
of the UHPD. 
Brady said the man's costume 
consisted of a plastic badge and 
hat that read "Ohio Police," not 
namingaspecificdepartment. He 
also wore hisowngraycoat, with a 
makeshift badge. Brady said the 
costume was not very convincing, 
but one student did give him two 
beers from her room. "She believed 
he was a law enforcement officer," 
Brady said. 
Even though the man had no 
prior criminal history, he could 
have been charged with a felony 
for burglary. 
"I decided to go with a trespass 
charge," Brady said. "Burglary is 
an awful heavy charge for some-
thing of that nature. This was 
more of a prank, but he was walk-
ing a fine line." The man was for-
mally charged with impersonat-
ing ;~n officer and trespassing, ac-
cording to Brady. He said the man 
Brady said the friend did not 
do any of the talking or knocking, 
but just followed him around and 
laughed. 
KateMeacham,a freshman on 
Murphy's fourth floor, said the 
man pounded on her neighbors' 
door, and then on her door asking 
thewhereaboutsof her neighbors. 
"I smelled something on his 
breath," Meacham said. "You could 
tell right away he was fake." 
Meacham said she slammed 
the door on the man and called 
campus security. 
"Wefigured that if security was 
on it, they'd take care of 
us,"Meacham said. "{They] never 
came up to our floor." 
She said that she and others 
see MURPHY, page 2 
Towing, Towing, Gone 
Cherie Skoczen 
News Editor 
Dean of Students Joseph 
Farrell was diagnosed with can-
cer of the pancreas about three 
weeks ago, but he is determined 
to beat the disease, just as his 
wife won her battle against 
breast cancer six years ago. 
"I'm not naive," Farrell said. "I 
know this is a senous ca ncer, bm 
I have every intention, with God's 
help and with everyone's he! p, of 
beating it." 
The 53-year-old said he is not 
going to let cancer stop him. 
"I don't intend to go away," 
Farrell said. "I intend to work 
everyday, and I intend togo to all 
my [Euclid city] council meet-
ings. I go to chemo every week, 
so my hours \a l work\ may be 
shortened, but l don't want to 
skip a beat." 
Farrell said he began experi-
encing stomach pains several 
weeks ago, and he thought it was 
his gall bladder. However, the 
gall bladder tests came back 
negative, and Farrell learned he 
had cancer. 
"I have a lot of faith in the 
doctors, thechemoa nd more im-
portantly, I have a lot of faith in 
God," he said. "The prayers and 
support have been awesome." 
Farrell said he has been 
strengthened by the support of 
many people, especially his wife 
and family, the jesuits and all of 
hisfriendsatjohn Carrol! and in 
the city of Euclid. 
"It is inspiring to me to work 
with joe because he truly has a 
great deal of faith," said Rev. Ri-
chard P. Salmi, SJ., vice president 
for student affairs. "He believes 
A JCU security guard copies the license plate number of one of almost 15 cars that were towed as 
a part of Saturday's Operation Snowstorm. The administration used two tow trucks to relocate 
cars from the Belvoir Lot so it could be plowed. Students were about 24 hours notice. 
"I love kids, and I feel they love me," said Joe dean of 
students. "Sometimes they don't know \\hat to say. lt11 
make it easier knowing we're facing it together." 
he is going to beat it, and I be-
lieve he is going to do it, too." 
Salmi added that he and 
Farrell have been working on 
some long-term projects, and 
Salmi said he believes the dean 
will be around to see the comple-
tion of them. 
"A lot of people would have 
thrown in the towel," Salmi said. 
"But he didn't do that." 
Some students a I ready know 
Farrell has cancer, but he said 
many of them don't seem to 
know what to say to him. 
"I love kids, and I feel they 
love me," he said. "Sometimes 
theydon'tknowwhattosay.It'll 
make it easier knowing we're 
facing it together." 
Salmi said it's important for 
the dean to know students are 
thinking and praying for him. 
"It's also i m portam for us to 
know and believe that he's go-
ing to give it his best shot," he 
said. 
For the last nine years, 
Farrell has been thedeanof stu-
dents at John Carroll. As the 
dean of students, he is in charge 
of everything that happens to 
students outside of the class-
room, includingstudent behav-
ior, student discipline and the 
see FARRELL, page 3 
Smokers stop for the day 
Wendy Maxlan 
Staff Reporter 
Today,Thursday,November21 , 
marks the twentieth anniversary 
of the Great American Smokeout, 
sponsored by the American Can-
cer Society 
The Smokeout is held every 
third Thursday in November, ac-
cording toRose McHale, a nurse in 
health services. 
The intent of the Smokeout is 
to show smokers if they can stop 
smoking for one day, they can stop 
permanently, McHale said. 
"It is[also]a time for Americans 
to renew theircomm it ment to stop 
smoking for themselves and for 
their kids," she said. 
This year, as part of the 
Smokeout, the American Cancer 
Society is sponsoring "adopt ions.· 
For today, the day of the 
Smokeout, a non-smoker can 
adopt a friend whosmokes. Aeon-
tract is signed, and the smoker 
promises not lO smoke fort he day. 
The non-smoker promises to do 
whatever it takes to keep the 
smoker form lighting-up. Con-
tracts are available in Health Ser-
vices, located m the basement of 
Murphy Hall. 
In addition to the Smokeout, 
the University Counseling Ser-
vices is sponsoring "Carroll Quits," 
according to Carol lorillo, the 
counselor in charge of "Carroll 
Quits." 
"Carroll Quits" consists of four 
weekly sessions. The program 
began on Nov: 4, but it will be held 
again sometime next semester for 
see SMOKERS, page 3 
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Two caught smoking marijuana 
After midmghton Friday, Nov.l5,John Carroll security 
reported two people smoking manjuana behind Millor Hall, 
according to the University Heights Police Department's dis-
patch log Two individuals were identified and then released. 
JCU security did not file a formal report with UH pohce. 
Formal bids sell out in one week 
Bids for the Christmas Formal sold out after one week, 
according to Bishoy Mikhail, vice presidem of the Student 
Union. There will be 840 students attending "Under the 
Mistletoe" on Dec. 6. "It's probably going to be the biggest 
Christmas Formal we've ever had," Mikhai l sa1d. 
Thanksgiving meal served today 
A traditional Thanksgiving meal will be served in the 
Faculty Dining Room today from 11:30 a.m. until l:l5 p.m. 
Each dinner costs $6.50 plus tax. For reservations, call397-
4798 or 397-1698 
Kozol to speak atJCU tom or row 
jonathan Kozol, author of Savage Inequalities: Children 
i rt America's Schools, will be the guest speaker for the Fresh-
man Seminar tomorrow,Nov.22. Kozol will address the fresh-
men and other interested persons in Kulas Auditorium at 
noon. Kozol also will present "Ethical Response to Social Cri-
sis: A Discussion with Jonathan Kozol" at 3:30 p.m. in the 
Jardine Room. This program is free and open to the public. 
For further information, cal1397-4787. 
Euchre tournament Saturday 
Student Activities and thefraternity P1 Alpha Chi will 
sponsor a Euchre tournament this Saturday at noon in the 
SAC Conference room. Teams must sign up m the Student 
Life Office. The first-place team will receive $200, the sec-
ond-place team will receive$100and the third-place team will 
receive $50. 
Annual alu mni mass this Sunday 
More than 500 john Carroll alumni are expected to at-
tend the annual Alumni Mass and Breakfast is this Sunday, 
Nov. 24 The Mass will begin at 9 a.m. at St.john the Evange-
list Cathedra\ in downtown Cleveland, and it will be followed 
reak ast at t ari t i y nter H 1. rvation 
are required. For further information, contact the office of 
al urn ni relations at 397-3014. 
Safe Ride volunteers needed 
Volunteers are needed todnve Safe Ride vans on Thurs-
days, Fridays and Saturdays from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. Students 
interested in volumeenngshould sign up in the Student Union 
office. Safe Rides can be reached at 397-3066. 
Playwright atjCU Dec. 4 
Playwright, musici an and performance poet Ray 
MeN ieee will be at john Carroll on Wednesday, Dec. 4. The 
presentation will be at 8 p.m. in the SAC Conference Room of 
the OJ Lombardo Student Center. For further information 
contact Sarajoranko at 397-4529. ' 
Newsbnefs compiled byCiterie Skoaen, news editor. 
There's nothing like reading the 
Carroll News while grubbing on 
some good Thanksgiving turkey. 
Yeah, turkey sounds good. 
PY THANKSGIV 
M THETUR 
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Jesuit Volunteer Corps draws students 
Candl Keenan 
Staff Reporter 
Each year, sever a 1 john Carroll 
graduates commit themselves to a 
year of service through the jesuit 
Volunteer Corps. 
"1thlnk most people jomJVC 
because they feel compelled to 
give back a litt le bit to society," 
sa id Tasha Ferguson, campus 
mmistry, social justice and vol-
unteer coordinator. 
Smce 1956, more than 7,000 
jesuit volunteers around the 
country have committed them-
selves to working with the poor. 
Hundredsof grassroots organiza-
tions ac ross the country needje-
sui t volu meers to provide service 
to low-income families in the 
United States. according w infor-
mation provided by the campus 
ministr y office. 
The JVC is made up of volun-
teers who have graduated from je-
suit uni versities in the United 
States. Volunteers must be at least 
21 years of age. 
John Carroll is ranked seventh 
in the country for the highest num-
ber of volunteers, according to 
campus ministry information. A 
one-year commitment of service 
to thejVC is required for students 
volunteering in the UnitedStates; 
however a two-year commitment 
is required for st udents volunteer-
ing at the internat ional level. 
Once a graduate is accepted to 
theJVC. the volun teer is placed in 
a certain reg1on that he or she will 
live in for the followi ng year. A 
volunteer receives a minimal 
month ly stipend from his or her 
workplace which provides for 
room and board, travel expenses, 
insurance and a personal stipend 
of up to $75 These provisions en-
sure that the volunteers leave no 
richer or poorer than when they 
joined th ej VC, Ferguson said. 
Volunteers are randomly 
grouped together m a house or 
apartment with three to eight 
other people. 
"!like to call it the 'Real World ' 
without the cameras." said Megan 
Clifford, a 1996 graduate of JCU. 
Clifford is volunteering in Santa 
Monica, Calif., where she works at 
St. Joseph's Family Center with 
low-incomefamilies. Clifford said 
she is seeing a different lifestyle in 
our hidden society. "I work in case 
management and advocacy with 
Latinofamilies," shesa1d "It's been 
challenging in every way to see 
the struggles people have while 
barely making $10,000 a year for 
"I felt that I had 
been given a lot, 
and there is a lot I 
should give back." 
Katie Ortleib 
a fam ily of four." 
Ferguson said there are fo ur 
key guidelines that a volunteer 
must follow. These elements are 
soc ial justice, simple lifestyle, 
community and spiriruality. 
According to information from 
campus ministry, social justice is 
a goal of the volunteer as they ex-
am ine the causes of oppression 
and discover ways to bringjustice 
to the world. Simple lifestyle 
means living with basJC necessi-
ties, not the luxuries most people 
take for granted. Through spiritu-
ali ty and commun ity, the volun-
teer is freed from the complica-
tions of modern material society. 
Comm unity dea ls with the ev-
eryday struggles of respec tingdif-
ferences of the other volunteers 
living in the same houseorapart-
men t. "We spend time talking 
about and learning about eac h 
other," Clifford said. "Living in 
community is intentional. Every-
thing you do affects the other 
people you live with." 
Spir ituality is the last guide-
line which explores God's action 
in thei r lives. "Once a week, the 
volunteersinacommunityget to-
gether for community night and 
spirituality nigh t," Ferguson said. 
According to 1995graduate Pat 
Klus, his group formed a camara-
derie as everyone worked for the 
same goal. While in JVC, Klus 
lived in MeA len, Texas and served 
in a residential hospice as a 
caregiver. "l gained an in vestment 
in the bigger picture of society, 
recognizing and discovering the 
role I have to play to bring about 
the kingdom of God as a place for 
equal oppurtunity." he said. 
AREHOUSE JREWERY 
+ Save the beer a11d drlt~k a lEAL 
Mlero 'rew for ot~ly •1! 
• fry our IIIW expa"ded food lllltlll! 
Jot" the Cup Club o" Thursdays 
Juy o.,e of our logo~ed glasses for $l atul 
pims are $!00 wuy Thursday for the 
1996~97 year 
$L,OO plm is equal to $lJO pu lt out1ces 
r1ver tl please 
3Z16 m.sJY ltOAV 
Klus said he chose to join the 
JVC as a break bet ween college 
graduation and beginning his ca-
reer. According to Klus, 1t was 
worthwhile to develop a greater 
connection to society as a whole. 
Katie Ortleib, a 1996 graduate, 
also joined thejVCand was placed 
in Camden, New jersey. "I felt th.at 
I had been given a lot, and there is 
a lot I should give back." she said. 
Ort leib said she comm utes from 
Camden to Philadelphia for her 
organiza tion, ca ll ed MANNA 
(Metropolitan Aides Neighbor-
hood Nutrition Alliance) 
Ortleib sa1d she brings meals 
and helps to care fo r people 
homebound with HlV or AIDS. "I 
felt a call to work with people suf-
fering from AIDS because anyone 
who is fighting a disease should 
not have to be fighting a social 
stigma as well," she said. 
Onleib added that joining the 
JVC was the "hardest, good deci-
sion" she ever made. She said vol-
unteers never look at life in the 
same way after the experience. 
Anyon e interested in JVC 
should contact the JCU campus 
ministry, or Tasha Ferguson for 
more mformation. Applications 
wi ll be accepted beginning next 
semester until March 15. 
MURPHY 
continued from page 1 
were afraid togo into the hallways 
because they did not hear campus 
police. 
Meac ham sa id that an officer 
later called her and said they had 
caught the person. 
"1'rn glad security caught them." 
she said. "I'm just upset they never 
came up to our fl oo r. " 
Francis McCaffrey, director of 
security at JCU, said the incident 
was still under invest iga tion. He 
refused futher comment. 
Dean of Students joseph Farrell 
did comment on the incident and 
said that the student was a fifth 
year senior who currently lives off 
campus. 
Brady said that the charges are 
first degree misdemeanors, and at 
maximum, a judge can impose up 
to a $1,000 fine and a year in jail. 
The judge may decide on less se-
vere penal ties at his or herd iscre-
tion. 
Heuchert denied comment. 
Evcru Thursday 
free wings 
10-12 p.m. 
and lree pool 
and foos ball 
9-11 p.m. 
Every Wed. t1ight 
join Jartet1der 
Jhll f aylor Ot1 the 
tnd floor 
AREHOUSE 'REWERY 
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Farrell's faith helps him fight 
continued from page 1 and counseling at the Universny 
of Dayton. He also attended the 
residence halls. he said. Cleveland Marshall Law school 
The best part of his job is the andthoughhed idnotfi mshthere: 
fact that he has been able to form he sa1d it gave him an excellent 
specia l relat ionships with stu- background. 
dcnts,somethathavelasted many Presiden t of the Euclid City 
years. Council since 1989, Farrell almost 
"It's at a time like this that you ran for mayor of the city last year. 
realize how spec ial [those relation- "I could have been mayor." he said. 
ships! are." he said. "I've been re- "But I chose to stay here. My pub-
ceiving cards and letters from lie life became much more of a 
people all over the world." hobby than a way of making a 
Farrell said the least favorite living. l'm much happier as a 
part of his job is the discipline teacher and a dean." 
"The disc1pl1ne gets a li ttle de- Farrell sa id he loves to spend 
pressing when you can't get time with his wife, Ginny, whom 
th rough tosomestuden ts," hesaid. he married in 1966. Thei r daugh-
"However, l'veal sodevelopedsome ter, Katie, is a freshman at John 
really good relationships due to Carroll,andtheirdaughterMegan 
discipline." He .,..,..~~=~--~~=-,.,.,--=--, recent I y 
added that he graduated 
has formed f r 0 rn 
several specia l Marquette 
re lauonsh 1ps University 
with students with a de-
he has put gree in en-
through drug gineer ing. 
or alcohol Their son 
treatment. Mi chae l . 
Ove r the who was 
las t decade , J o h n 
Farrell has Carroll's 
ope ned his f i r s t 
home to about Fulbright 
20 johnCar- Scholar , 
roll students, graduated 
someof whom Farrell said the best part of his job fromJCUin 
are currently is the fact that he is able to form 1990. 
attending.JCU. close relationships with students. An "old-
One student 
had lost his mother and father, so 
Farrell took h1m in at Christmas, 
and the student stayed until Au-
gust , he sa id . 
A life-long resident of Euclid , 
Farrell attended S1 joseph's H1gh 
School. A wrestler, Farrell said he 
ies" music-
lover, Farrell said he likes to watch 
old Nick at Nite television shows, 
and his favorite show is The Odd 
Couple. In his spare time, he likes 
to watch football and basebalL 
One thing few people know 
about the dean is that he is a twin. 
His twin 
sister Ann 
"I'm lucky for my family, for lives in Mayfield. 
John Carroll and for the love 
Farre ll 
compared 
h1mself to 
the way 
baseball-
great Lou 
Geh.rigwas 
and support I feel in this 
community, which will make 
this fight easier." portrayed 
in the 
stood 5'9'when he graduated from 
high sc hool in 196!. 
"By the end of my freshman 
year of college, though, ! was 6'4"," 
aid Filrrell. who was inducted 
intoSt.joseph High 's Hall of Fame 
in 1988. 
Farrell received his bachelor's 
degree in math and English and 
his master 's degree in guidance 
SMOKERS 
continued from page 1 
said lori ll o. 
"[The group provides] support 
for people who want to quit or are 
quitting," lorillo said. 
Both McHale and lorillosaid if 
someone wants to quit smoking, 
they have to make the decision. 
According to Iori llo, "[smokers] 
have to fi gure out what their 
method lfor quitting! is going 10 
be." 
McHale agreed. 
"Your own willpower and 
wanting to quit is where it's at." 
sa id McHale. 
There are three steps a person 
shoul d take to quit smoking, 
McHale sa id. 
F1rst the smoker needs to real-
IZe he or ~he shou ld qui t. Second, 
joe Farrell m o v i e 
Prideoftlte 
Yankees 
when Gehrig was forced to renre 
from baseball because of Lou 
Gehrig's disease. 
"Many people think l've been 
dealt a severe blow," the dean of 
studentssaid. "Butlfeellucky.l'm 
lucky for my family, for John Car-
roll and for the love and support I 
feel in thiscommunity,which will 
make th is figh t easier." 
the smoker must have the "will-
power to quit ," and third, he or she 
must join a program to help them 
quit, she said. 
McHale also sa id she wants 
people to know smoking is sti II a 
se rious problem. 
McHale said that according to 
the American Cancer Society, 
177,000 new cases of lung cancer 
will be diagnosed in 1996, and 
158,000 Americans will die from 
lung cancer this year. 
"[TheSmokeoutlisa beginning." 
McHale said. "You have to start 
somewhere." 
For further information, stu-
dents can contact either McHale 
at 397-4349,or lorilloat397-473L 
One can also call the American 
Cancer Soctetyat 1-800-ACS-2345 
or the Cuyahoga Unit of the ACS 
at 241-1177 
NEWS 3 
Hunger Week ends at dinner 
Candl Keenan 
Staff Reporter 
John Carroll 's an-
nual Hunger Aware-
ness Week will con-
clude tonigh t with a 
gourmet meal for some 
students and a meal of 
beans and rice for oth-
ers. 
Last week ,students 
sat in the Atrium en-
couragmg classmates 
to participate in several 
of this week's activ ities. 
Students val unteered 
to give up a meal in the 
cafeteria, to fast for 30 
hours or to partictpate 
m to111gh t's banquet. 
Otnc><.koc:un 
The 30-hou r fast 
began Monday at noon 
and lasted until6 p.m. 
on Tuesday. "1 chose to 
fast just to see if 1 could 
doit,"said junior Annie 
Slota."] had to keep in 
mind that people do 
Junior Annie Slota joined her friends at lunch on Tuesday even though she 
didn't eat anything. Slota participated in Hunger Week's 30-hour fast. 
this everyday, and I realize how 
lucky I am to have food." 
On Tuesday, a 5:30 p.m. prayer 
service and 6 p.m. dinner marked 
the end of the fast. However, the 
dinner was farf rom boumiful,said 
junior jennifer Scherschel. 
"For the dinner we had bread, 
salad and soup." Scherschel said. 
"The bread was good, but it was 
the experience that mattered." 
A banquetsponsorcd byOxfam 
of Amer ica will take place tonigh t 
in the Bohemia room of the cafete-
ria. Oxfam isanorganization that 
works with hungry and deprived 
peopl e of th e world Theorga n iza 
ion ri o I 1 r t ·au es o[ 
poverty and hunger while work-
ing tocombatit,Fergusonsaid. By 
raising money during Hunger 
Awareness Wee k, John Car roll is 
able to donate money to Oxfam. 
According to Tasha Ferguson, 
campus ministry, social justice 
and volunteer coordinator, the 
Oxfam dinner is one of parallel 
cconomtc divisions in which stu-
dents w i 11 be placed in three 
groups of classes according to rea l 
world percentages. 
Fifteen percent of the guests 
will be served a gourmet meal, 25 
percent will be served rice and 
beans and the remai ning guests 
will be served only rice, she sa id. 
"Most of usatJohnCarrolldon't 
have ft r,;t h a nd CX\")CriC I1 C W llh 
unger, so the ba1 que tn reases 
our awareness." said junior Sarah 
Bausch. "We tend to take the food 
we eat for granted." 
In addition to the banquet, a 
speaker from Oxfam will talk 
about the impoverished people of 
the world. His speech will focus 
on the theme, "Women Strength-
eningFamHiesandCommunities.· 
A fact sheet will also be provided. 
A deep reflection at the end of 
tonight 's banquet will conclude 
Hunger Awareness Week , 
Ferguson said. 
Ferguson sa•d that Albert 
Gellar, a dedicated benefactor to 
john Carroll,gave an endowment 
for the purpose of hunger aware-
ness at J U. Because of him, 
Fcrgu'<m "aid \<- U "able tns110n 
sor thiS program. 
Ferguson added that donation 
forOxfam ca n be made in the cam-
pus ministry office. 
Lost and found 
Tom Ol:onowtu 
Snow covered anything and everything on campus last week. As temperatures rose this week, 
the piles of snow began to melt, and things on campus became familiar again. 
srA 
OV£R£LOW 
HEAvy METAl 
wi~ 
Ar..dy T 
Fridays t--4 p.IM. 
• WUJC , 88.7 FM 
~ BURGER at 14101 Cedar Rd. 
KING Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast 
~® 
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m. 
Friday and Saturday 
We have part time positions 
available with flexible hours. 
This week's special is: All JCU students and 
faculty receive il 20 percent discount with I.D . 
2 -----------------------------------
[NEWS JBJ!fJJIJEJ!~l 
Two caught smoking marijuana 
After midnight on Friday, Nov.l5,john Carroll security 
reported two people smoking marijuana behind Millar Hall, 
according to the University Heights Pollee Department's dis-
patch log. Two individuals were identified and then released. 
jCU security did not file a forma l report with UH pohce. 
Formal bids sell out in one week 
Bids for the Christmas Formal sold out after one week, 
according to Bishoy Mikhail, vice president of the Student 
Union. There will be 840 studen ts attend ing "Under the 
Mistletoe" on Dec. 6. "It's probably going to be the biggest 
Christmas Formal we've ever had," Mikhail said. 
Thanksgiving meal served today 
A tradi tional Thanksgiving meal will be served in the 
Faculty Dining Room today from 11:30 a.m. until l:l5 p.m. 
Each dinner costs $6.50 plus tax. For reservations, call 397-
4 798 or 397-1698. 
Koz.ol to speak atJCU tom or row 
jonathan Kozol,author of Savage In equalities: Children 
in America's Schools, will be the guest speaker for the Fresh-
man Seminar tomorrow, Nov. 22. Kozol will address the fresh-
men and other interested persons in Kulas Auditorium at 
noon. Kozol also will present "Ethical Response to Soc ial Cri-
sis: A Discussion with jonathan Kozol" at 3:30 p.m. in the 
Jardine Room. This program is free and open to the public. 
For further information, call 397-4787. 
Euchre tournament Saturday 
Student Acuviuesand the frate rnity Pi Alpha Chi will 
sponsor a Euchre tournament this Saturday at noon in the 
SAC Conference room. Teams must sign up in the Student 
Life Office. The first-place team will receive $200, the sec-
ond-place team will receive $100and the thi rd -place team will 
receive $50. 
AnnuaL alumni mass this Sunday 
More than 500john Carroll alum ni are expected to at· 
tend the annual Alumnt Mass and Breakfast is this Sunday, 
~ Nov. 24. The "'_iass will begin at 9 a.m. at St.john the Evange-
~ ~ Us.r: Cathedral m downtown Cleveland, and it will be followed 
~~-"~l"*'-- rea'l<fastatthe arl iet nterHot t Re rvati n 
are requrred. For further mformation, contact the office of 
alumni relations at 397-3014. 
Safe Ride volunteers needed 
Volunteers are needed rodriveSafe Ride vans on Thurs-
days, Fridays and Saturdays from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. Students 
interested in volunteer ingshould sign up in the Student Union 
office. Safe Rides ca n be reachedat 397-3066. 
Playwright atJCU Dec. 4 
Playwright, musician and performance poet Ray 
McNiece will be at john Carroll on Wednesday, Dec. 4. The 
presentation will be at 8 p.m. in the SAC Conference Room of 
the Dj. Lombardo Student Center. For further information, 
contact Sarajoranko at397-4529. 
Newsbnefs compiled by Cherie 51-wczen, news editor. 
~~ ...... , ~here's nothing like reading the 
Carroll News while grubbing on 
some good Thanksgiving turkey. 
Yeah, turkey ounds good. 
PY THANKSGIV 
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Jesuit Volunteer Corps draws students 
Cand l Keenan 
Staff Reporter 
Each year, several john Carroll 
graduatescommit themselves to a 
year of service through the jesuit 
Volunteer Corps. 
"I thmk most people join JVC 
because they feel compelled to 
give back a little bit to society," 
said Tasha Ferguson, campus 
mmistry, social JUSt ice and vol-
unteer coord inator. 
Since 1956, more than 7,000 
jesuit volunteers around the 
country have committed them -
selves to working with the poor 
Hundreds of grassroots organiza-
tions across the country need je -
suit volunteers to provide service 
w low-income families in the 
United States, according to infor-
mation provided by the campus 
ministry office. 
The JVC is made up of volun-
teers who have graduated fromje-
suit universi t ies in th e United 
States. Volunteers must beat least 
21 years of age. 
john Carroll is ranked seventh 
in thecountry for the highest n um-
ber of volu ntee rs, according to 
campus ministry information. A 
one-year commitment of service 
to thejVC is required for students 
volunteering in the Un itedStates; 
however a two-year commitment 
is required fo r st udents volunteer-
ing at the international level. 
Once a graduate is accepted to 
thejVC, the volunteer is placed in 
a cenai n region that he or she will 
live in for the following year A 
volunteer receives a minimal 
monthly stipend from his or her 
workplace which provides for 
room and board, travel expenses. 
insurance and a personal stipend 
of up ro$75. These provisions en -
sure that the volunteers leave no 
richer or poorer than when they 
joined thejVC, Ferguson said. 
Volunteers are randomly 
grouped together in a house or 
apartment with three to eight 
other people. 
"l like to call it the 'Real World' 
without the cameras," said Megan 
Clifford, a 1996 graduate of JCU. 
Clifford is volunteering in Santa 
Monica, Calif ., where she works at 
St. joseph's Family Center with 
low-i ncome families. Clifford said 
she is seeing a different lifestyle in 
our hidden society. "I work in case 
management and advocacy with 
Latinofamilies,"shesaid. "It's been 
challengmg m every way to see 
the struggles people have while 
barely making $10,000 a year for 
"I felt that I had 
been given a lot, 
and there is a lot I 
should give back." 
Katie Ortleib 
a family of four." 
Ferguson said there are four 
key guidelines tha t a volunteer 
must follow. These elements are 
social justice, simple lifes tyle, 
community and spirituality. 
According to information from 
campus ministry, socia l justice is 
a goal of the volunteer as they ex-
amine the causes of oppression 
and discover ways to bri ngjustice 
to the world . Si mple lifestyle 
means living with basic necessi-
ties, not the luxur ies most people 
take for granted. Through spiritu-
ality and communit y, th e volun-
teer is freed from the complica-
tions of modern material society. 
Community deals with th eev-
erydaystrugglesof respectingdif-
fe rences of the other volunteers 
living in the same house or apart-
ment. "We spend time talking 
about and learning about each 
other," Clifford said. "Livi ng in 
community is intentional. Every-
thing you do affects the other 
people you live with." 
Spirituality is the last guide-
line which explores God's action 
in their lives. "Once a week, rhe 
volunteers in a com munity get to-
gether fo r community night and 
spirituality night," Ferguson said . 
Accardi ng to 1995 graduate Pat 
Klus, his group formed a camara-
derie as everyone worked for the 
same goal. While in JVC, Klus 
lived in McAlen, Texasandserved 
in a residential hos pice as a 
caregiver. "lgai ned an invest ment 
in the bigger picture of society, 
recognizing and discovering the 
role I have to play to bring about 
the kingdom of God as a place for 
equal oppurtunity," he said. 
AREHOUSE &REWERY 
Save the beer a11d drl11lc a lEAL 
Micro Jrew for o11ly •1! 
Jol11 the Cup Club 011 Thursday• 
Juy ot1e of our logo-ed glasses for ~~ at1d 
pitrts are $1.00 wvry fhursday for the 
1996-97 year 
?!.00 pitrt is equal to ~1.50 per 1! out1ces 
over tl please 
~l16 Sll.SJY ROAP 
Klus said he chose to join the 
jVC as a break between college 
graduation and beginning his ca-
reer According to Klus , it was 
worthwhile to develop a greater 
con nection to society as a whole. 
Katie Ortleib, a 1996 graduate, 
also joined thejVCand was placed 
in Camden, New jersey. "I felt that 
I had been given a lot , and there is 
a lot l should give back," she said. 
Ortleib said she com mutes from 
Camden to Philadelphia ror her 
organization . called MANNA 
(Metropolitan Aides Neighbor-
hood Nutrition Alliance). 
Onleib said she brings meals 
a nd helps to ca re fo r people 
homebound with HlV or AIDS. "I 
relr a call to work with people suf-
fering from AIDS because anyone 
who is fighting a disease should 
not have to be fighting a social 
stigma as well ," she said. 
Onleib added that joining the 
j VC was the "hardest, good deci-
sion" she ever made. She sa id vol-
unteers never look at life in the 
same way aft er the experience. 
Anyone interested in JVC 
should contact the JCU campus 
ministry, or Tasha Ferguson fo r 
more information. Applications 
will be accepted beginn ing next 
semester until Marc h 15. 
MURPHY 
continued from page 1 
were afraid to go into the hallways 
because they d id not hear campus 
police. 
Meacham said that an officer 
Ia ter called her and said they had 
caught the person. 
"I'm glad security caught them," 
she said. "I'm just upset they never 
came up to our floor." 
Fra ncis McCaffrey, director of 
sec urity at JCU, sa id the incident 
was still under invest iga tion. He 
refused futher commen t. 
Dean of Students joseph Farrell 
did comment on the incident and 
said that the student was a fifth 
year senior who current I y li ves off 
campus. 
Brady said that the charges are 
first degree misdemeanors, and at 
maximum, a judge can impose up 
to a $1,000 fine and a year in jail. 
The judge may decide on less se-
vere penalties at his or her di scre-
tion. 
Heuchert denied comment. 
Evcru Thursday 
free wings 
10-12 p.m. 
and free pool 
and foos ball 
9-11 p.m. 
Every Wed. t1ight 
joit1 Jartet1der 
Jhll f aylor Ott the 
Zttd floor 
AREHOUSE 'REWERV 
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Farrell's faith helps him fight 
continued from page 1 
res1d ence hal ls, he said. 
The best part or his job is the 
fact that he has been able to rorm 
spec ial relat ionships with stu-
dcnts,somethathavelastcd many 
years. 
"It's at a time like this that you 
rea li ze how speciallthose relation-
ships] are," he satd. "I've been re-
ceivi ng cards and le tt ers from 
people all ove r the world ." 
Farrell said the least favorite 
part of his JOb is the di scipline 
"The disciplme gets a little de-
pressing when you can't get 
through rosomcswdents:hesa1d. 
"However, I've also developed some 
really good relationships due to 
discipline." He 
added that he 
has formed 
everal specia l 
relationshipS 
wi rh students 
he ha s put 
through drug 
or alcohol 
treat ment. 
Over the 
last decade, 
Farrel l has 
opened hi s 
and cou nseling at the University 
of Dayton. He also auended the 
Cleveland Marshall Law school 
and though he did not finish there: 
he said it gave him an excellent 
background. 
President of the Euclid City 
Council si nee 1989, Farrell almost 
ran for mayor of the city last year 
"I could have been mayor," he sa id . 
"But I chose to stay here. My pub-
lic life became much more of a 
hobby than a way or making a 
li ving. I'm much happier as a 
reacher and a dean." 
Farrell sa id he loves to spend 
time with his wife. Ginny, whom 
he married in 1966. Their daugh-
ter, Katie, is a freshman at John 
Car roll, and their da ugh te r Megan 
home to about 
20 john Car-
roll studen ts, 
someofwhom 
are curre nt ly 
attending)CU. 
One student 
Farrell said the best part of his job 
is the fact that he is able to form 
close relationships with students. 
recently 
graduated 
f r o m 
Marquette 
Un iversity 
wHh a de-
gree in en -
gineering. 
Their son 
Michael , 
who was 
j o h n 
Carroll's 
f i r s t 
Fulbr igh t 
Scholar, 
graduated 
fromjCUin 
1990. 
An "old-
had lost his mother and father, so 
Farrell took him in at Christmas, 
and the student stayed until Au-
gust, he said . 
A lire-long resident of Euclid, 
Farre ll attended St joseph's High 
School. A wrestler, Farrell said he 
ies" music-
lover, Farrell said he likes to watch 
old Nick at Nite television shows, 
and his favorite show is The Odd 
Couple. ln his spare time, he likes 
to watch football and baseball. 
One thmg few people know 
about the dean is that he is a rwin. 
His twin 
sister Ann 
"I'm lucky for my family, for lives in Mayfield. 
John Carroll and for the love 
Farrell 
compared 
himself to 
the way 
baseball-
great Lou 
Gehrig was 
and support I feel in this 
community, which will make 
this fight easier." portrayed 
in the 
movie 
Pride of the 
stood 5'9"w hen hegraduatedfrom 
high sc hool in 1961. 
"By th e end of my freshman 
year of college, though, l was6'4'," 
sa1d Farrell, who was inducted 
tntoSt.joscph High's Hall of Fame 
in 1988. 
Farrel l received his bachelor's 
degree in math and English and 
his master's degree in guidance 
SMOKERS 
continued from page 1 
said Ior i ll o. 
"IT he group provides] support 
for people who want to quit or are 
quitting," lorillo said. 
Both McHale and lorillosaid if 
someone wants to quit smoking, 
they have to make the decision . 
According to lorillo, "!smokers] 
have to fig ure out what th eir 
method ]for quitting] is going to 
be." 
McHale agreed. 
"Your ow n willpower and 
wanting to quit is where it's at ," 
said McHale. 
There are three steps a person 
should take to quit smoking. 
McHale said. 
First the smoker needs to real-
ize he or ~he should quit. Second, 
joe Farrell 
Yankees 
when Gehrig was forced to retire 
from baseball beca use of Lou 
Gehr ig's disease. 
"Many people think I've been 
dealt a severe blow," the dean of 
students sa id. "But 1 feel lucky. I'm 
lucky for my family, for John Car-
roll and for the love and support l 
feel in thiscommunity,which will 
make this fight easier." 
the smoker must have the "w ill-
powertoquit,"and third,heorshe 
must join a program to help them 
quit, she said. 
McHa le also said she wants 
people to know smoking is sti ll a 
serious problem. 
McHale said that according to 
the American Cancer Society, 
177,000 new cases of lung cancer 
will be diagnosed in 1996, and 
158,000 Americans will die from 
lung cancer this year. 
"!TheSmokeoutlisa beginning," 
McHale sa id. "You have to start 
somewhere.· 
For f unher information, stu-
dents can contact either Me Hale 
at 397-4349,or lorilloat397-473l. 
One can also call the Amencan 
CancerSocietyat 1-800-ACS-2345 
or the Cuyahoga Unit of the ACS 
at241-ll77. 
NEWS 3 
Hunger Week ends at dinner 
Candl Keenan 
Staff Reporter 
John Carroll's an-
nual Hunger Aware-
ness Week will con-
clude tonight with a 
gourmet meal for some 
students and a meal of 
beans and rice for oth-
ers. 
Last week, students 
sat in the Atrium en-
couraging classmates 
toparticipate inseveral 
of this week'sactiv ities. 
Students volunteered 
to give up a meal in the 
cafeteria, to fasr for 30 
hours or to participate 
in tonight's banquet. 
The 30- hour f asr 
began Monday at noon 
and lasted until6 p.m. 
on Tuesday. "I chose to 
fast just to see if I could 
doit,"saidjunior Annie 
Slota. "l had to keep in 
mind that people do 
• • , , Chll'ntS&. ;:.tn 
Junror Annre Slota JOined her friends at lunch on Tuesday even though she 
didn't eat anything. Slota participated in Hunger Week's 30-hour fast 
this everyday, and I realize how 
lucky I am to have food." 
On Tuesday, a 5:30pm. prayer 
serv ice and 6 p.m. dinner marked 
the end of the fast. However, the 
dinner was far from bountif ul,said 
junior Jennifer Scherschel. 
"For the dinner we had bread, 
salad and soup." Sc herschel said. 
"The bread was good, but it was 
the experience that mattered." 
A banquet sponsored byOxfam 
of America willtakeplacetonight 
in the Bohemia room of the cafete-
ria. Oxfam is an organization tha t 
works with hungry and deprived 
people of rhc world The org,ani;oa 
ion r· to 1 r e r rca uses of 
poverty and hunger while work-
ingtocombatit,Fergusonsaid. By 
raising money during Hunger 
Awareness Week, john ar roll is 
abLe to donate money to Oxfam. 
According to Tasha Ferguson, 
campus ministry, soc1al justice 
and volun teer coordinator, the 
Oxfam dinner is one of parallel 
economic divisions tn which stu-
dents Wl ll be placed in three 
groups of classes according to real 
world percentages. 
Fifteen percent of the guests 
will be served a gourmet meal, 25 
percent will be served rice and 
beans and the remaming guests 
will be served only rice, she said. 
"Most of usarjohnCarrolldon't 
have firSt-hand CX\'CI'ICI1CC W llh 
hun er, so the bar quet tncrease 
our awareness," said junior arah 
Bausch. "We tend to take the food 
we eat for granted." 
In addnton to the banquet, a 
speaker from Oxfam will talk 
about the impoverished people of 
the world. His speech will focus 
on the theme, "Women Strength-
eningFamlliesandCommunities." 
A fact sheet will also be provided. 
A deep reflection at the end of 
tonight's banquet will conclude 
Hunger Awareness Week , 
Ferguson said. 
Ferguson satd that Albert 
Gellar, a dedicated benefactor co 
john Carroll, gave an endowment 
for the purpose of hunger aware-
ness at JC Bccau of htm , 
l 'crgu~on 'c"d l<U 1~ an\c I 0!'. \)011 
sor rh1s program. 
Ferguson added that donations 
forOxfamcan be made in the cam-
pus mintstry office. 
Lost and found 
Tom O'Konowlll 
Snow covered anything and everything on campus last week. As temperatures rose this week, 
the piles of snow began to melt, and things on campus became familiar again. 
srA 
OV-ERflOW 
HEAvy METAl 
WiTH 
hdyT. 
Fridays 1-4 p.ttt. 
• WUJC , 88 . 7 FM 
~ SURGER at 14101 Cedar Rd. 
KING Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast 
~® 
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.rn.-3 a.m. 
Friday and Saturday 
We have part time positions 
available with flexible hours. 
This week's special is: All JCU students and 
faculty receive a 20 percent discount with I.D. 
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Cardinal Bernardin dies at age 68 Castro meets with pope 
Joe Wholley 
Asst. Int. News&Bus1ness Ed1tor 
Card mal joseph Bernardin of 
Ch1cago, one of 1 he nations pre 
emtnent Roman Catholic figures, 
lost a courageous encounter with 
ca nccr last I h ursday. He was 68 
Bernardm's death had been 
antiCipated smce August when it 
wasd1scovered that he had termi-
nal pancreauc cancer He d1ed at 
his home on Chicago's north side 
surrounded by lamily and friends. 
The announcement of h1s death 
prom ptcd thousands of Chicago's 
Catholics to offer up prayers in 
Holy arne Cathedral, where 
&rnard1n had presided since 1982. 
Celestine Bohlen 
.;;The NewYorkltmes 
Pope John Paul 11 met wJth 
Ftdel Castro on Tuesday, an en-
counter that could lead to a pa-
pal v1sit toCuba,the Vatican an-
nounced Saturday. 
Castro arrived in Rome on 
Saturday to auend the United 
Nations food conference, and the 
Vatican spokesperson Joaquin 
Navarro-Valls, said that the Cu-
ban leader would meet with the 
pope on Tuesday morning at the 
Vatican. 
"We should be msp1red by the 
example of how the cardinal 
handled the ill ness,"sa1d Rev.john 
Shea Sj., pres1dent of John Carroll 
"He was an example of what life 
should be in liS last few stages" 
Cardinal Joseph Bernardin, accepting the Cardinal Suenens 
Award from Rev. John J. Shea, SJ. 
After the visit of a Vattcan 
envoy to Cuba last month, there 
had been much speculation 
about a meeting in Rome be-
tween Castro and the pope, who 
played a role in the breakup of 
the Soviet bloc, whichsentcom-
munist Cuba considerable aid 
In a letter to Ch1cago's 2 mil-
lion Catholics, Pope john Paulll 
sa 1d that he learned of Bernard 111 's 
death "with !>real sadness" and 
wrote that the card111al had 
"shown d1g111ty and hope 111 the 
face of the mystery of suffering 
and death." 
Bernardin, who was the senior 
active cardinal in the United 
States, was mterna tionally known 
for being a centnst who tried to 
bndgc together dtfferent fac1 ions 
of 1 he Ca1 hol1c church. 
"Even while he was sick with 
cancer, he wasstaninga new pro-
gram ca ll ed the Cathol ic Common 
Ground ProJect," said Dorris 
Donnelly, professor of reilg10us 
stud1es at john Carroll "This is a 
project tohelpunitedifferent ideo-
logical groups in the Catholic 
Church" 
The cardinal also held close ties 
to John Carroll He was granted 
an honorary degree from the uni-
versity, and wasthefirst recipient 
of the prestigious Cardinal 
Suenens Awa rd, granted by Shea 
inj une of thts year an he Cardinal 
Suenens Symposium. 
"The award to the cardinal was 
the gift of water," said Donnelly. 
"Thegif tofwaterwasa well in his 
name built in Tanzania for the 
people of the area bee a use they 
never had flowmg water before." 
Bernardin was born April 2, 
1928, in Columbia S.C., to an !tal-
ianimmigrantcouple. Hewasor-
dained a priest of the diocese of 
Charleston, SC., was appointed a 
bishop 1n 1966 (the youngest in 
A me rica), and was assigned to be 
the auxiliary to the arch-bishop 
of Atlanta. 
Two years later he went to 
Washington D.C., as the general 
secretary. of the National Confer-
ence of Catholic Bishops. He re-
mained in Washington unti ll 972, 
when he was named arch-bishop 
of Cincinnati. In 1983, Bernardin 
was elevated to cardinal. 
&rnardin's f uneral was held on 
Wednesday at Hoi y Name Ca the-
drat in Chicago, with many of the 
nation's prominent religious per-
sons in attendance. 
Castro, whose departure for 
Rome was delayed by a storm in 
Cuba, finally arrived early 
saturday morning to make a 
speech at the food conference. 
In a mid-morning address at 
the world Food Summit, the 70-
year-old leader went straight 
into high gear, blasting those 
present at the gathering for fail -
ingtoaddressthecausesof world 
hunger, which he saidare"capi-
talism, nco-l iberalism, the laws 
of a wild market, the external 
debt, underdevelopment and 
conditions of inequality." 
uor advertising 
Castro, one of six vice chair-
men at the meeting, which was 
organized by the Food and Agri-
culture Organization, used the 
forum tO attack "absurd" eco-
nomic blockades, a reference to 
the ~year-old U.S. economic 
blockade against Cuba, which 
he said only compound hunger 
and misery. 
Meagan Lyn ..:.:c:::.:h _ __ _ 
Staff Reporter 
Pnp qu•z· name the "Kmg of 
Rccrs." flow about the company 
that sponsor Spuds Me Kenzie? 
rosters AI!Slrahan,forwhat7 And 
who are the frogs that sit by the 
road and croak Or, what ever hap-
pened to those t woold men,Banles 
and james? 
Beer and wine advertisements, 
w11 h thc•rcatchy jingles and char-
acters, have been unopposed for 
decades. In fact, liquor marketers 
restri tedthcms lvesfromadver-
ttsmgon televiSIOn and rad1o 
llowcver,aftera non eabledc-
cline in hard alcohol sales, the dis-
ti lled spirits industry dec ided to 
!1ft its self-imposed ban on o-
vember 7. The ban had been in 
place since 1936 for radioand 1948 
for telev1 10n Fred Meister, presi-
dent of the Distilled Spirits Coun-
cil, told the media that the indus-
try wants the same advertising 
access as beer and wine. 
The first amendment regard-
ing free speech is violated when 
the hquorcompamesare told they 
cannot advertise on television or 
radio. Meister said in a statement 
to the media that," As a matter of 
fairness , our mdustry strongly 
The Skiers' Edge invites all JCU students to come 
and visit your neighborhooa's newest sl:i specialty 
shop. Present your JCU LD. for 10% off any 
purchase during November. 
~ :'10%foff any in-line· skates or accessories 
*Special JCU prices on aU Oakley sunglasses 
K 2*Head•Tyrolia *Marker-'Solstice*Coh~ m bia*Oa kley 
Chums*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper*Alpina*Vans*Atomic 
3471 Fairmount Blvd . . 
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118 
(216)3 71-6900 
5 minutes from ampus 
believes that we should not bedis-
criminared against." 
Indus try experts are con vi need 
that in the near futu re all of the 
big liquor makers will advertize 
on television. It is left up to the 
marketers to ensure that themes-
sage connects with and appeals to 
the right audience. 
After announcing the decision 
to lift the ban, distilled spi rit s in-
dustry officials said that liquor 
marketers will advertise as re-
sponsibly on radio and television 
as they have 
for years in 
"Where are the ethics, I he jus-
munications Commission Chair-
man Reed Hundt called the in-
d ustrydecision "d isappointing for 
parents and dange rous for our 
kids." 
Criticism of this decision came 
from Prestdent Clinton as well. 
The White House is pressing dis-
tillers to honor the voluntary ban. 
White House spokesman Barry 
To i v 
print. Thede- Sea dram has told the 
cision came Co' 
told the 
media 
t h a t 
Clinton 
fee I s 
"p a r-
e n t s 
should 
n o t 
have to 
five months 
after Seagram 
Co. Ltd. began 
advertising 
some of its 
whiskey 
brands on lo-
ca I television 
stationsinde-
fiance of the 
media that the main 
reason for their 
decision to abolish the 
ban is purely economic. worry 
about 
the i r 
ban. 
Seagram Co. has been the 
leader in the fight to have theJT 
products ad vert ised on television 
and radio. Seagram has told the 
media that the main reason for 
the1r dec1sion to abolish the ban is 
purely economic. Liquor sales 
have declined in past years, and 
marketers know that there is no 
better way to influence consum-
ers-particularly those aged 25-
35-than television and radio. 
Tom Pirkoof, a beverage 
consultancy at BevMark stated 
that, "There's a whole new genera-
tion that seems to be interested in 
alcohol...marketers need to reach 
them with their brand names." 
The concern arises with the 
possible appeal of these advertise-
ments to children. Federal Com-
kids bemg exposed to liquor ads." 
Since the ba non alcohol adver-
tising on radio and television is 
voluntary, the government has not 
had the opportunity as of yet to 
take legtsla tivc action on this is-
sue. In a press conference on ban-
ning televised liquor ads, George 
A Hacker, Director of the Alcohol 
Policies Project, stated that, "It is 
time for Congress to stand on the 
side of children and shield them 
from the like! y deluge of new tele-
vision pitches that promote 
America's number one drug." 
Meister believes that the me-
dia landscape has changed dra-
maticallysince the ban was put in 
place decades ago. As a result, he 
added, the hard liquor industry 
has been put at a competitive dis-
advantage 
tificauon, the respect for human 
rights," the Cuban leader asked . 
Even before hts arrival, 
Castro's visn had set off a de-
bate in Italy, particularly on the 
left of the political spectrum 
where for many, the Cuban 
leader is still the romanttc fig-
ure of the Cuban revolution. 
Fort he hard-core left m !tal y, 
Castro, while tarnished by the 
reports of widespread human 
rights abuses, rem a ins a symbol 
of a defiant socialism, and of a 
triumphant anti- Americanism 
that still smkes a chord here. 
Opposition to the recent US. 
law that imposes sanctions on 
foreign compan1es that use U.S. 
property that was confisctaed 
when the communists came to 
power in Cuba is very strong in 
Italy, as it is across Europe. 
But for the mainstream Ital-
ian left, main I y the Party of the 
Democratic Left, the remnants 
of the old Italian Communist 
Party and the Ia rgest parry in 
the current coalition govern-
ment, Castro is also a trouble-
some figure who represems a 
past that has become irrelevant 
in an increasingly non-ideologi-
cal Europe. 
Castro, who arrived in his 
usual military fatigues at 1:30 
a.m. accompanied by an entou-
rage of 110 people,c hanged into 
a blue business suit for his ap-
pearance at the food conference. 
Dogging his footsteps will be 
a connngent of about 40 ami-
Castro Cuban exiles, now liv-
ing in the United States, who 
are trying to bring Italians' at-
tention to human rights condi-
tions in Cuba, and to shake the 
romantic image of Castro held 
to this day by many of the Ital-
ian leftists. 
Meister insists that the disnlled 
spHits mdustry will ac t responsi-
bly. He stated that, "Dis tilled spir-
its advertisements will continue 
to be as responsible, dignified and 
tasteful messages for adu lt s, and 
theywi II avoid targeting those un-
der the legal purchase age regard-
less of the medium." He added 
that, "You are not going to turn on 
the television set and see floods 
and floods of distilled liquor ads." 
A recent poll from Eisner and 
Associates, a Baltimore advertis-
ing agency, reveals that most 
Americans are concerned about 
the prospect of liquor advertisi ng 
on television. Results of the poll 
indicated that 78 percent of the 
people believed that the ads will 
encourage young people to drink, 
71 percent th ink theadswi ll lead 
to more alcoholism, and 59 per-
cent believe that liquor advenis-
ingmay result in moredrunk driv-
ing. 
Major broadcasting sta tions 
may not even allow the hard li -
quor advertisements on the a1r. 
ABC, NBC, CBS and Fox told the 
media that they had no plans to 
change their policies against ac-
cepting liquor ads. 
However, many of the broad-
casters who have accepted the ads 
have told the media that they will 
not run them umil9:00 at night, 
when fewe r children are wa tch-
ing. Unfortunately, there is no way 
to ensure thatchildren are not part 
of the audience. According to 
Nielsen Media Research, 18 mil-
lion children under the age of 17 
watch television between 9:00 and 
9:30 at night, the most popular 
prime time segment. 
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U.S. troops to aid Rwandan refugees 
Shane Subler __ _ 
Staff Reporter 
last Wednesday, PresH.lent 
Climon commllted up to 5,000 
U.S. military personnel to jom a 
U -sponso red multinational 
force that wdl a1rl1ft food and 
medicine to nearly I million refu-
gees m Zaire. 
The Wh1te House made clear, 
however, that no troops will begin 
operations there unti I the warring 
facuons 1 n the country agree to a 
cease-fire. This will make it easier 
for the multinational force to en-
ter Za1re peacefully Clmton I sa lso 
insisting to the other members of 
the coalition that Amer1can troops 
remain in the reg1on for no longer 
than four months. jusnfying his 
sion. 
The Hut u refugees fled from 
Rwanda during the 1994 
Rwandan civil war to av01d an 
advance by the Tursi army. The 
hatred and warfare between these 
two mbes has lasted centunes. 
These Tutsis planned to avenge the 
murders of nearly 500,000 mem-
bersof the1r tnbe by Hutu forces 
Among the Hut u refugees were 
many of the Hutu soldiers who 
had been involved 111 the murders 
of the Tutsis. The camps were sup-
posed to allow the refugees toes-
cape a mass1ve cholera epidemic 
111 Rwanda, which had developed 
during the war. However,theHutu 
soldiers in the camps soon took 
control of the refugees. They used 
them as 
... many of the militias may 
bases for at-
tacks on 
Zairian 
Tutsis. The 
Hutu sol-
diers in the 
agree to a cease fire soon, 
because, like the refugees, 
they are running out of food. 
c a m p s 
threatened 
to kill any 
action , the president told report-
ers in a pres conference Friday, 
"The world's most powerful nation 
must not turn its back on so many 
people." 
The Canadia n-led multina-
tional force will have the task of 
he lpi ng save the lives of nearly l 
million starvi ng a nd disease-
stricken refugees spread out along 
a 200-m i le region of eastern Zaire. 
The complex situation of warfare 
currently occurring in Zaire in-
tensifies the urgency of this mis-
civ ilian s 
who tried toescapethecampsand 
ret urn to their homeland in 
Rwanda. 
Since last year, Hutu warriors 
in the camps haveattacked Zairian 
Tutsis, along with the help of 
Zairian Hutus. Beginning with 
these attacks, the war has moved 
from Rwanda to Zaire, and has 
trapped refugees in the middle. 
Others, angered with the Zairian 
government under President 
Mobutu Sese Seko, have joined the 
figh t In the middle of this com-
plex war are the refugees, who have 
been cut off from food and mcd1 
cine by the war. The ref ugces now 
suffer from starvauon and ram-
pant d 1sease. 
The mission now 1 to entice 
the ref ugecs out of Za1re and back 
to Rwanda, where relief worker 
will safely be able to help 1hem. 
On Saturday, nearly 200,000 refu-
gees eros ed the border and re-
turned to Rwanda An anack by 
Zainan rebels on a large refugee 
camp allowed this movement. The 
Za1rian rebels defeated Hutu 
forces in the camp that were not 
allowing the refugees to leave. This 
unexpected movement may 
change the m1s ion of the mulu-
national force, said U.S. Defense 
Secretary William Perry 
Even w1th the nsk that the UN 
forcemayencounter omecasual 
nes, intervention is considered es-
sential by some to avert a cata-
strophic loss of life. Catherine 
Bertini of the UN Food Council, 
predicted that 75,000 refugees 
may die within one month if help 
does not arrive soon. 
Optimistically,manyof themi-
li tiasmayagree to a cease fire soon, 
because, like the refugees, they are 
running out of food. This will ex-
pedite thedistribuuonof food and 
medicine wit hin the camps, as 
wel l as facilitate the emry of the 
multinational force into Zaire. 
The current situation in Zaire 
is the product of generations of 
hatred. Although the United 
States feels increasingly reluctant 
to be labeled as the "world's po-
lice", many say this actio n is nec-
essary to avert a tragedy. 
. 
1. f s e r 
Administration discourages marijuana legalization 
Calling California's passage of Propostion 215 a tragedy last 
Friday, White House drug czar Barry R. lvlcCaffrey said at a 
press conference that the drug administration will step up its 
efforts to discourage other states from following Caltforn•a's 
lead. The proposition legahzes manjuana usage for medicinal 
purposes. McCaffrey failed to comment on whetherthefederal 
government will work to nullify the just-passed imtiative or 
move to prosecute doctors who recommend man Juana to their 
patients. 
Texaco signs discrimination settlement 
On Friday, in the midst of a racism scandal,Texacolnc. signed 
what may be the largest cttlemcnt of a racial-discrimmauon 
lawsuit ever. In the agreement, Texaco agreed to pay an imme-
diate $ll5 million in damages to workers, plus give raises of at 
least lO percent to some 1,400 black employees. Texaco is also 
now required to form a seven-member 'equality task force' that 
will give the plaintiffs a say in hirmg and promotion polky at 
the oil gia nt. Racism in the Texaco corporation was discovered 
when taped meetings of top executives using racial slurs su r-
faced. 
Tobacco advertising ban upheld 
A federal court of appeals this pasr week upheld a Baltimore 
ban on some cigarette billboard advertising. Anti-tobacco 
advocates have said that the ruling is good news and will help 
the for the federal government's efforts to restrict tobacco ad-
vertising aimed at minors. The Baltimore law restricts bill-
boards advertising tobacco products in areas frequented by 
minors. Regulationson tobaccoadvertisingarea feature o( new 
wbacco legislation issued by the Food and Drug Administra-
tion earlier this year. 
WorldBriefsweruompiled by joe Wholley,Assistantlnt.NewscS.o 
Business Editor, with the aid of wire sou rc~s. 
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Cardinal Bernardin dies at age 68 Castro meets with pope 
Joe Wholley 
Asst. Int. News & Bus1ness Ed1tor 
Card mal joseph Bernardm of 
C hJCago, one of 1 he natJon·s pre-
eminent Roman Catholic figures, 
lo t a courageous encounter with 
cancer last I hursday He wa~ 68 
Bernardin's death had been 
amiCipated smce August when It 
wasdtscovcred that he had termi-
nal pancreatic cancer lie d1ed at 
his home on Chicago's north side 
surrounded by family and friends 
The announcement of h1s death 
prompted thousands of Chicago's 
Catholics to offer up prayers in 
Holy Name Cathedral, where 
Bernard111 had pres1ded since 1982. 
Celestine Bohlen 
©The New York Times 
Pope John Paul II met with 
Fidel Castro on Tuesday, an en-
counter that could lead to a pa-
pal VISit toCuba,the Vatican an-
nounced Saturdav. 
Castro arrived in Rome on 
Saturday to attend the Unaed 
Nauonsfoodconference,and the 
Vatican spokesperson joaquin 
Navarro-Valls, said that the Cu-
ban leader would meet with the 
pope on Tuesday morning at the 
Vatican. 
"We should be mspired by the 
example of how the card1nal 
handled the ill ness,"sa1d Rev.john 
Shea SJ . president of John Carroll 
"He was an example of what life 
should be 1n 11s last few stages." 
Cardinal Joseph Bernardin, accepting the Cardinal Suenens 
Award from Rev. John J. Shea, SJ. 
After the visit of a Vatican 
envoy to Cuba last month, there 
had been much speculation 
about a meeting in Rome be-
tween Castro and the pope, who 
played a role in the breakup of 
the Soviet bloc, which sent com-
munist Cuba considerable aid 
In a letter to ChiCago's 2 mil 
lion Catholics, Pope john Pauli! 
sa1d that he learned of Bernard 1n 's 
death "with great sadness" and 
wrot~ that the card1nal had 
"shown d1gnny and hope Ill the 
face of the mystery of suffenng 
and death." 
Bernardin, who was the semor 
acnve cardinal in the United 
States, was mternationally known 
for being a centrist who tned to 
bndge together different facrions 
of the Catholic church. 
"Even while he was sick with 
anccr, he was starting a new pro-
gram called theCatholicCommon 
Ground ProJeCt," said Dorris 
Donnelly, professor of rellg1ous 
Meagan Lynch 
Staff Reporter - --- ---
Pop qu1z name the "Kmg of 
Beers." llnw about the company 
1ha1 sponsors Spuds Me Kenzie? 
Fos1ers Auo;nallan.forwll;lt7 And 
who are the frogs that sit by the 
roadandnoak. Or, whatever hap-
pened tot hose two old men, Bartles 
and James? 
Beer and Wine advertisements, 
wir h thcircatchy Jinglcsandchar-
actcrs, have been unop]X> ed for 
decade!> In fact , liquor marketers 
rec;tri ted them ·elvesfromadver-
t ismg on telev ision and radio. 
llowever, after a no1 iceable de-
srudres at john Carroll. "Th1s is a 
projecttohelpuniredifferent ideo 
logical groups in the Catholic 
Church." 
The cardinal also held close ties 
to john Carroll He was granted 
an honorary degree from the uni-
versl[y, and was the flrst recipient 
of the prestigious Cardinal 
Suenens Award, granted by Shea 
mjune oft his year at the Cardmal 
Suenens Symposium. 
"T he award to the cardinal was 
the gift of water," said Donnelly. 
"Thegiftof water was a well in his 
name built in Tanzania for the 
people of 1 he area bee a use they 
never had flowing water before." 
Bernardm was born April 2, 
1928, in Col urn bia S.C., to an !tal-
cline in hard alcohol sales, thedis-
tdled spims industry decided to 
lift 1ts self-Imposed ban on No-
vember 7. The ban had been in 
place si nee 1936 for rad io and 1948 
for televiSIOn Fred Meister, presi-
dent of the Disulled Spirits Coun-
cil, told them dia that the indus-
try wants the same advertisi ng 
access as beer and wine. 
The first amendment rega rd-
mg free speech is violated when 
the liquorcompamesare told they 
cannot advertise on television or 
radio. Meister said in a statement 
to the media that, "As a matter of 
fairness , our mdustry strongly 
The Skiers' Ed!Je invites all JCU students to come 
and visit your neighborhooa·s newest ski specialty 
shop. Present your JCU LD. for 10% off any 
purchase during November. 
* j()tX,off any in·line skates or accessories 
*Special JCU prices on all Oakley sunglasses 
K 2*Hea d*Tyrolia*M arker*Solstice*Colu m bia •oakley 
Ch ums*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper* Alp ina *Vans* Atomic 
3471 fairmount Blvd . . 
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 4411~ 
(216)3 71·6900 
5 minutes from ctnrpus 
ian immigrant couple. He was or-
dained a priest of the diocese of 
Charleston, S.C., was appointed a 
b1shop m 1966 (the youngest in 
America), and was assigned to be 
the auxiltary to the arch-bishop 
of Atlanta 
Two years later he went to 
Washington D.C., as the general 
secretary of the National Confer-
ence of Catholic Bishops. He re-
mained in Washington until1972, 
when he was named arch-bishop 
of Cincinnat i. In 1983, Bernardin 
was elevated to cardinal. 
Bernardm'sfuneral was held on 
Wednesday at Holy Name Cathe-
dral in Chicago, with many of the 
nation's prominent religious per-
sons in attendance. 
believes that we should not bedis-
criminated against " 
1 nd ustryexperts are con vi need 
that in the near future all of the 
big liquor makers will advertize 
on television. It is lef t up to the 
marketers to ensure that themes-
sage connects with and appeals to 
the right audience 
After announcing the decision 
to li ft the ban, distilled spirits in-
dustry officials said that liquor 
marketers will advertise as re-
sponsibly on radio and television 
as they have 
for years in 
Castro, whose departure for 
Rome was delayed by a storm in 
Cuba, finally arrived early 
saturday morning to make a 
speech at the food conference. 
In a mid-morning address at 
the world Food Summit, the 70-
year-old leader went straight 
into high gear, blasting those 
present at the gathering for fail-
ingtoaddress thecausesof world 
hunger, which he said are"capi-
talism, nco-liberalism, the laws 
of a wild market, the external 
debt, underdevelopment and 
conditions of inequality." 
Castro, one of six vice chair-
men at the meeting, which was 
organized by the Food and Agn-
culture Organization, used the 
forum to attack "absurd" eco-
nomic blockades, a reference to 
the 3+-year-old U.S. economic 
blockade against Cuba, which 
he sa 1d on I y com pound hunger 
and misery. 
"Where are the ethics, the jus-
munications Com mission Cha ir-
man Reed Hundt called the in-
dus try decision "disa ppointingfor 
parents and dangerous for our 
kids." 
Criticism of thisdeciston came 
from President Clinton as welL 
The White House is pressing dis-
tillers to honor the voluntary ban. 
White House spokesman Barry 
To i v 
print. Thede- Seagram has told the 
cision came 
told the 
media 
t h a t 
Clinton 
f e e l s 
" p a r-
e n t s 
should 
n o 1 
have to 
five months 
after Seagram 
Co. ltd. began 
advertising 
some of its 
whiskey 
brands on lo-
ca 1 television 
stations m de-
fmnce of the 
media that the main 
reason for their 
decision to abolish the 
ban is purely economic. worry 
about 
t h e i r 
ban. 
Seagram Co. has been the 
leader m the fight to have their 
products advertised on televJsion 
and radio. Seagram has told the 
media that the main reason for 
theJrdecJsion to abolish the ban is 
purely economic. Liquor sales 
have declined in past years, and 
marketers know that there is no 
better way to influence consum-
ers- pamcularly those aged 25-
35-thantelevisJon and radio. 
Tom Pirkoof, a beverage 
consu ltancy at BevMark stated 
that, 'There's a whole new genera-
tion that seems to be interested in 
alcohol...marketers need to reach 
them wi th their brand names.' 
The concern arises with the 
possibleappealof these advertise-
ments to children. Federal Com-
kids being exposed to liquor ads." 
Since the ban on alcohol adver-
tising on radio and television is 
voluntary, the government has not 
had the opportunity as of yet to 
take legislative action on thts is-
sue. In a press conference on ban-
ning televised liquor ads, George 
A. Hacker, Director of the Alcohol 
Policies Project, stated thal, "lt is 
time for Congress to stand on the 
side of children and shield them 
from the likely deluge of new tele-
vision pi tches that promote 
America's number one drug." 
Meister believes that the me-
dia landscape has changed dra-
maticallysince the ban was put in 
place decades ago. As a result, he 
added, the hard liquor industry 
has been put at a competitive dis-
advantage. 
tification,the respect for human 
ngh~>. the Cuban leader asked. 
Even before h1s arrival, 
Castro's v1sit had set off a de-
bate in Italy. particularly on the 
left of the political spectrum 
where for many, the Cuban 
leader is still the romantic fig-
ure of the Cuban revolution. 
For the hard -core left in Ita] y, 
Castro, while tarnished by the 
reports of widespread human 
rights abuses, remains a symbol 
of a defiant socialism, and of a 
triumphant anti-Americanism 
that still strikes a chord here. 
Opposition to the recent U.S. 
law that imposes sanctions on 
foreign compan1es that use U.S. 
property that was confisctaed 
when the communists came to 
power in Cuba is very strong 111 
Italy, as it is across Europe 
But for the mainstream Ital-
ian left, mainly the Party of the 
Democratic Left, the remnants 
of the old Italian Communist 
Party and the largest party in 
the current coa lition govern-
ment, Castro is also a trouble-
some figure who represents a 
past that has become irrelevant 
in an increasingly non-ideologi-
cal Europe. 
Castro, who arrived in his 
usual military fatigues at 1:30 
a.m. accompanied by an entou-
rage of 110 people, changed into 
a blue business suit for his ap-
pearance at thefood conference. 
Dogging his footsteps will be 
a contingent of about 40 anti-
Castro Cuban exi les, now liv-
ing in the Uni ted States, who 
are trymg to bring Italians' at-
tention to human rights condi-
tions in Cuba, and to shake the 
romantic image of Castro held 
to this day by many of the Ital-
ian leftists. 
Meister insists that the distilled 
spirits industry will act responsi-
bly. He sta ted that, "Disti li ed spir-
its advertisements will cont inue 
to be as responsible , dignified and 
tasteful messages for adults, and 
theywillavoid targeting those un-
der the legal purchase age regard-
less of the medium." He added 
that, 'You are not going to turn on 
the television set and see floods 
and flood s of di sti ll ed liquor ads.' 
A recent poll from Eisner and 
Associates, a Baltimore advertis-
ing agency, reveals that most 
Americans are concerned about 
the prospect of liquor advertising 
on television. Results of the poll 
indicated that 78 percent of the 
people believed that the ads will 
encourage young people to drink, 
71 percent think the ads will lead 
to more alcoholism, and 59 per-
cent believe that liquor advert is-
ingmayresult in more drunk driv-
ing. 
Major broadcasting statio ns 
may not even allow the hard li-
quor advertisements on the a1r. 
ABC, NBC, CBS and Fox told the 
med ia that they had no plans to 
change their policies against ac-
cepting liquor ads. 
However, many of the broad-
casters who have accepted the ads 
have told the media that 1 hey will 
not run them until 9:00 at night, 
when fewer children are watch-
ing. Unfonunarely,thereisnoway 
to ensure t hatchildren are not part 
of the audience. According to 
Nielsen Media Research, 18 mil -
lion children under the age of 17 
watch television between ~WOand 
9:30 at night, the most popular 
prime time segment. 
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U.S. troops to aid Rwandan refugees 
Shane Subler 
Staff Reporter 
La st Wednesd ay, Pre~rden r 
Clinton commltled up lO 5,000 
U.S. mrlnar y personnel to join a 
UN-sponsored multinauonal 
force rhat wrl l arrlift food and 
medic me to nearly I million refu-
gees in Zaire 
The White House made clear, 
however. that no troops will begin 
operations there until the warring 
facuons 111 the coumry agree to a 
cease-fi re. This will make it easier 
for the m ulu national force to cn-
terZa 1re peacefully.C IJ n1on 1salso 
insrsting to the other members of 
the coalition that American troops 
rem am in the reg1on for no longer 
than four months. justifying his 
sion 
The Hutu refugees fled from 
Rwanda during the 1994 
Rwandan c1vil war to avoid an 
advance by the Tut i army. The 
hatred and warfare between these 
two tribes has lasted centuries. 
These Tutsis planned to avenge the 
murders of nearly 500,000 mem-
bersof their tribe by Hutu forces. 
Among the Hutu refugees were 
many of the Hutu soldiers who 
had been mvolved m rhe murders 
oftheTutsts.Thecamp weresup-
posed to allow the refugees toes-
cape a massive cholera ep1demic 
in Rwanda, which bad developed 
duringthewar. However,theHutu 
sold1ers 111 the camps soon took 
control of the refugees. They used 
them as 
... many of the militias may 
bases for at-
tacks on 
Zairian 
ru tsrs. The 
Hutu sol -
diers in the 
c a m p s 
threatened 
to kill any 
agree to a cease fire soon, 
because, like the refugees, 
they are running out of food. 
action, the pres ident told report-
ers in a press conference Friday, 
"The world's most powerful nation 
must not turn its back on so many 
people." 
The Canadian- led multina-
tional for ce will have the task of 
helping save the lives of nearly l 
million starvi ng and disease-
stricken ref ugeesspread out along 
a 200-m ile region of eastern Zaire. 
The complex situation of warfare 
currently occurring in Zaire in-
tensifies the urgency of this mi s-
c ivil ia n s 
who tried to escape thecampsand 
return to their homeland in 
Rwanda . 
Since las t year, Hutu warriors 
in the camps havea ttacked Zairian 
Tutsis, along with the help of 
Zairian Hutus. Beginning with 
these attacks, the war has moved 
from Rwanda to Zaire, and has 
trapped refugees in the middle. 
Others, angered with the Zairian 
government under President 
Mobutu Sese Seko, have joined the 
fight. In the middle of this com-
plexwararetherefugee .wbohave 
been cut off from food and med1· 
c1ne by the war The refugees now 
suffer from star vat 1on and ram-
pant d1sease. 
The mission now is to emice 
the refugees out of Za1reand back 
to Rwanda, where relief worker 
will safely be able to help them. 
On Saturday, nearly 200,000 refu-
gees crossed the border and re 
turned to Rwanda An attack by 
Zairian rebels on a large refugee 
campallowed this movement. The 
Zairian rebels defeated Hutu 
forces in the camp that were not 
allowing the refugees to leave. This 
unexpected movement may 
change the miSSion of the multi -
national force, sard U.S. Defense 
Secretary William Perry. 
Even w1th the nsk that the UN 
force may encounter some casual-
ties, intervention Is considered es-
sen tial by some tO avert a cata-
strophic loss of life. Catherine 
Bertini of the U Food Council, 
predicted that 75,000 refugees 
may die within one month if help 
does not arrive soon. 
Optimistically, many of the mi-
litias may agree to a cease fire soon, 
because, like the refugees. they are 
running out of food . This will ex-
pedite thedistributionof food and 
medicine within the camps, as 
well as facil itate the entry of the 
multinational force into Zaire. 
The current situation in Zaire 
is th e product of generations of 
hatred. Although the United 
States feels mcreasingly reluctant 
to be labeled as the "world's po-
lice", many say this awon is nec-
essary to avert a tragedy. 
r 1. e f s 
Administration discourages marijuana legalization 
Calling California's passage of Propost1on 215 a tragedy last 
Frida)', White House drug czar Barry R. McCaffrey said at a 
press conference that the drug administration will step up tts 
efforts to discourage other states from followmg California's 
lead. The proposition legalizes mariJuana usage for medicinal 
purposes McCaffrey failed to com menton whether the federal 
government will work to null1fy the JUSt-passed JntUative or 
move to prosecute doctors who recommend marijuana to their 
pallents. 
Texaco signs discrimination setdement 
On Friday, in the midst of a racism seandal,Texacolnc.signed 
what may be the largest settlement of a racial-d iscrimination 
lawsuit ever. In the agreement, Texaco agreed to pay an imme-
diate $115 mill ion in damages to workers. plus give raises of at 
least 10 percent to some 1,400 black employees Texaco l5 also 
now required to form a seven-member 'equality task force ' that 
will give the plaintiffs a say in hiring and promotion policy at 
the oi I gtan t. Racism in the Texaco corporation was discovered 
when raped meeungs of top executives usmg racial slurs sur-
faced . 
Tobacco advertising ban upheld 
Afederalcourrof appeals this past week upheld a Baltimore 
ban on some cigarette billboard advertising. Ami -tobacco 
advocates have sa id that the ruling is good news and will help 
the for the federal government's efforts to restrict tobacco ad 
venislng aimed at minors. The Baltimore law restricts bill-
boards advertising tobacco products in areas frequented by 
minors. Regulations on tobaccoadvertisinga reafeature of new 
tobacco legislation iss ued by the Food and Drug Administra-
tion earlier this year 
World Briefs weruompiled by joe Wholley,Assistantlnt.News&-
Business Editor. with the aid of wirt scurces. 
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Mitra, Severina 
Year: Junior 
Major: Economics 
Zodiac Sign: Leo 
Favorite Color: Green 
A job that you think would be 
fun to have is: Working at the 
Rock 'n' Roll Hall of Fame and 
Museum, because I could meet 
people I Idolize. 
What should a person never 
do on a date with you?: Look at 
another girl or pick his nose . 
If you were invisible, what 
would be the first place you 
would go?: The White House, so I 
could see what is actually accom-
piished by our government. 
What station is your car radio 
usually tuned to?: 88.7 WUJC 
What is your favorite thing to 
do on a snowy day?: Make snow 
angel~. 
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Students square off about sex in the 90s 
Julie Thorud 
Staff Reporter 
"Sex is natural, sex is fun. Noteverybody 
does it... but everybody should!" The lyr ics 
w the controversial George Michael song "I 
Want Your Sex" raise many questions about 
sexuality. Despite the way that sex is por-
trayed in popular culture, what are Chris-
tians in the 90sdoingaboutsexual tempta-
tion? Moreso,howarejohnCarroll Univer-
sity students controlling their God-gtven 
appetite for sex? 
But unlike food and drink, sexual activ-
ity is not required for physical survivaL 
However, along with sexual activity comes 
the increased risk of A IDS/H IV, pregnancy, 
sexually transmitted diseases and rape. 
Sexual Issues on campus 
One of the biggest concerns expressed 
by Carroll students is getting drunk and 
'hooking up." The fear is that this type of 
behavior will lead to one night stands. Al-
cohol and other drugs cloud judgment and 
make it difficult to make a rat ional deci-
sion about sexual behavior 
According to the journal of Applied So-
cial Psychology, Dec. 16, 1995, "People who 
are intoxicated are more likely to be in-
volved in coercive sexual behaviors than 
those who are sober." The article recom -
mends, "Efforts to prevent sexual coercion 
might be enhanced by including a focus on 
how beliefs about alcohol may affect the 
expected consequences and occurrences of 
these acts." 
Onesophomorefemalestated that it was 
Irresponsible and immature of students to 
participate in one night stands as a result of 
being intoxicated. She added, "I think a lot 
of people on campusareguiltyof one night 
stands and I don't even th ink it bothers 
rhem." 
ship does not mean enough. According w 
the American jou rna/ of Public Health , 
"Males engage in more nsk taking behav-
iors relevant to partner cho1ce (more part-
ners) and sexual practices Clower levels of 
contraception) than females." 
"I think that sex complicates things be-
cause you are giving someone something 
you can never get back and you don't know 
whether or not you are going to marry that 
person," said one sophomore female. 
However, other Carroll students are not 
opposed to premaritalsex given certain con-
dttions. "lf you honest! y believe in your 
heart tha t it is 
right and you 
weighed out 
the deetsions 
and ta I ked to 
your partner 
then I don't see 
any problem in 
having sex," 
said sopho-
more jessica 
Grassman. An-
other senior 
male ad ded , "If 
1 rea II y love her 
and we are 
pian n mg to get 
married I re-
ally don't see 
what's the mat-
ter if we sleep 
together now." 
that it is desirable to avoid premarital sex , 
others do not see the need w wait until 
marriage. "I think it is unrealistic to think 
that people are going to wait until they are 
married because people are getting mar-
ried so much. later," said Grassman. 
She goes on to say that the decision to 
engage in premarital sex has nothing to do 
with one's fait h. "You tell me one person 
who follows every rule of Christianity. just 
because someone has premarital sex doesn't 
mean they are less of a Christian." 
Grassman continued, 'The rules of pre-
maritalsex wereestablished by the church-
not God. I don't 
see how having 
premarital sex 
affects your faith 
or love for God." 
A male senior 
holds an oppos-
ing view, how-
ever. He said, 
"You never know 
what is going to 
happen to even 
the strongest re-
lationship. If you 
have sex with a 
person before you 
are married and 
break up then 
you no longer 
have a part of you 
that would be 
nice to give to the 
person you 
marry." 
~~~>=~~MI10would you wmana 
out with from the 1960s?: The 
An anonymous senior said, 'I think that 
people need to take responsibility for their 
actions but everyone getS drunk and people 
do hook up. lt's a [acto£ \i[e." 
Relationships 
"Relation-
ships often 
grow to be 
more physi-
cally intimate 
than they origi-
nally decided. 
Such intimacy 
is of ten a real 
ref\ection of 
the emot ional 
commitment 
to each other," 
said the author 
Castleman. 
' lt is very hard 
to be 22 and a 
man and to say 
you're a virgin," 
said an anony-
mousCarroll stu-
dent, "It's just not 
something to be 
proud of any-
Fonz from Happy Days. 
What do you think is the single 
most important sports skill to 
have acquired as a child?: 
Making contact between a bat and a 
ball, because rt develops hand-eye 
coordination 
The intimacy that a relationship brings 
often bnngs with it sexual temptation. 
A female sophomore sa id that premari-
tal sex is more accepted in today's society. 
She said, "I know numerous people who 
have sex with no intent ion of ever marry-
ingtheotherperson. lt'sjustaccepted nowa-
days." 
According to author Robbie Castleman 
in his book, 
True Love, pre-
marital sex can 
Parnell's 
be emotionally 
scarring even 
to those in a 
committed re-
lationship. 
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Castleman 
said, "The de-
gree of heart-
break when a 
relationship 
ends is defi-
nitely affected 
by the degree 
of physical in -
timacy shared 
in the rela rion-
ship." 
He goes on 
to say that of-
ten times fe -
males become 
at tached to a 
greater degree 
than do males. 
Females base a 
lot of their 
sexual deci-
sions on the 
quality of the 
relationship, 
which some-
ci mes leads to 
sex out of des-
peration to 
keep a relation-
ship gomg or 
no sex because 
the relation-
A freshman 
fem ale noted 
however that, 
"There could be 
so much more 
to regret if we 
had not agreed 
to keep our 
physical rela -
tionshipinstep 
with our com-
mitment." 
The Church's View 
Premarital sex, according to theCa tho-
lie Church, is wrong. As stated in the Cat-
echism of the Catholic Church, premarital 
sex," is gravely contrary to the dignity of 
persons and of human sexuality which is 
naturally ordered to the good of spouses 
and the generation and education of chil-
dren." This is the official views as espoused 
by rhe church and advocated by the pope. 
But is advocating abstinence and mo-
nogamy impractical for wday's Christians? 
Rev. joseph Schell, Sj., said, 'No. I think it's 
practical. With it comes a requirement of 
self -restraint and a willingness to stand 
against a great deal of popular opinions." 
A maleseniorstated ," I don't think sex is 
a moral issue anymore. I am not any less of 
a Christian i£ I have sex with someone who 
I love thana person whodidn'tgotochurch 
on Sunday. They still call themselves a 
Christian, l still call myself one too." 
According w Castleman, "Sexuality is a 
part of God's original design for human be-
ings but the church states it should be saved 
for one person and one person only united 
in marriage." 
Student's Views 
Like any other issue. sexual ethics and 
decisions can also be debated-and are de-
bated by john Carroll students. "Everyone 
is entitled w their opinion, It's no different 
with sex," satd a male sophomore. 
While many Carroll students believe 
more " 
Many stu-
dents feel pres-
sured to have sex. 
"lt just seems like 
it is accepted now 
regard less of 
your religious be-
liefs," said fresh-
man Mary 
Howarth. 
Something to 
think about 
The physical 
consequences of 
engaging in sex 
can be harmful to both sexes. According to 
City AlDS Action, Oct.1996, "In the Uni ted 
States there is one AlDS related death every 
11 minutes one AlDSdiagnosisevery 9 min-
utes, and someone 1s infected with HIV ev-
ery 13 minutes. More than half a million 
Americans are living withAlDS right now. 
The disease is now the leading cause of 
death among women 25 to44 years old inl7 
major ci ties ... including Cleveland." 
AIDS is not theonlyconcern thatshould 
be thought about before having sex. Preg-
nancyisalsoa top concern for JCU students 
as one junior female stated. "There is no 
way that I am ready to be called mommy 
yet, regard less of how much !love my boy-
friend there are other ways l ean show !love 
him," she said. 
"Sixty percent of pregnancies in this 
country are unplanned," according to"Tak-
ing the Risk of Birth Control", Heart and 
Soul Magazine April/May1996. The article 
goes on to state, "more than half of the 24 
million teenagers in the U.S. engage in sex." 
According to the Nov. 1995 issue of 
American]ou rna! ofPubl ic Health, "no sex" 
is the only guarantee to avoid unwanted 
diseases and unplanned pregnancies. 
AnanonymousCarroll female said, "We 
shou ld not be afraid of sex; we should be 
careful where we stand lon the issue) and 
how we pursue our feelings. We need to 
respect its potential dangers and be careful , 
not reck less." 
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The latest Carroll Craze 
Lisa Marie Stlckan 
Staff Reporter 
Tuke Me Out to the Ball Game 
is more than JUSt a song to John 
Carroll Universll y student Lisa 
Craze. In 1994,Craze received na-
tional attenuon for being the first 
woman to be a pub! ic address an-
nouncer in Major League Baseball's 
American League. 
Craze had the opportunity to 
set this record while she lived in 
Sea tt le. Stncc 1984,Craze had cov-
ered baseball for the Seattle Mari-
ners, so she was a regular in rhe 
press box. 
Craze,35, approached the mar-
keung director of the Mariners 
with an offer to fill -in as an an-
nouncer in 1992. The next season, 
Craze had her chance, buts he had 
to endure voice tests. 
"T hey were not sure how a 
woman's votce would sound," said 
Craze. Craze's performance was 
well received though, so wel l in 
fact , that she received local pub-
licity from the Sea ttle media. "One 
Seattlestationeven led the ir news-
cast with a story on me,"saidCraze. 
Craze, a pan-time Communi-
cations major, was born in Balti-
more, but relocated to Harrisburg, 
Pa. as a teenager with her parents. 
Af ter a year at llarrisburg Area 
Community College, Craze got her 
first job in radio in 1980 at the age 
of 19. 
Craze was listening to a disco 
stauon geared to 14- year-old Af-
rican-American girls , WFEC AM, 
and called the disc JOCkey tore-
port th at t hestation'sdemograph-
ics were wrong. The disc jockey 
asks:d Craze il he was in the radio 
business and she expressed an in-
terest in the news division, where 
there happened to be an opening. 
A month later Craze was cov-
ering the aftermath of Three Mile 
Island disaster, a major nuclear 
meltdown "I was nineteen and 
feeding stories to major networks 
like ABC, the Mutual Broadcast-
ing system, and KMET in Los An -
geles," said Craze. 
In 1983, Craze re located to a 
small town in Maryland at WTTR 
AM and FM, where she served as 
news director and also as an an-
chor and a reporter for two years. 
"To any communications student, 
I would recommend going to a 
little town because you learn to do 
everything like reporting, being 
the disc jockey, and public rela-
tions," said Craze. 
While working in Maryland, 
Craze adopted the radio stage 
name Lisa Brooks, because she pre-
ferred its sound over her maiden 
name of Silberman. 
Craze then relocated to Seattle, 
Washington. "I consider Seattle 
my home," said Craze, "because I 
was there thirteen years, longer 
than anywhere else." 
It was at her first job in Seattle 
at KMPS AM/FM, a country sta-
tion, where Craze learned of the 
potential hardships involved in 
the radio business. 
At KMPS, where Craze worked 
from 1983-1988, she worked her 
way up from news person to news 
director, but was fired when the 
station was downsized. "It was the 
only time I was fired, and it was 
very traumatic ," said Craze. 
ext ra e wor d at 
Holiday CircleFest 
celebration planned 
Elizabeth Perri 
Staff Reporter 
The holiday spi rit will be alive 
and well on Wednesday night, Dec. 
4. A University Circle Incorpo-
rated (UC]) coord inated event, 
HolidayCircleFcst, will begin at 5 
p.m. and is loca ted at Wade 
Oval Green, which will 
be lit with over 
2000 I umi narias. 
Many institu-
ti ns arc holding 
fun activities for 
childre n , young 
adu lts and college 
students, as well as 
ad ults and families . 
Not only a re the 
prices geared for al l 
ages, but the cost of 
ad mi sian l1as been 
kept low in order to 
arrain a high turnout. 
Exam pies include little to 
no parking fees , f reeadm ission and 
shuttle buses to the different in-
stirut ions and low-cost "light din-
ners" and snacks. 
Whitney Bohan, director of 
public relauons at UCI, is excited 
about the third annual Holiday 
Ci rcle Fest. The following IS a list 
of 1 he hI gh l iglmof Ct rcleFest that 
students might want to check out: 
-The Cleveland Museum of Art 
will have jazz music and organ 
recitals. 1 he museum will also 
host a "fesuva l of lights,' which 
in lucles mak1ng lanterns. 
-Th e Cleveland Museum of 
atund History will have a live 
rei nrleer anci Di noel a us, a dmosaur 
head who wears a Santa hat. 
-Students of the Cleveland In-
stitute of Art will be selling their 
artwork, jewelry, ceramics and 
glas ware. Also, Santa will be 
making a special visit and will be 
available to have his picture taken 
with the children. 
-The Cleveland Botani-
cal Garden will host a 
"Holiday Garden Ex-
press," which will 
have an antique 
train display that 
stretches fo r 
miles. Young 
children can pur-
chase inexpen-
sive holiday pre-
sents for their 
family members, 
friends and teach-
ers at the Whistle 
Stop Shop. 
-Severance Hall, home of the 
world-famous Cleveland Orches-
tra, will be hostingachoirfestival. 
All are invited to sing along. 
-The Western Reserve H isiOri -
cal Society will have a "boutique" 
of tables representing several lo-
cal institutions not in the Wade 
Oval Green area, such as Rainbow 
Babies and Children. 
Bohan encourages all to attend 
"It will create a memory for you 
and it's fun ro go into these muse-
ums," she said. "Hopefully it wtll 
be a beautiful winter night. 
WKSU-FM 89.7 will broadcast 
live from Holiday Circle Fest. For 
more mformation, mcluding a 
map, ca II (216) 791-3900. 
1090 AM in Seattle from 1988-
1993, as a morning show co-host, 
a news anchor, and a reporter. 
"This was the most defi m ngjob 
I had ," said Craze, "1 had incred-
ible fun and worked really hard 
for a great, great company.' 
Craze left KING because she 
wamed 10 host her own talk show. 
This interest in talk shows led 
Craze to fill-in on the nationally 
syndicated Laura Lee Show and 
also on Mihe Siegel's National 
Town Forum, both produced out 
of Seattle. 
In 1993, Craze worked for one 
year on the Seattle-based station 
KKDZ "K idstar" Radio, where she 
created and produced The Change 
Machine, a half hour show for 
kids that i ncorpora res m us1c, 
characters, interviews, news, and 
other information. 
"lam very proud of the work I 
did therelat KKDZI, lief t rhe news 
and was given the opportunity to 
create somet hing," said Craze of 
her show, which is still being 
broadcast today. 
Craze moved to Cleveland last 
year with her husband Andy, a 
Cleveland native. 
While visinng Clevela nd to 
look for a house, Craze brought a 
voice rape to WWWE 1100 AM, 
now WTAM,and was offered a job 
on the spot. 
"It was a real validation," sa id 
Craze, "It told me l was doing the 
right thing." 
Craze worked at WWWE till 
January of 1996 as a weekend and 
fill-tn ta lk show host , and at-
tended Cuyahoga Community 
College (Tn-0 
After a semester at Tri-C, Craze 
transferred 10 john Carroll. She 
based her decision, in part, because 
of the wonderful things she had 
heard about the department of 
communications. 
Craze returned to school be-
cause she valued obtaming her 
degree. "John Carroll is qune a 
challenge," said Craze, "1 really 
admire the st udenrsl because they] 
make it look easy.' 
Even though Craze continues 
her work at WVIZ TV as a regular 
on-camera fund-rai~er for Public 
Television pledge dnves, she is 
concent rating on her classes now. 
She IS currently enrolled in a TV 
production class taught by Alan 
"Sweet" Style 
for the Holidays 
at 
Srephe nson , associate professor of 
communications. 
"I am learn inghowmuchl have 
yet to learn," said Craze, "It IS a 
humbling experience and I hope I 
am worthy of the challenge." 
Being an older stude nt can be 
difficult at times, but Craze ap-
preciates the enthus1asm of the 
other student~ 
"l tcan bedtfficult be a use I feel 
a lot older and I feel isolated m that 
sense," said raze , "but it' also 
wonderful because I get to mter-
act with minds open from high 
school...open to new idea : 
Craze ts determined to do well 
at john Carroll. "When I walked 
into my first class, I wanted this 
(degreelsomuch,"said raze, \md 
it's finally happening· 
"SWEET THREADS" 
28001 Chagrin Blvd 
(In the Bloockbuster 
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Mitra, Severina 
Year: junior 
Major: Economics 
Zodiac Sign: Leo 
Favorite Color: Green 
A job that you think would be 
fun to have is: Working at the 
Rock 'n' Roll Hall of Fame and 
Museum, because I could meet 
people I idolize. 
What should a person never 
do on a date with you?: Look at 
another girl or pick his nose . 
If you were invisible, what 
would be the first place you 
would go?: The White House, so I 
could see what is actually accom-
piished by our government 
What station is your car radio 
usually tuned to?: 88.7 WUJC 
What is your favorite thing to 
do on a snowy day?: Make snow 
angels. 
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Students square off alxrut sex in the 90s 
Julie Thorud 
Staff Reporter 
"Sex is natural, sex is fun. Not everybody 
does it...but everybody should!" The lyrics 
to the controversial George Michael song "I 
Want Your Sex" raisemanyquestionsabout 
sexuality Desp1te the way that sex IS por-
trayed in popular culture, what are Chris-
tians in the90sdoingaboutsexual tempta-
tion? Moreso,howarejohnCarroll Umver-
sity students controlling thei r God-given 
appetite for sex7 
But unlike food and drink, sexual activ-
ity is not required for phystcal surv1val. 
However, along with sexual activity comes 
the increased risk of A IDS/H IV, pregnancy, 
sexually transmitted diseases and rape. 
Sexual Issues on campus 
One of the biggest concerns expressed 
by Carroll students is getting drunk and 
'hooking up." The fear is that this type of 
behavior will lead to one night stands. Al-
cohol and other drugs cloud judgment and 
make it difficult to make a rational deci-
sion about sexual behavior 
According to the journal of Applied So-
cial Psychology, Dec. 16, 1995, "People who 
are intoxicated are more likely to be in-
volved in coercive sexual behaviors than 
those who are sober." The article recom-
mends, "Efforts to prevent sexual coerc ion 
might be enhanced by including a focus on 
how beliefs about alcohol may affect the 
expected consequences and occurrences of 
these acts." 
One sophomorefema lestated that it was 
1rresponsible and immature of students to 
participate in one nightstandsasa resu It of 
being intoxicated. She added, "I think a lot 
of people on campus are gui lty of one night 
stands and I don't even th ink it bothers 
them." 
ship does not mean enough. According to 
the American ]ou rna/ of Public Health , 
"Males engage in more nsk taking behav-
iors relevant to partner ch01ce (more part-
ners) and sexual practices (lower levels of 
contraception) than females." 
"I think that sex complicates things be-
cause you are giving someone something 
you can never get back and you don't know 
whether or not you are going to marry that 
person," said one sophomore female. 
However, other Carroll students are not 
opposed to premaritalsexgivencertain con-
ditions. "If you honestly believe in your 
heart that it is 
right and you 
weighed out 
the deCisions 
and ta !ked to 
your partner 
then I don't see 
any problem in 
having sex," 
said sopho-
more jessica 
Grassman. An-
other senior 
male added, "If 
I real! y love her 
and we are 
planning to get 
married I re-
al! y don't see 
wha t's the mat-
ter if we sleep 
together now." 
that it is desirable to avoid premarital sex , 
others do nor see the need to wait until 
marriage. "I think it is unrealistic to think 
that people are going to wait until they are 
married because people are getting mar-
ried so much later," said Grassman. 
She goes on to say that the decision to 
engage in premarital sex has nothing to do 
with one's faith. "You tell me one person 
who follows every rule of Christianity. Just 
because som cone has premari ta I sex doesn't 
meant hey are less of a Christian." 
Grassman continued, "The rules of pre-
maritalsex were established by the church-
not God. I don't 
see how having 
premarital sex 
affects your faith 
or love for God." 
A male senior 
holds an oppos-
ing view, how-
ever. He said, 
"You never know 
what is going to 
happen to even 
the strongest re-
lationship. If you 
have sex with a 
person before you 
are married and 
break up then 
you no longer 
have a part of you 
that would be 
nicetogivetothe 
person you 
marry." 
~~~""~~ft\o--.1<1 you • hans 
out with from the 1960s?: The 
An anonymoussemorsaid, ' I think that 
people need to take responsibility for their 
actions but everyone gets drunk and people 
do hook up. h's a {acto[ life." 
Relationships 
"Relation-
ships often 
grow to be 
more physi-
cally intimate 
than theyorigi-
na II y decided. 
Such intimacy 
is often a real 
reflection of 
the emotional 
commitment 
to each other," 
said the author 
Castleman. 
"It is very hard 
to be 22 and a 
man and to say 
you're a virgin," 
said an anony-
mo usCarroll stu-
dent, "It's just not 
something to be 
proud of any-
more. 1, Fonz from Happy Days. 
What do you think is the single 
most important sports skill to 
have acquired as a child?: 
Making contact between a bat and a 
ball. because 1t develops hand-eye 
The intimacy that a relationship brings 
often brings with it sexual temptation . 
A fema le sophomore sa id that premari-
tal sex is more accepted in today's society. 
She said, "I know numerous people who 
have sex with no intention of ever marry-
ing the other person. lt's just accepted nowa-
days." 
According to author Robbie Castleman 
in his book, 
True Love, pre-
marital sex can 
Parnell's 
be emotionally 
sca rring even 
to those in a 
committed re-
lationship. 
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Castleman 
said, "The de-
gree of heart-
break when a 
relationship 
ends is defi-
n itely affected 
by the degree 
of physica l in-
timacy shared 
in the relation-
ship." 
He goes on 
to say that of-
ten times fe-
males become 
attached to a 
greater degree 
than do males. 
Females base a 
lot of their 
sexual deci-
sions on the 
quality of the 
relationship, 
which some-
times leads to 
sex out of des-
peration to 
keep a relation 
ship gomg or 
no sex because 
the relation-
A freshman 
female noted 
however that, 
"There could be 
so much more 
to regret if we 
had not agreed 
to keep our 
physical rela-
tionshipinstep 
with our com-
mitment." 
The Church's View 
Premarital sex, according to the Catho-
lic Church, is wrong. As stated in the Cat-
echism of the Catholic Church, premarital 
sex," is gravely contrary to the dignity of 
persons and of human sexuality which is 
naturally ordered to the good of spouses 
and the generation and education of c hil -
dren." This is the official views as espoused 
by the church and advocated by the pope. 
But is advocating abstinence a nd mo-
nogamy impractical for today's Christians? 
Rev: joseph Schell, Sj., said, 'No. I think it's 
practical. With it comes a req ui reme nt of 
self -restraint and a willingness to stand 
against a great deal of popular opinions." 
A male senior stated, "I don't think sex is 
a moral issue anymore. I am not any less of 
a Christian if l have sex with someone who 
I love thana person whodidn'tgotochurch 
on Sunday. They still call themselves a 
Christian, 1 still call myself one too." 
According to Castleman, "Sexuality is a 
part of God's original design for human be-
ings but the church states it should be saved 
for one person and one person only united 
in marriage." 
Student's Views 
Like any other issue, sexual ethics and 
decisions can also be debated-and are de-
bated by john Carroll students. "Everyone 
is entided to their opinion, 1t's no dtfferent 
with sex," said a male sophomore. 
While many Carroll students believe 
Many stu-
dents feel pres-
sured to have sex. 
"lt just seems like 
it is accepted now 
regard less of 
your rel1gious be-
liefs," said fresh-
man Mary 
Howarth. 
Something to 
think about 
The physical 
consequences of 
engaging in sex 
can be harmful to both sexes. According to 
City AIDS Action, Oct. 1996, "In the United 
States there is one AIDS related death every 
11 minutes one AlDSdiagnosisevery 9 min-
utes, and someone is infected with HIV ev-
ery 13 minutes. More than half a million 
Americans are living with AIDS right now. 
The disease is now the leading cause of 
death amongwomen 25 to44yearsold in17 
major cities ... including Cleveland." 
AIDS is not theon ly concern that should 
be thought about before having sex. Preg-
nancyisalsoa top concern for j CU st udents 
as one junior female stated. "There is no 
way tha t I am ready to be called mommy 
yet, regard less of how much I love my boy-
friend there are other ways lcanshow I love 
him," she said. 
"Sixty percent of pregnancies in th is 
country are unplanned," according to"Tak-
ing the Risk of Birth Control", Heart and 
Soul Magazine April/May 1996 The article 
goes on to state, "more than half of the 24 
million teenagers in the U.S. engage in sex." 
According to the Nov. 1995 issue of 
American]ou rna I ofPublic Health, "no sex" 
is the only guarantee to avoid unwanted 
diseases and unplanned pregnancies. 
An anonymous Carroll female sa id , "We 
should not be afraid of sex; we should be 
careful where we stand ion the issue] and 
how we pursue our feelings. We need to 
respect its potential dangers and be ca refu l, 
not reck less." 
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The latest Carroll Craze 
Lisa Marie Stlckan 
Staff Reporter 
Tahe Me Out to rh e Ball Game 
is more than JUSt a song to john 
Carroll Unive rsity student Lisa 
Craze. In 1994, Craze received na-
tional attention for being the first 
woman to be a publ1c address an-
nouncer in Major League Baseball's 
A rnerican League. 
Craze had the opportunity to 
set this record while she lived in 
Seattle. Stnce I 984,Craze had cov-
ered baseball fort he Seattle Mari -
ners, so she was a regular in the 
press box. 
Craze,35, approached the mar-
ketmg d1recwr of the Mariners 
with an offer to fill -in as an an-
nouncer in 1992. The next season, 
Craze had her chance, buts he had 
to endure voice tests. 
"They were not sure how a 
woman's voice would sound," said 
Craze. Craze's performance was 
well received though , so well in 
fact, that she received local pub-
] ici t y from the Seattle media. "One 
Sea It lestatio neven led the ir news-
cast with a story on me,"sa1dCraze. 
Craze, a part-time Communi-
cations major, was born in Balti-
more, but relocated to Harrisburg, 
Pa . as a teenager with her parents. 
After a year at Harrisburg Area 
Community College, Craze got her 
firstjObin radioinl980attheage 
of 19. 
Craze was listening to a disco 
station geared w 14- year-old Af-
rican-American girls, WFEC AM, 
and called the disc jockey to re-
port th at thestation'sdemograph-
ics were wrong. l he disc jockey 
asW Cr e il sh was in t radio 
business and she expressed an in-
terest in the news division, where 
there happened to be an opening. 
A month later Craze was cov-
ering the aftermath of Three Mlle 
Island disaster, a major nuclear 
meltdown "I was nineteen and 
feeding stories to major networks 
hke ABC, the Mutual Broadcast-
ingsystem, and KMET in Los An-
geles," said Craze. 
In 1983, Craze relocated to a 
small town in Maryland at WTTR 
AM and FM, where she served as 
news director and also as an an-
chor and a reporter for two years. 
"To any comm unicationsstudent, 
I would recommend going to a 
little tow n because you learn to do 
ever ything like reporting, being 
the disc JOCkey, and public rela -
tions," sa id Craze. 
While working in Maryland, 
Craze adopted the radio stage 
name Lisa Brooks, beca uses he pre-
ferred its sound over her maiden 
name of Silberman. 
Craze then relocated wSea tt le, 
Washington. "I consider Seattle 
my home," sa id Craze, "because I 
was there thirteen years, longer 
than anywhere else." 
It was at her fi rst JObin Sea ttle 
at KMPS AM/FM, a country sta-
tion, where Craze learned of the 
potential hardships involved in 
the radio business. 
At KMPS, where Craze worked 
from 1983-1988, she worked her 
way up from news person to news 
director, but was fired when the 
station was downsized. "It was the 
only time I was fired , and it was 
very traumatic ," said Craze. 
xt ra wor d at 
Holiday CircleFest 
celebration planned 
Elizabeth Perri 
Staff Reporter 
The holiday spi rit will be a live 
and well on Wednesday nigh t, Dec. 
4. A Unive rsity Circle Incorpo-
rated (UCI) coordi nated event, 
Holiday Circle Fest, will begin at 5 
p.m. and is loca ted at Wade 
Oval Green, which will 
be lit with over 
2000 I umi narias. 
Many ins titu-
ti o ns are hold ing 
fun activities for 
children , young 
adu lts and college 
students, as well as 
adu lts and fami lies 
Not only a re the 
prices geared for all 
ages. bm the cost of 
ad miss ion l1as been 
kept low in order to 
anain a high tu rnout. 
Exam pies include litt le to 
noparl< ing fees, f reeadm1ssion and 
shuttle buses to the different in-
stitutions and low-cost "light din-
ners" and snacks. 
Whirney Bohan , director of 
public rehH1ons at UCI, is excited 
about the third annual Holiday 
Circle Fest The following is a list 
of t he high I ightsof CircleFest that 
students might want to check out: 
-T he Cleveland Museum of Art 
will have jazz music and organ 
recitals. The museum will also 
host a ·'festival of lights," which 
incluctes mak1ng lanterns. 
-The Cleveland Museum of 
a1ural H1story will have a live 
rei ndeerancl Dinoclaus,adinosaur 
head who wears a Santa hat. 
-Students of the Cleveland In-
stitute of Art will be selling their 
artwork, jewelry, ceramics and 
glassware. Also, Santa will be 
making a specia l visit and will be 
available to have his picture taken 
with the ch ildren. 
-The Clevela nd Botan i-
cal Garden will host a 
"Holiday Garden Ex-
press," which will 
have an antique 
train display that 
stretches for 
miles. Young 
child ren can pur-
chase inexpen-
sive holiday pre-
sents for t heir 
fa mily members, 
friends and teach-
ers at the Whistle 
Stop Shop. 
-Severance Hall, home of the 
world-famous Cleveland Orches-
tra, will be hostingachoirfestival. 
All are in vited to sing along. 
-The Western Reserve Histori-
cal Society will have a "boutique" 
of tables representing several lo-
cal institutions not in the Wade 
Oval Green area, such as Rainbow 
Babies and Children. 
Bohan encourages all to attend 
"It will create a memory for you 
andit'sfun togointothesemuse-
ums," she sa1d. "Hopefully it will 
be a beautiful winter night. 
WKSU-FM 89.7 wtll broadcast 
live from Holiday Circle Fest. For 
more tnformauon, 1 ncluding a 
map, call (216) 791-3900. 
1090 AM m Seattle from 1988-
1993, as a morning show co-host, 
a news anchor, and a reporter. 
"This was the most defintngjob 
I had," said Craze, "I had incred-
ible fun and worked really hard 
for a great, great company.' 
Craze left Kl G because she 
wanted to host her own talk show 
This interest in talk shows led 
Craze to f1ll-in on the nationally 
syndicated Laura Lee Show and 
also on Mi he Siegel's National 
Town Forum, both produced out 
of Seattle. 
In 1993, Craze worked for one 
year on the Seattle-based station 
I<KDZ "J<idstar" Radio, where she 
created and produced The Change 
Machine, a half hour show for 
kids that incorporates mus1c, 
characters, interviews, news, and 
other information. 
"I am very proud of the work I 
did there I at KI<DZ], lief t the news 
and was given the opportunity to 
create something," said Craze of 
her show, which is still being 
broadcast today. 
Craze moved to Cleveland last 
year with her husband Andy, a 
Cleveland native. 
While visinng Cleveland to 
look for a house, Craze brought a 
vmce tape to WWWE llOO AM, 
now WTAM ,and was offered a job 
on the spot. 
"It was a real validation," said 
Craze, "It told me I was doing the 
right thing." 
Craze worked at WWWE till 
january of 1996 as a weekend and 
fill-in ta lk show host , and at-
tended Cuyahoga Community 
College (Tri-O 
Af tera semesteratTri-C, Craze 
transferred to John CarrolL She 
based her decision, in pan, because 
of the wonderful things she had 
heard about the department of 
communications. 
Craze returned to school be-
cause she va lued obtaining her 
degree. "John Carroll is quite a 
challenge," said Craze, "1 really 
admire the students[ because they] 
make it look ea y." 
Even though Craze continues 
her work at WVIZ rv as a regular 
on-camera fund-ra1ser for Public 
Television pledge dnves, she is 
concentrating on her classes now: 
She IS currently enrolled in a TV 
production lass taught by Alan 
Stephenson, associate professor of 
commu111cations. 
"I am learning how much I have 
yet to learn," said Craze, "It is a 
humbling experience and I hope I 
am worrhy of the challenge.' 
Being an older student can be 
difficult at ttmes, but Craze ap-
precmtes the enthusiasm of the 
other students. 
"It can bed1fficult because !feel 
a lot older and I feel isolated in that 
sense," sa1d raze , "but it's also 
wonderful becau e l get to Inter-
act with mmds open from h1gh 
school...open w new ideas." 
Craze is determined tO do well 
at john arroll. "When I walked 
imo my first class, r wanted rhis 
I degree] o much," said Craze, "and 
it's fmally ha ppe ning.' 
SWf;t;T 
T~Rt;ADS 
"Sweet" Style 
for the Holidays 
at 
Featuring ..... 
Betsey Johnson 
BCBG 
"SWEET THREADS" 
2 8001 Chagrin Blvd 
(In the Bloockbuster 
Video Building) 
514-8336 
Urban Outfitters 
.... and many more 
We will not sell the some dress for one event!! 
8 
Coming Attractions 
C01s.ney Enttrpr!ses.lnc 
Close Encounter: Glenn Close as the fur -ocious Cruella DeVil. 
-
Amenca ts soon to be struck with a huge case of 
puppy love when Walt Disney Pictures' 101 
Dalmatians opens next Wednesday, Nov. 2.7 at 
movie theaterseverywhere In thtsclassic tale, the happy household 
of Pongo and Perdy (and their "human pets" played by Jeff Daniels 
and joely Rtchardson) is thrown into a state of chaos when their 
newborn pups are stolen along wnh a boodle of other Dalmatians 
from the London area. The fashionable, f ur-lovtng Cruel Ia DeVil 
(Glenn Close) ts the likely suspect in the scheme. With Pongo, 
Perdy and a resourceful groupof ant mal allies hot on the tratl of the 
mtssing pupptes, Cruel! a and her clumsy cohortsshif t the comedy 
and acuon into high gear as this comical chase races to a cheering 
conclusion for this all-new, live-action film. 
-
Take a break from the 
books this evening and 
head over tojoh n Carroll's 
Saint Francis Chapel lO hear baroque 
organ music played on the Louise E. 
Mellen Memorial Organ. Bernard 
Foccroulle, Director of the Theatre Royal, 
La Monnate, will perform music from 
Spain and the Netherlands tonight at 8 
p.m. The recital is free and open to the 
public. For more information call 397-
4717. 
tudems can purchase tickets to lcveland Opera's 
production of The Marriage of Figaro at a 50% 
lll!liM. discount off the normal price of $17.50 to $55. This 
classic comedy byMozan which is now the longest-running hit in 
the htstoryof music a It heater premiered in l 786. It wi II return to the 
tate Theatre m Playhouse Square for only three performances 
starttng tomorrow, Fnday, Nov. 22 at 8 p.m., then continuing 
aturdayalsoat 8 p.m. and ending with a matinee on Sunday, Nov. 
2.4at 2. p.m. Student ticketsareavai table in person only at the Quick 
Tix window at the Playhouse Square Box Office beginningat6p.m. 
for evening performances and 12 noon for Sunday's matinee. 
Students will be asked to present a valid student l.D. 
museum 
Two years 
ago, sellout 
crowds 
greeted the Mission: Wolf 
Ed ucation Vs. Extinction 
Ambassador Wolf Program at 
The Cleveland Museum of 
Natural History. Additional 
programs had to be added and 
still people were turned away 
at the door. Mission: Wolf is a captive wolf refuge in Silver Cliff, 
Colo. where thirteen individual wolf packs live on more than 113 
acres of fenced enclosures. Due to the continued interest in this 
program, Mtsston: Wolf wtll be returning to the Museum on 
Saturday, Nov 2.3,forprogramsat2.,5and8p.m. Ti ketsare$8for 
adults Chrldren, senior and tudents are $7. Call 231-4600, ext 
279 for reservattons. 
• 
Too much pumpktn pie? Too 
much football? Try a tnp to 
Cleveland Mctroparks Zoo to 
work off that overstuffed feeling. Zoo 
admt ston rs free to all vtsitors 
Thanksgtvtng !f,q, Nov. 28 from 9 a.m 
to5pm asawayolthankingthcpubltc 
for it> supportt hroughout the year. The 
zoo's antmals will be fed spec1al 
Thanksgtving treats on this day. Come 
watch some of them ha vetheirown feast 
at the followtng ttmes and location : 
II 30 a.m Waterfowl Lake 
12.:30 p m Aquatic Butlding 
1·30 p m. Sea Ltons/Harbor Seals Pool 
2.-30 p m. Grizzly Bears Exhtbit 
!Iii a a 
CLEVELAND 
METROPARKS zoo 
\.omtng Attractions were compded by Sam Subtty, Elltertam-
ment EtlJtor A rtworh by Jeff Kneile , Graphics Editor 
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Kiefer .. Feasting .. on success of play 
Colleen Leslie 
Asst. Enterta1nment 
Ed1tor 
Last month, 
Nancy Kiefer, an 
tnstructor tn the 
Communications 
Department of 
john Carroll Um-
versity, won the 
Monon R. Sarett 
Award for her play 
"A Place at the 
Feast of Love." 
Kiefer's "Feast" IS 
based loosely on 
the memoirs of 
Herculine Barbin, 
a 19th-century 
French hermaph-
rodite. 
Themainchar-
acter in "Feast" is 
Gabrielle Trent. 
Livtng tn a con-
vent in 1890's 
Ohio, she is con-
A "Place" of her O'Ml: JCU professor of corrmunications Nancy Kiefer wins national 
Sarett Award for new play titled "A Place at the Feast of Love." 
fusedabout her identity. Although 
she was raised as a woman, the 
character has malecharacteristics 
and is attracted to women. The 
story describes Trent's life as she 
interacts with those around her, 
including her friend and mentor 
Mother Louise, the head of thecon-
vent 
The Sarett Award is given out 
by the Department of Theatre at 
the University of Nevada, Las Ve-
gas once every two years. It was 
established in 1988 by Gwynneth 
and Robert C Weiss in memory of 
playwright and author Morton R. 
Sarett. The winning author is 
given a $3,000 cash award and the 
play is prcxluced by the Depart-
m n !Th a 
In the judging for the award, 
the manuscripts are read by two 
review panels before being sub-
mitted to a national panel of judges 
for a final selection. This year's 
judges inc! uded jeanne Marshall, 
a playwrightandstoryanalyst for 
Universal Pictures, and the play-
wrightCarolynColeMontgomery. 
Kiefer got the idea for "Feast" 
from a book her brother bought 
her at a library sale. "I'm always 
lookingforthingsthat lend them-
selves to dramatics," said Kiefer. 
The ending of her play is different 
from the book becauseshe"didn 't 
want to write a sad play." 
Beating out 350 people for th is 
I 
award, Kiefer's play was produced 
last month Kiefer flew out for a 
week and was able to see the play 
four times. "I was delighted with 
it," she said. 
Although this was the first na-
tional writing award Kiefer won, 
she already has won two awards 
in Ohio. She has been writing since 
junior high. Besides writing plays, 
Kiefer writes Shakespearean son-
nets. A !I of her stories take place 
somewhere in Ohio. 
Kiefer's plays have been pro-
duced both off 
and off-Broad-
Off-way. 
Broadway was 
created in the 
19 's to iv 
lesser-known 
playwrights a 
chance to have 
their works 
performed 1n New York, said 
Kiefer. Since then, off-Broadway 
has grown tosuchan extent that it 
has its own awards. Because off-
Broadway grew so much, off-off 
Broadwaywascreated to"giveup-
and-comingplaywrightsachance 
to do New York," said Kiefer. 
The subjects of Kiefer's various 
playsare nottraditional. "My plays 
aren't commercial," said Kiefer. 
"They are kind of off-beat." 
The first play Kiefer ever had 
prcx:luced was "Talking Minks", a 
one-act comedy. Someofherother 
plays include "Head of a Blue-eyed 
Man," "The Witch of Ender" and 
"The Illustrated Woman." 
Recently, Kiefer was picked up 
by Samuel French, a New York 
publisher who will publish her 
latest work "Gwen and Gwen." 
Kiefer is currently revising the fi-
nal draft of this script. 
When asked which one of her 
works was her favorite, Kiefer re-
sponded, "It's like having 12 chil-
dren and someone asking which is 
your favorite." 
Kiefer writes 
during vacations 
and while teaching 
her play-writing 
classe . he trie to 
write at least one 
full-length play per 
year and has been 
writing plays seri-
ously for 12 years. Kiefer said that 
she intentionally writes her sto-
riesasshe does, attributing her suc-
cess to her plays' focus on women. 
She gives those women strong 
roles. 
Kiefer has taught general com-
munications courses at john 
Carroll since 1988 and will be 
teaching play writing next year 
during Summer I. In February of 
1997, "Head of a Blue-eyed Man" 
will be put on by students in the 
Little Theatre at john Carroll. 
OPERiation 
I 
F.O.:C.U.S. 
Operation F.O.C.U.S. needs your help! 
4p.m. in the Squash Court 
meet to separate the food into the 
50 families. 
9 a.m. in the Squash Court 
meet and deliver the goodies to St. 
Agnes, Our Lady of Fatima. 
Contact the Student Union for questions. 
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at the movies 
Patient has its virtues 
Tammy Conway 
Staff Reporter 
After a movie,haveyouever had 
the feeling that to move or speak 
would be an atrocity7 1nstead, you 
ence that adores written-in vio-
lence and short, concise scenes 
scrunched into a few minutes, 
pieced together and called a 
movie. The cast and crew, view-
Flick Pick: The English Patient 
ing no part of their story 
as unimportant, lovingly 
unfold a two hour and 
forty minute story. Rating: 8 out of 1 0 ~ The film starts in the 
mtddle, moves adroitly between 
past and present , and concludes 
in the middle, directly before the 
opening scene. The story is, of 
course, about the English patient. 
This patient is barely surviving 
af rer being horribly burned tn an 
accident that has left him with-
out a name, nationality or face to 
L_ ______________ __ 
want to press back in your seat and 
let your eyes glaze over as the cred-
its scroll up th e screen. If not, this 
movie will do it to you. 
The English Patient defies the 
impatiem modern demand for a 
neatly packaged two-hour movie. 
No concessions were made to ap-
peal to the kitsch American audi-
Phil Bn.y/ M±,.,.mu Pfcc~ 
Waiting Patiently: Will em Dafoe is a blast 
from Fiennes' uncertain past. 
idemif y him. It is 
the early 1940's 
just at the end of 
World War ll. A 
nurse named 
Hana Uuliette 
Binoche) takes 
the unknown 
man to a ruined 
monastery in 
Ita ly. From this 
sett ing the srory 
begins to dance 
from present to 
past as the 
patient's story 
unfolds. 
Before the ac-
cident, the man 
was known as 
Count Laszlo de 
Almasy (Ra lph 
Fiennes),a mem-
ber of England's 
Jlt.i!Bra). ldli'U'\U Al!IU 
The English Patient Rai!Xl Fiennes and Kristin Scott Thomas star in new film about a man who 
must rediscover his past after a horrible accident strips him of his memory. 
Royal Geographical Society before 
the war broke out in the late 1930's. 
Now at the Italian monastery, he 
meers Geoffrey (Cohn Fin h) and 
Katherine Clifton (Kristin Scott 
Thomas). He later falls in love 
with Katherine. His memory is 
sparked by the arrival of David 
Caravaggio (Willem DaFoe) 
whosepastissomehowconnected 
with the patient's. It is a story of 
love, war, mystery and intrigue, 
unraveled slowly on the sc reen 
The story owes its beauty in 
equal balance to the plot, acting 
and technical aspects. The cast 
speaks for itself; they areal! superb 
and bring thecharacters to lifecon-
sistently through the movie. The 
large settings and imricate cos-
tumes necessary to recreate the late 
1930's and early 1940's are fantas-
tic. However, what impressed me 
the most was how gracefully the 
story ushered in and out of the past 
and present ustnF, visual overlays 
and fading musical connections 
I am not a crier. lam not even a 
smffler. Even so, I was snuffling 
along with the majority of the au-
dience in the theater. Suffice H to 
say thts is a love story worthy of 
Shakespeare himself. 
Best quote: Betrayals in war 
are childlike compared wttlt our 
betrayalsduringpeace. New love 
are nervous and tender but smash 
evcrythingfor tl1e heart is an or-
~an offtrc 
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Set It Off: Soundtrack 
Various Artists 
(Elektra) 
&&&& 
Diverse artists make the 
soundtrack to "Set It Off" won h 
buying. In ot her words- it's not 
just rapl Very different artists, 
from Bone Thugs-N-Harmony 
toSimply Red to Seal hold their 
own on this soundtrack. 
The obvious hits of the 
soundtrack are "Missing You" 
by Brandy, Tamia, Gladys 
Knight and Chaka Khan and 
"Don 't Let Go (Love) by En 
Vogue. These two songs, which 
have received much radio play, 
are not only great slow jams 
but a lsocom pleme n t the movie 
very well. 
The star oft he movie , Queen 
Latifah, has two rap songs on 
the <;ou ndtrack "Set It Off" and 
"Na me Callin,'" proving tha t 
she may be a better actress than 
a s1nger in this case. 
Cleveland 's own rappers 
Bone Thugs-N-Harmony per-
formed a nice mellow track 
called "Days of Our Livez·. 
The surprises of the album 
are "Angel" by Simply Red and 
"Hey joe" by SeaL These typt-
cally light-rock artists make 
their songs sound fresh with a 
twist of rap and R&-B. 
-)en Tal lisman 
Jennifer Talllsman 
Photography Editor 
Women rule the screen in the 
New LmeCinema production "Set 
It Off." Thissurprisingly fresh ac-
tion movie is about four black 
Film: Set It Off 
Rating: 7 out of lO 
women whofigurethefastestway 
out of the projects is by robbing 
banks. These girlfriends work 
well together, proving this mov-
ing is not just a female version of 
Dead Presidents. 
The strongest performance 
was given by Queen Latifah as 
"Cleo," the tough lesbian who 
doesn't care if she lives or 
dies.La ti fah was able to carry off 
playing a lesbian and homegirl at 
the same time. It was very refresh-
ing to see a lesbian character in 
such a mainstream movie. Al-
though, when I viewed the movie, 
the audience reaction to her les-
bian kiss was one of shock and 
disgust. 
Newcomer Yivica A. Fox 
"Frankte" gives a promising per-
formance as the greedy ex-bank 
employee who wants revenge. 
jada Pickett plays "Stony," the only 
one in thegroupwi tha conscience 
and who cares about her future. 
Ki mberly Elise plays "Tisean," 
the scared sister who is the weak 
link in thefoursome. Throughout 
the movie, her timid character 
screws up the robberies. When 
the authorities strip her of her 
child, she is willing to do any-
thing to get him back. Her deci-
sion to rob banks was unrealistic 
becauseitprobablywouldn'thave 
brought her child back. 
These homegirls kick butt in 
many of the action scenes. Direc-
torF.GaryGrayshowsan uncom-
monly inventive approach to 
many of the action sequences in 
the movie. He makes usual shoot-
outs, car chases, narrow escapes 
and even a truck crashing through 
a plate glass window look ex-
citing and bra nd new. He 
proves that this is not a just 
another typica l 
VanDamme action movie. 
Not many action movies 
star all women, let alone 
all black women. 
The movie drags 
most when the charac-
ters give dramatic pas-
sages. Even an appearance 
fromsexystar Blair Underwood as 
a slick banker can't save this part 
of the movie. The only thing erotic 
about his sensual love scene with 
jada Pickett is En Vogue's hot new 
song playing in the background. 
Dr. Dre's cameo as "Black Sam." 
the head of the gangbangers who 
hooks the homegirls up with the 
guns, is worth mentioning. It is ob-
viously not hard to imagine the 
well-known gangsta rapper as a 
gangster. It would be interesting to 
see h tm play a nor her, less stereo-
typical role, though. 
Writers Takashi Bufford and 
ASST. MGRS. 
Kate Lanier take on the 
challenge of making these char-
acters believable without stereo-
typing. The movie is still some-
what stereotypical because the 
plot revolves around the idea that 
all of the women's problems will 
be solved if they turn to crime. 
This makes them look like a 
bunch of thugs. The unfortunate 
aspect is that if somebody watch-
ing this movie has no knowledge 
of the black experience, he or she 
might leave the theater thinking 
that all blacks are thugs. 
Competitive Pay Scala 
Part-Time/Full-Time 
Momlngs/Evenings 
DRIVERS 
Guaranteed $6.50/hour 
min. plut Tips! Tlpsl Tips! 
401K Plan 
Tuition Reimbursement 
Momlngs/Evenlngs 
Full-Time/Part-Time 
Drivers must be 18 
years or older, have a 
valid drivers license, 
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Insured and have your 
own vehicle. 
Very Flexible Scheduling 
Tuition Reimbursement 
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Mayfield Heights or Solon 
CALL(216)888-72~0 
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Coming Attractions 
ODI~ty FnttrprtstS. Inc 
Close Encounter: Glenn Close as the fur-ocious Cruella DeVil. 
-
America is soon to be struck with a huge case of 
puppy love when Walt Disney Pictures' 101 
Dalmatians opens next Wednesday, Nov. 27 at 
movie theaterseverywhere. In thIs classic tale, the happy household 
of Pongo and Perdy (and their 'human pets' played by Jeff Daniels 
andjoely Richardson) is thrown into a state of chaos when their 
newborn pups arc stolen along with a boodle of other Dalmatians 
from the London area. The fashionable, fur -loving Cruella DeVil 
(Glenn Close) is the likely suspect in the scheme. With Pongo, 
Perdy and a resource[ ul group of am mal allies hot on the trail of the 
missing puppies, Cruella and her clumsy cohonsshif t the comedy 
and action into high gear as this comical chase races to a cheering 
conclusion for this all-new, live-action film. 
-
Take a break from the 
books this evening and 
head over tojoh n Carroll's 
Saint Francis Chapel to hear baroque 
organ music played on the Louise E. 
Mellen Memoria I Organ . Bernard 
Foccroulle, Director of the Theatre Royal, 
La Monnaie, will perform muslC from 
Spain and the etherlands tonight at 8 
p.m. The recital is free and open to the 
public. For more information call 397-
4717. 
-
Students can purchase tickets to Cleveland Opera's 
production of The Marriage of Figaro at a 50% 
discount off the normal price of $17.50 to $55. This 
classic comedy by Mozart which is now the longest-running hit in 
the history of musical theater premiered in 1786. It will return to the 
tate Theatre in Playhouse Square for only three performances 
starring tomorrow, Friday, Nov. 22 at 8 p.m., then continuing 
awrdayalsoat8 p.m and ending with a matinee on Sunday, Nov. 
24 at2 p.m. Student t!cketsareavailable in person only at the Quick 
Tix window at the Playhouse Square Box Office beginningat6 p.m. 
for evening performances and l2 noon for Sunday's matinee. 
Students will be asked to present a valid student 1.0. 
museum 
Two years 
ago, sellout 
crowds 
greeted the Mission: Wolf 
Education Vs. Extinction 
Ambassador Wolf Program at 
The Cleveland Museum of 
Natural History. Additional 
programs had to be added and 
still people were turned away 
at the door. Mission: Wolf is a captive wolf refuge in Silver Cliff, 
Colo. where thmeen individual wolf packs live on more than 113 
acres of fenced enclosures. Due to the continued interest in this 
program, Mission: Wolf will be returning to the Museum on 
Saturday, Nov. 23,for programs at 2, 5 and 8 p.m. Tickets are $8 for 
adults. hHdren, seniors and students are $7. Call 231-4600, ext. 
279 for reservations. 
• 
Too much pumpkin p1e? Too 
much football? Try a trip to 
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo to 
work off that O\'erstuffed feel mg. Zoo 
admiSSIOn IS free tO all visitors 
Thanksg1v1ng Day, Nov 28 from 9a.m. 
to5pm asawayofthankmgthepubl1 
for Itssuppon throughout the year. The 
zoo's ~n1mals wtll be fed special 
Thanksgiving treat on this day. Come 
watch some of them havetheirown feast 
at the following times and locations: 
llJOa.m. Waterfowl Lake 
12:30 p m Aquatics Building 
l 30 p m. Sea Lions/Harbor Seals Pool 
210 p m Grizzly Bears Exhibit 
P!.lill sa 
CLEVELAND 
METROPARKS zoo 
Comwg Attractions were complied by Sam Subiiy, Entertain-
ment Editor. A rtworh by jeff Kneile, Graphics Editor. 
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Kiefer ·'Feastingn on success of play 
Colleen Leslie 
Asst. Entertainment 
Editor 
La st month , 
ancy Kiefer, an 
ins tructor in the 
Communicauons 
Department of 
John Carroll Uni-
versity, won the 
Morton R. Sarett 
Award for her play 
"A Place at the 
Feast of Love." 
Kiefer's "Feast" is 
based loosely on 
the memoirs of 
Herculine Barbin, 
a 19th-century 
French hermaph -
rodite. 
The main char-
acter tn "Feast" is 
Gabrielle Trent. 
Living in a con-
vent in 1890's 
Ohio, she is con -
A 1>\ace" of her own: JCU professor of communications Nancy Kiefer wins national 
Sarett Award for new play titled "A Place at the Feast of Love." 
fused about her identity. Although 
she was raised as a woman, the 
character has male characteristics 
and IS attracted to women. The 
story describes Trent's life as she 
interacts with those around her, 
including her friend and mentor 
Mother Louise, the head of the con-
vent. 
The Sarett Award is given out 
by the Department of Theatre at 
the University of Nevada, Las Ve-
gas once every two years. It was 
established in 1988 by Gwynneth 
and Robert C. Weiss in memory of 
playwright and author Morton R. 
Sarett. The winning author is 
given a $3,000 cash award and the 
play is produced by the Depart-
ment f Th tr a 
In the judging for the award , 
the manuscripts are read by two 
review panels before being sub-
mit ted loa national panel of judges 
for a final selection. This year's 
judges included jeanne Marshall, 
a playwright and story analyst for 
Universal Pictures, and the play-
wright Carolyn Cole Montgomery. 
Kiefer got the idea for "Feast" 
from a book her brother bought 
her at a library sale. "I'm always 
looking for things that lend them-
selves to dramatics," said Kiefer. 
The ending of her play is different 
from the book because she "didn't 
wam to write a sad play." 
Beating our 350 people for this 
I 
award, Kiefer's play was produced 
last month . Kiefer flew out for a 
week and was able to see the play 
four times. "I was delighted with 
it," she said. 
Although this was the first na-
tional writing award Kiefer won, 
she already has won two awards 
in Ohio. She has been writingsince 
junior high. Besides writing plays, 
Kiefer writes Shakespearean son-
nets. A II of her stories take place 
somewhere in Ohio. 
Kiefer's plays have been pro-
duced both off 
and off -Broad-
way. Off-
Broadway was 
created in the 
194 ' to ive 
lesser-known 
playwrights a 
chance to have 
their works 
performed in New York, sa id 
Kiefer. Since then, off-Broadway 
has grown to such an ex:tem that it 
has its own awards. Because off-
Broadway grew so much, off -off 
Broadway was created to "give up-
and-comingplaywrightsachance 
to do New York," said Kiefer. 
Thesubjectsof Kiefer's various 
playsarenottrad itional. "My plays 
aren't commercial," said Kiefer. 
"They are kind of off-bear.· 
The first play Kiefer ever had 
produced was "Talking Minks", a 
one-act comedy. Some of her other 
plays include "Head of a Blue-eyed 
Man," "The Witch of Endor" and 
"The lllustrated Woman." 
Recently, Kiefer was picked up 
by Samuel French. a New York 
publisher who will publish her 
latest work "Gwen and Gwen." 
Kiefer is currently revising the fi-
nal draft of this script. 
When asked which one of her 
works was her favorite, Kiefer re-
sponded, "It's like having 12 chi l-
dren and someone asking which is 
your favorite." 
Kiefer writes 
during vacations 
and while teaching 
her play-writ ing 
classes. he tries to 
write at least one 
full-length play per 
year and has been 
writing plays seri-
ously for 12 years. Kiefer said that 
she intentionally wr ites her sto-
riesasshe does,attri buting her suc-
cess to her plays' foc us on women. 
She gives those women strong 
roles. 
Kiefer has taught general com-
munications courses at john 
Carroll since 1988 and will be 
teaching play writing next year 
during Summer I. ln February of 
1997, "Head of a Blue-eyed Man" 
will be put on by students in the 
Little Theatre atjohn Carroll. 
OPERiation 
I F.o.:c.u.s. 
Operation F.O.C.U.S. needs your help! 
4p.m. in the Squa sh Court 
meet to separate the food into the 
50 families. 
9 a.m. in the Squash Court 
meet and deliver the goodies to St. 
Agnes, Our Lady of Fatima. 
Contact the Student Union for questions. 
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Patient has its virtues 
Tammy Conway 
Staff Reporter 
Af tera movie, have you ever had 
the feeling that to move or speak 
would be an atrocny? Instead, you 
ence that adores written-in vio-
lence and short , concise scenes 
scrunched into a few minutes, 
pieced together and called a 
movie. The cast and crew, view-
Flick Pick: The English Patient 
ing no part of their story 
as unimportant, lovingly 
unfold a two hour and 
forty minute story. Rating: 8 out of 1 0 ~ The film starts in the 
mtddle, moves adroitl y between 
past and present, and concludes 
in the middle, directly before the 
opening scene The story is, of 
course, about the English patient. 
This patient is barely surviving 
after being horribly burned in an 
accident that has left him with-
out a name, nationality or face to 
L_ ________________ _ 
want to press back in your seat and 
let your eyes glaze over as the cred-
its scroll up the sc reen . If not , this 
movie will do it to you. 
The English Patient defies the 
tmpatient modern demand for a 
neaL! y packaged two-hour movie. 
No concessions were made to ap-
peal to the kitsch American audi-
Phil Bn.y/Minmu.x Pk:rUitS 
Waiting Patiently: Willem Dafoe is a blast 
from Fiennes' uncertain past. 
identify him. It is 
the early 1940's 
just at the end of 
World War 11 A 
nurse named 
Hana Uuliette 
Binoche) takes 
the unknown 
man to a ruined 
monas tery in 
Italy. From this 
sewng the story 
begins to da nee 
from present to 
past as the 
patient's story 
unfolds. 
Before the ac-
cident, the man 
was known as 
Count Laszlo de 
Almasy (Ralph 
Fiennes),a mem-
ber of England's 
at the movies 
Ptd B,.y/ M!nmu fahn.1 
The English Patient: Ralph Fiennes and Krist in Scott Thomas star in new film about a man who 
must rediscover his past after a horrible accident strips him of his memory. 
Royal Geographical Society before 
thewarbrokeout in the late 1930's. 
Now at the Italian monastery, he 
meets Geoffrey (Colin Firth) and 
Katherine Clifton (Kristi n Scott 
Thomas). He later falls in love 
with Katherine. His memory is 
sparked by the arrival of David 
Caravagg io (Willem DaFoe) 
whose past is some how connected 
with the patient's. It is a story of 
love, war, mystery and intrigue, 
unraveled slowly on the screen. 
The story owes its beauty in 
equal balance to the plot, acting 
and technical aspects. The cast 
speaks for itself; they are all superb 
and bring thecharacters to l ifecon-
Sistently through the movie. The 
large settings and intricate cos 
tumes necessary rorecreate the late 
1930's and early 1940's are fantas-
tic. However, what impressed me 
the most was how gracefully the 
story ushered tnandoutof the past 
and present using visual ove rlay 
and fading musical connections. 
lam not a crier. lam not even a 
sniffler Even so, [was snuffling 
along with the majontyof the au-
dience m the theater. Suffice it to 
say this is a love story worthy of 
Shakespeare himself. 
Best quote: Bet ra ya Is 111 war 
are childlihe compared witll our 
betrayalsduringpeace. New loves 
are nervous and tender but smash 
everythingfor !he heart is an or-
)!;a n affi rr. 
Set It Off tums on the originality 
Set It Of£: Soundttack 
Various Artists 
(Elektra) 
&&&& 
Diverse artists make the 
soundtrack to"Set It Off" worth 
buying. In ot her words- it's not 
just rap! Very different artists, 
from BoneThugs-N-Harmony 
toSimplyRed to Seal hold the ir 
own on this soundtrack. 
The obvious hits of the 
soundtrack are "Missing You• 
by Brandy, Tamia, Gladys 
Knight and Chaka Khan and 
"Don't Let Go (Love) by En 
Vogue. These two songs, which 
have received much radio play, 
are not only great slow jams 
but a !so com plemem the movie 
very well . 
Thestarof the movie, Queen 
Latifah, has two rap songs on 
the sound I rack "Set It Off" and 
"Name Callin,"' proving that 
she may be a better actress than 
a singer in this case. 
Cleveland's own rappers 
Bone Thugs-N-Harmony per-
formed a nice mellow track 
called "Days of Our Livez". 
The surprises of the album 
are "Angel" by Simply Red and 
"!ley joe" by SeaL These typi-
cally light-rock artists make 
their songs sound fresh with a 
rwist of rap and R&:B. 
-]en Tallisman 
Jennifer Talllsman 
Photography Editor 
Women rule the screen in the 
New Line Cinema production"Set 
It Off." This surprising! y fresh ac-
tion movie is about four black 
Film: Set It Off 
Rating: 7 out of 10 
women who figure the fastest way 
out of the projects is by robbing 
banks. These girlfriends work 
well to get her, proving this mov-
ing is not just a female version of 
Dead Presidents. 
The strongest performance 
was given by Queen Latifah as 
"Cleo," the tough lesbian who 
doesn't care if she lives or 
dies. La tifah was able to carry off 
playing a lesbian and homegirl at 
the same time.lt was very refresh-
ing to see a lesbian character in 
such a mainstream movie. Al-
though, when 1 viewed the movie, 
the audience reaction to her les-
bian kiss was one of shock and 
disgust. 
Newcomer Vivica A. Fox 
"Frankie" gives a promising per-
formance as the greedy ex-bank 
employee who wants revenge. 
jada Pickett plays"Stony,"theonly 
one in thegroupwitha conscience 
and who cares about her future. 
Kimberly Elise plays "Tisean," 
the scared sister who is the weak 
link in the foursome. Throughout 
the movie, her timid character 
screws up the robberies. When 
the authorities strip her of her 
child, she is willing to do any-
thing to get him back. Her deci-
sion to rob banks was unrealistic 
because it probabl ywou ld n't have 
brought her ch ild back. 
These homegirls kick butt in 
many of the action scenes. Direc-
tor F GaryGrayshowsan uncom-
monly inve ntive approach to 
many of the action sequences in 
the movie. He makes usua l shoot-
outs, car chases, narrow escapes 
and even a truck crashing through 
a plate glass win dow look ex-
citing and brand new. He 
proves tha t this is not a just 
another typical 
VanDamme action movie. 
Not ma ny action movies 
star all women, let alone 
all black women. 
The movie drags 
most when the charac-
ters give dramatic pas-
sages. Even an appearance 
from sexy star Blair Underwood as 
a slick banker can't save this part 
of the movie. The on I y thing erotic 
about his sensua l love scene wi th 
jada Pickett is En Vog ue's hot new 
song playing in the background. 
Dr. Ore's cameo as "Black Sam," 
the head of the gangbangers who 
hooks the homegirls up with the 
guns, is worth mentioning. It is ob-
viously not hard to imagine the 
well-known gangsta rapper as a 
gangster. It would be interesting to 
see him play a not her, less stereo-
typical role, though. 
Writers Takashi Bufford and 
ASST.MGRS. 
Kate Lanier take on the 
challenge of making these char-
acters believable without stereo-
typing. The movie is still some-
what stereotypical because the 
plot revolves around the idea that 
all of the women's problems will 
be solved if they turn to crime. 
This makes them look like a 
bunch of thugs. The unfortunate 
aspect is that if somebody watch-
ing this movie has no knowledge 
of the black experience, he or she 
might leave the theater thinking 
that all blacks are thugs. 
Competitive Pay Scale 
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DRIVERS 
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Placebo 
Placebo 
(Caroline) 
It's not easy to give an accurate 
review of Placebo's self-titled de-
but CD. I couldn 't tell at first 
whether l 
CD review was lis-tenmg to 
a fresh, 
new band or an already-proven 
alternative artist. 
That's not to say it's a bad disc. 
Placebo does have the nice effect 
of forceful guitar -laden pop And 
there's also someslowerstuff simi-
lar rot he Smashmg Purnpkinsand 
other modern bands that appear 
f requenr I y on college radio. But 
even though they aren't bad Imi-
tators, it's all been done before. 
Some highlights on Placebo's 
debut make it at least somewhat 
of a success. Songs hke "Teenage 
Angst" and "Nancy Boy" are the 
best tracks and will probably end 
up on the radio soon. These songs 
a long wn h "Bru1se Prisu ne" dem -
onstrate thai Placebo are at their 
bes1 when 1 h,.y try to rock. 
But 1he1r downfall lies in the 
[act that they JUSt aren't original. 
Although the songs are decent, 
replace vocalist Brian Molkowith 
BillyCorgan and the band would 
sound exactly like Smashing 
Pumpkins. They are obviously 
trying, but in the end Placebosim-
ply appear to be a band in search 
of an identity. 
The other problem is Molko 
himself. He rries to sing like Perry 
Farrell of jane's Addiction/Porno 
for Pyros, but it doesn 't work The 
vocals come off sounding more 
annoying than original. 
Placebo opened for Weezer at 
the Odeon last night, but unul 
they mature and develop their 
own sound, they won't make it to 
headlining status. 
Rather than gomgoutand buy-
ing Placebo, listen to a copy of 
MellonColliea nd the Infi niLe Sad-
ness a couple of times. You'll hear 
the exact same thing. 
-Brian Spa rks 
.J! - waste of lime 
JJ jJ -poor 
,J! j) J! - lair 
JJ ,y J/ .]/ - excellent 
.fJ Jl jJ j ji - Instant claoalc 
~~ 
~ ;: . 
• • • 
featunng: 
"Waste" 
"free" and 
Cleveland Hts. Maple Hts. Willoughby 
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Japanese fashion, in general 
Andrew Schlegelmilch 
Foreign Correspondent 
FashioninJapan must be seen 
to be fully appreciated. First, we 
can safelysay thatjapan hassuc-
cessfully borrowed most every 
style from the States and many 
other western counmes. Fort his 
reason, someone attempting to 
explain the vanety of fashions 
in Tokyo would have roughly 
similar luck as someone doing 
the same whtle strolling down 
the street in Coventry. 
Directly upon my arrival at 
Sophia Umversity,l felt at home. 
My firstdaywasjust like the fi rst 
day of classesatjohnCarroll be-
cause everyone was wearing nice 
clothes and looking their best. 
However, unlikejCU the quality 
of dress doesn't drop off over 
time. For example, a Japanese 
srudent wouldn't becaughtdead 
wearing sweat pants to class. 
Here, then, is broad generali-
zation nurnberone:Thejapanese 
are extremely conscious about 
how they are dressed. It is rare 
for someone to jurn pout of bed, 
throw on a hat and run to class. 
Still, I feel that I should qualify 
my generalization a bit: Girls 
Phish Hotline: 802.860.1111 
Website: www.phish.[om 
usually look spectacular. Guys. 
on the other hand, look terrible. 
The r yp1cal females[Uden tor pro-
fessionallookslikeshecameright 
out of a magaz1ne. A guy does 
look as if he slept 111 his clothes 
the night before. In fact, this is 
exactly what my roommate does. 
Now for a second generaliza-
tion: the japanese spend a ton of 
money on clothing and accesso-
ries. The average japanese seems 
to have a startling amount of 
clothing. It is commonplace for 
them to spend hundreds of dol-
lars with every trip to the depart-
ment store. Granted, with prices 
in Tokyo this is hardly avoidable. 
Thousand-dollar shoes are pur-
chased and worn unti l a current 
fad, and often nottheshoesthem-
selves, wears out. 
Despite their lax dressing hab-
its, even guys have clothes com-
ing out their ears. In my dorm, 
several guys have clothes filling 
closets, bins under the bed , as-
sorted hanging rods, covers the 
floor and even makes up part of a 
guy's bedding. 
It's difficult to say what kind 
of clothing is popular. The guys, 
as I've said. wear anything that 
looks wnnkled. The girls, how-
ever,dresson thecuttingedgeof 
fashion. It's nor uncommon to 
see a group of girls all wearing 
the same type of clothing. Also, 
makeup is as popular as it IS in 
the States. "T he more the better" 
ts the altitude in Tokyo. The 
extreme is dark eyebrows with 
pale corn plex ion and black fi n-
gernails. 
Hair is also a big concern. 
The guys who take the time usu-
ally gel their hair. Fort he ladies, 
hair color is the current issue. 
Though l've seen shades of hair 
injustaboutall the colors of the 
rainbow, the most popular seem 
to be either red highlights or 
shades of brown. 
So how dol sum up fashion 
in Japan? Actually, it will never 
come to that. Fashion is even 
more diverse here than in the 
States. 1 have personal! y been 
able to get away with wearing 
the same clothes that I wore in 
high school. The pressure to be 
on the cutting edge is more than 
Icanhandle.lsaythankGodfor 
jeans and t-shirts. 
Andrew is a]CU junior at-
tending Sophia U in Tokyo. 
a laughing matter 
Students packed Kulas Auditorium last 
Thursday evening for a performance by 
Chicago-based corned ytroupe Second City. 
The cast of seven performers includedjohn 
Farley. the brother Saturday Night Live's 
Chris Farley. Organizing the JCU event 
were the Student Union, Student Activities 
and musical activities fraternity Phi Theta 
Mu,spending a total of $3,500. 
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Football team finishes season big in BW game 
Brian Murphy 
Sports Reporter 
To the joy of many fans at Finnie 
Stadium last Saturday, the John 
Carroll football team saved their 
best and most exciting effort for 
last in a game which the Blue 
Streaks needed every point they 
could rn uster. 
On the strength of a 19-yard 
touchdown strike from sopho-
more quarterback ick Case rio to 
sophomore John Priestap with 
only 1:43 remaining in the game, 
j CU defeated Baldwin-Wallace in 
a season-ending shootour , 37-33. 
Both the Yellow jackets and 
Blue treaks opened the game 
looking to establish their running 
games;neitherteam threw a single 
pass during its opening offensive 
possession. BW rushed down the 
field on its opening possession, 
going 69 yards in five plays in only 
one minute with sophomore 
Adam lacona punctuating the 
driveona23-yard touchdown gal-
lop. The Streaks countered with a 
12-play, run-dominant drive of 
their own but managedonlya28-
yard field goal from senior jason 
Goldberg. 
JCUcoach Tony DeCarlo said it 
was important for his team toes-
ta blish the run in order to free up 
the passing game. 
"We had to establish the run-
ning game," DeCarlo said. "The 
passing game was good because 
of rhe running game. We really 
felt that we had to establish the 
run and be consis tent '' 
Because of the season-end ing 
kn ee injurysen iorCarmen Ilacqua 
suffered during las1 week's victory 
over H1ram, senior Chad Rankin 
becamerhe rreaks'workhorseon 
the ground. Rankin rushed 29 
times for 135 yards and a pair of 
touchdowns. Sophomore Victor 
Engoglia also helped the ground 
attack with a two-yard touchdown 
run m the third quarter. 
Engoglia's touchdown gave 
jCU a 23-13lead with just over ten 
minutes left in the third quarter. 
But Baldwin-Wallace, which fin-
ished 6-4 overall and 6-3 in the 
OAC, scored on its next three pos-
sessions. Iacona hit paydirt from 
seven yards our and Chris Kondik 
kicked two field goa Is, the second 
of which put the Yellow jackets 
up by a 26-23 count early in the 
fourth quarter. 
The lead was short-lived, how-
ever, as it took the Streaks only 
1.30 to strike back on a two-yard 
touchdown run by Rankin . BW 
countered that score with eight 
minutes left when sophomore 
quarterback Bobby Adams hooked 
up with fellow sophomore Pat 
Knaze on a 17-yard touchdown 
pass to give the Jackets a 33-30 
advantage. 
The Streaks had a chance to tie 
the game with three minutes left 
in the game, but Goldberg was 
wide left with a 33-yard field goal 
attempt. But just when it seemed 
as though the Streaks' chances for 
victory had been wisked away, the 
jCU defense, which allowed the 
most points it had all season, came 
up big. 
The defense slOpped BW run-
ning back Tyrone Price for no gain 
on first down then dropped lacona 
for a two-yard loss on second 
dow n. AfterJCUburnedoneofits 
two remaming timeouts, Adams 
!of ted a pass out of bounds which 
helped the Streaks because the 
incompletion stopped the clock 
and preserved precious seconds. 
BW was then forced to pum th e 
bal l bac"Kto]eO. 
Senior Scott Yournell, wear ing 
Ilacqua's number 20 jersey to 
honor his close friend, fielded the 
32-yard punt, took off down the 
left sideline and returned the kick 
27 yards to the BW 23-yard line. 
Two plays later,Caserio hit Pries tap 
with what turned out ro be the 
game-winning touchdown pass. 
"1 just wanted to catch the ball 
then try to get the offense in the 
best possible position ," said 
Youmell, who also registered 12 
tackles. "T he key was that Bob 
juliana threw a good block and 
theotherguyssetupa nice wall. 1 
credit the other ten guys who 
blocked on the play." 
Youmellalsoexplained why he 
eschewed his normal number 83 
for Ilacqua's 20. "We're real good 
friends," said Youmell about his 
relationship with llacqua. "He's 
the best player I've ever played 
with . It's not fair what happened 
to him. Part of him deserved to be 
on the field. I dedtcared the game 
to him." 
Priestap, whoa long with many 
other players wore Ilacqua's num-
ber 20 on the back of his helmet, 
said he ran a slant route on the 
w inning play. "But [the route] 
wasn'tthereso l ran the extension 
w h ich we run off the slant," 
Priestapsaid. "Nick putt he ball in 
a grea t place. He pur it right be-
tween two defenders and right on 
the money." 
On the day Caserio completed 
21 of 31 passes for 234 yards, two 
touchdowns and no interceptions 
while Priestapwas the team's lead -
ing receiver, catching six balls for 
ll3 yards. 
For the season Caserio com-
pleted threw for 1950 yards, 23 
touchdowns and only 4 intercep-
tions. The 23 touchdown passes 
tied the school record set by Carl 
Before the game llacqua asked 
DeCarlo if he could have a few 
minutes to talk to the team. "1 t 
was quite emotional," DeCarlo 
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said. "He told the players to win 
for themselves, not for him. It was 
touching, no question about it." 
"As soon as he began to talk, 1 
couldn't keep back my tears," 
Yournell said. "It fired everyone 
up. Everyone wanted to win for 
Carmen." 
Baldwin -Wallace, which en-
tered the game having won its last 
five games, seemed to have very 
little trouble moving the ball 
agai nstjCU, the OACs top-ranked 
defense, as the Yellow jackets 
racked up nearly 400 yards in to-
tal offense. 
Adams com pleted 19 of 31 
passes for 227 yards and two 
touchdowns while lacona ran for 
126 yards on 21 carries and two 
touchdowns. 
"They're coached really well," 
said senior defensive end Ryan 
Carter, who had 85 tackles on the 
season. "They executed rea I well . 
Theydidn'tsurprise us. Give them 
credit" 
"When we had to stop them at 
the end of the game, we did," said 
senior linebackerChrisAnderson, 
who recorded 16 tackles on the 
day and ll6 tackles on the season, 
second only to London Fletcher's 
139stops. 
Anderson's ll6 tackles this sea-
son upped his career total to 536 
which ties Dave Rastoka's school 
rnarksetfrom 1986tol989. 
Senior Scott O'Donnell was the 
only other Streak to register over 
I 00 tackles, posting a season-total 
of 102 tackles and 19 quarterback 
sacks. 
"I wanted the game so much 
for the seniors who put so much 
into the program." DeCarlo said. 
Despite a superb 9-1 record (8-
1 in the OAC), the Blue Streaks 
were unable to make the Division 
Ill playoffs. DeCarlotookthesnub 
in stride, though. 
"I'm really disappointed that 
we're not in the playoffs." he said. 
"But by the same token in all hon -
esty, it's not the end of the world. 
We ended on a happy note. I'd 
rather be in the playoffs but we 
ended up in a happy setting and 
guys will remember it for the rest 
of their lives." 
Sophomore Chris Thomas looks to pass during a recent 
men's basketball practice as Junior Ryan Eskridge defends. 
Basketball to begin 
Brian Mu hy 
Sports Reporter 
Last year the john Carroll 
University men's basketball 
team had a breakthrough year. 
The Blue Streaks finis hed with 
a 19-8 record, including an 
OAC-best mark of 14-4. The 
Streaks also qualified for the 
NCAA Division lii playoffs for 
the first time in ten yea rs a nd 
defeated Wooster for the first 
national tournament vic tory in 
school h istory 
As a resu lt of last year's out-
stand ingcampaigntheStreaks, 
who return four starters and 
ten letterwinners, enter this 
season facing many lofty ex-
pectations. ln national pre-
season polls, JCU was ranked 
ninth by bothSporlsillustraled 
and The Sporting News. Lo-
cally, both the OAC coaches 
and media voted john Carroll 
the preseason favorite to repeat 
as OAC champiOns. 
Blue Streak coach Mike 
Moran cautions, however, 
against putting much stock in 
the preseason expectations 
"All those things are based 
on last year's records," said 
Moran, whoisentering his fifth 
season as thejCU head basket-
ball coach. "We have a nice 
team and a competetive team, 
but we don't have two or three 
preseason All-Americans. 
"On the positive side we do 
have experienced seniors and 
wonderful kids with a great 
work ethic. We'll have to play 
well collectively to win." 
The Streaks will open the 
season without 6'6' senior for-
ward ).). Ric hardson. 
Richardson, who started all27 
games last yea r and averaged a 
team-high 19.5 points per game, 
injured his left knee during a 
practice session last week. He 
will be out three to four weeks. 
junior Ryan Eskridge (5.2 ppg) 
will start in Richardson's spot. 
"[Losing Richardson! elimi-
nates 20 points from your 
lineup," Moran said. "[Injuries! 
are part oft he game though." 
Theseniorbackcourtofjoey 
Bigler and David Pfundstein 
will look to fill part of the void 
left by Richardson's absence. 
Bigler, 10.6 ppg last year, led 
Division HI in three-point field 
goal percentage last year shoot-
ing .486 (54-lll} Pfundstein, 
7.1 ppg last season, also started 
all 27 games Last year and was 
also lethal from three-point 
range, shooting 469 (23-49) 
see 8 -BALl., page 13 
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Placebo 
Placebo 
(Caroline) 
It's not easy to give an accurate 
review of Placebo's self-titled de-
but CD I couldn't tell at first 
whether I 
CD review was lis-tenmg to 
a r resh , 
new band or an already-proven 
a !tern a tive artist. 
That's not to say it's a bad disc 
Placebo does have the nice effect 
of forceful guitar-laden pop. And 
there'salso some slower stuff simi-
lar to the Smashing Pumpkins and 
other modern bands that appear 
frequently on college radio. But 
even though they aren't bad imi-
tators, It's all been done before. 
Some h 1gh lights on Placebo's 
debut make it at least somewhat 
of a success. ongs l1 ke "Teenage 
Angst" and "Nancy Boy" are the 
best tracks and wtll probably end 
upon the radio soon. These songs 
a long with "Flru tse Pristine" dem-
onstrate that Placebo are at their 
best when th"y try to rock 
But t hetr downfall lies m the 
fact that they just aren't onginal. 
Although the songs are decent, 
replace vocal isr Brian Mol ko with 
BillyCorgan and the band would 
sound exactly like Smashing 
Pumpkins. They are obviously 
trying, but in the end Placebosim-
ply appear to be a band m search 
of an identity. 
The other problem is Molko 
himself. He tries to sing like Perry 
Farrell of Jane's Addiction/Porno 
for Pyros, but it doesn't work. The 
vocals come off sounding more 
annoying than original. 
Placebo opened for Weezer at 
the Odeon Last night, but until 
they mature and develop their 
own sound , they won't make it to 
headlining status. 
Rather thangomgoutand buy-
ing Placebo, listen to a copy of 
Mellon Collie and the Infini te Sad-
ness a couple of ti me5. You'll hear 
the exact same thing. 
-Bria tt Sparks 
fJ - wasta of time 
J! j! -poor 
,jJ ,JI Jl - fair 
Jl ,y 1f/ .fJ - e•cellent 
.fJ JJ Jl ,jJ .J' - Instant claulc 
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Japanese fashion, in general 
Andrew Schlegelmilch 
Foreign Correspondent 
Fashion in japan must be seen 
robe fully appreciated. First, we 
can safelysay thatJapan has suc-
cessfully borrowed most every 
style from the States and many 
other western countries. Forthis 
reason, someone attempting to 
explain the vanety of fashions 
in Tokyo would have roughly 
similar luck as someone doing 
the same while strolling down 
the street in Coventry 
DirecLly upon my arrival at 
Sophia Umversity, l felt at home. 
My first day was JUSt like the first 
day of classesatjohn Carroll be-
cause everyone was wearing nice 
clothes and looking their best. 
However, un likeJCU the quality 
or dress doesn't drop off over 
time. For example, a Japanese 
student wouldn't becaughtdead 
wea ring sweat pants to class. 
Here, then, is broad generali-
zation numberone:Thejapanese 
are extremely conscious about 
how they are dressed. lt is rare 
for someone to jump out of bed, 
throw on a hat and run to class 
Still, I feel that I should qua lify 
my generalization a bit: Girls 
Phish Hotline: 802.860.1111 
Website: www.phish.[om 
usually look spectacular. Guys, 
on the other hand, look terrible 
The typtcal female studentor pro-
fessiOnallooks likeshecameright 
out of a magazine A guy does 
look as if he slept in hts clothes 
the night before. In fact, this is 
exactly what my roommate does. 
ow for a second generaliza-
tion the Japanese spend a ton of 
money on clothing and accesso-
ries. The averagejapanese seems 
to have a startling amount of 
clothing. It is commonplace for 
them to spend hundreds of dol-
lars with every trip to the depart-
ment store. Granted, with prices 
in Tokyo this is hardly avoidable. 
Thousand-dollar shoes are pur-
chased and worn until a current 
fad, and often not theshoesthem-
selves, wears out. 
Despite their lax dressing hab-
its, even guys have clothes com-
ing out their ears. In my dorm, 
several guys have clothes filling 
closets, bins under the bed, as-
sorted hang ing rods, covers the 
floor and even makes up part of a 
guy's bedding 
It's difficult to say what kind 
of clothing is popular. The guys, 
as I've said, wear anything that 
looks wnnkled. The girls, how-
ever,dresson thecuttingedgeof 
fashion. It's not uncommon to 
see a group of girls all wean ng 
the same type of clothing. Also, 
makeup is as popular as it is in 
theStates. "Themorethebeuer" 
is the attitude In Tokyo. The 
extreme is dark eyebrows with 
pale com plexton and black fin-
gernails. 
Hair is also a big concern. 
Theguyswhotake the time usu-
ally gel their hair. Fort he ladies, 
hair color is the current issue. 
Though I've seen shades of hair 
in just about all the colors of the 
rainbow, the most popular seem 
to be either red highlights or 
shades of brown. 
So how do I sum up fashion 
injapan? Actually, it will never 
come to that. Fashion is even 
more diverse here than in the 
States. I have personally been 
able to get away with wearing 
the same clothes that I wore in 
high school. The pressure to be 
on the cutting edge is more than 
Icanhandle. lsaythankGod for 
jeans and t-shirts. 
Andrew is a]CU junior at-
tending Sophia U in Tokyo. 
a laughing matter 
Students packed Kulas Auditorium last 
Thursday evening for a performance by 
Chicago-basedcomed y troupe Second City. 
The cast of seven performers includedJohn 
Farley, the brother Saturday Night Live's 
Chris Farley. Organizing the JCU event 
were the Student Union, Student Activities 
and musical activities fraternity Phi Theta 
Mu, spending a total of $3,500. 
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Football team finishes season big in BW game 
Brian Murphy 
Sports Reporter 
Tothejoyof many fans at Finnie 
Stadium last Saturday, the John 
Carroll football team saved their 
best and most exciting effort for 
last in a game which the Blue 
Streaks needed every pomt they 
could muster. 
On the strength of a 19-yard 
touchdown strike from sopho-
more quarterback Nick Case rio to 
sophomore john Priestap with 
on ly 1:43 rem ai ning in the game, 
JCUdefeared Baldwin-Wallace in 
a season-ending shootout , 37-33. 
Both the Yellow Jackets and 
Blue Streaks opened t he game 
looking to establish their running 
games; neitherteam threw a sing le 
pass during its opening offensive 
possession. BW rushed down the 
field on its open ing possession, 
going69 yards in five plays in only 
one minute with sophomore 
Adam Iacona punctuating the 
drive on a 23-yard touchdown gal-
lop. The Streaks countered with a 
12-play, run-dominant drive of 
their own but managed only a 28-
yard field goa l from senior Jason 
Goldberg. 
JCU coach Tony DeCarlosaid it 
was important for his team toes-
tablish the run m order to free up 
the passing game. 
"We had to establish the run-
ning game," DeCarlo said. "The 
passing game was good becau e 
of the running game. We really 
felt that we had to establish the 
run and be consistent." 
Because of the season-ending 
knee injuryseniorCarmen llacqua 
suffered during last week's victory 
over Hiram, senior Chad Rankin 
became the Streaks' workhorse on 
th e ground. Rank in rushed 29 
times for 135 yards and a pair of 
touchdowns. Sophomore Victor 
Engoglia a lso helped the ground 
attack with a two-yard touchdown 
run in the third quarter. 
Engoglia's touchdown gave 
JCU a 23-l3lead with just over ten 
minutes left in the third quarter. 
But Baldwin-Wallace, which fin-
ished 6-4 overall and 6-3 in the 
OAC,scored on its next three pos-
sessions. lacona hit paydirt from 
seven yards out and Chris Kondik 
kicked two field goals, the second 
of which put the Yellow Jackets 
up by a 26-23 count early in the 
fourth quarter. 
The lead wasshon-lived, how-
ever, as it took the Streaks only 
1.30 to strike back on a two-yard 
touchdown run by Rankin BW 
countered that score with eight 
minutes left when sophomore 
quarterback Bobby Adams hooked 
up with fellow sophomore Pat 
Knaze on a 17-yard touchdown 
pass to give the jackets a 33-30 
advantage. 
The Streaks had a chance to tie 
the game with three minutes left 
m the game, but Goldberg was 
wide left with a 33-yard field goal 
attempt. But just when it seemed 
as though the Streaks' chances for 
victory had been wisked away, the 
JCU defense, which allowed the 
most points it had all season, came 
up big. 
The defense stopped BW run-
ning back Tyrone Price for no gain 
on first down then d ropped Iacona 
for a two-yard loss on second 
down. Af rer JCU burned one of its 
two remaining timeouts, Adams 
lofted a pass out of bounds which 
helped the Streaks because the 
incompletion stopped the clock 
and preserved precious seconds. 
BW was then forced to pum the 
ball bacr ro JCU. • 
Senior Scott Youmell, wearing 
Ilacqua 's number 20 jersey to 
honor his close friend, fielded the 
32-yard punt, took off down the 
left sideline and returned the kick 
27 yards to the BW 23-yard line. 
Two plays later,Caserio hit Pries tap 
with what turned out to be the 
game-winning touchdown pass. 
"I just wanted to catch the ball 
then try to get the offense in the 
best possible position," said 
Youmell, who also registered 12 
tackles. "The key was that Bob 
Juliana threw a good block and 
the other guys set up a nice wall. l 
credit the other ten guys who 
blocked on the play.· 
Youmellalsoexplained why he 
eschewed his normal number 83 
for llacqua's 20. "We're real good 
fr iends," said Youmell about his 
relationship with Ilacqua. "He's 
the best player I've ever played 
with. It's not fair what happened 
to him. Part of him deserved to be 
on the field. I dedicated the game 
to him." 
Priestap, whoa long with many 
other players wore llacqua's num-
ber 20 on the back of his helmet, 
said he ran a slant route on the 
winning play. "But [the route] 
wasn'tthereso I ran the extension 
which we run off the slant," 
Priestapsaid. "Nick putt he ball in 
a great place. He put it right be-
tween two defenders and right on 
the money" 
On the day Caserio completed 
21 of 31 passes for 234 yards, two 
touchdowns and no interceptions 
while Priestapwas the team's lead-
ing receiver, catching six balls for 
113 yards. 
For the season Caserio com-
pleted threw for 1950 yards, 23 
touchdowns and only 4 intercep-
tions. The 23 touchdown passes 
ued the school record set by arl 
Before the game llacqua asked 
DeCarlo if he could have a few 
minutes to talk to the team. "It 
was quire emotional," DeCarlo 
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said. "He told the players to win 
forrhemselves, not for him . It was 
touching, no question about it." 
"As soon as he began to ta lk, l 
couldn't keep back my tears," 
Youmell said. "It fired everyone 
up. Everyone wanted to win for 
Carmen." 
Baldwin-Wallace, which en-
tered the game having won its last 
five games, seemed to have very 
latle trouble moving the ball 
againstjCU,theOACstop-ranked 
defense, as the Yellow jackets 
racked up nearly 400 yards in to-
tal offense. 
Adams completed 19 of 31 
passes for 227 yards and two 
touchdowns while lacona ran for 
I 26 yards on 21 carries and two 
touchdowns. 
"They're coached really well," 
said senior defensive end Ryan 
Carter, who had 85 tack les on the 
season. "They executed real well. 
Theydidn'tsurprise us. Give them 
credit." 
"When we had to stop them at 
the end of the game, we did," said 
senior li nebackerChns Anderson, 
who recorded 16 tackles on the 
day and 1l6 tackles on the season, 
second only to London Fletcher's 
l39stops. 
A nderson'sll6 tackles this sea-
son upped his career total to 536 
which ties Dave Rastoka's school 
mark setfrom 1986 to 1989. 
Senior Scott O'Donnell was the 
only other Streak to register over 
100 tackles, posting a season-total 
of 102 tackles and 19 quarterback 
sacks. 
"I wanted the game so much 
for the seniors who put so much 
into the program," DeCarlo said. 
Despite a superb 9-l record (8-
1 in the OAC), the Blue Streaks 
were unable to make the Division 
III playoffs. DeCarlotookthesnub 
in stride, though. 
"I'm really disappointed that 
we're not in the playoffs," he said. 
"But by the same token in all hon-
esty, it's not the end of th.e world. 
We ended on a happy note. I'd 
rather be in the playoffs but we 
ended up in a happy setting and 
guys wtll remember it for the rest 
of their lives." 
Sophomore Chris Thomas looks to pass during a recent 
men's basketball practice as Junior Ryan Eskridge defends. 
Basketball to begin 
Brian Mu hy 
Sports Reporter 
Last year the John Carroll 
University men's basketball 
team had a breakthrough year. 
The Blue Streaks finis hed with 
a 19-8 record, including an 
OAC-best mark of l4-4. The 
Streaks also qualified for the 
NCAA Division Ill playoffs for 
the first time in ten years and 
defeated Wooster for the first 
national tournament victory in 
school history 
As a result of last year'sout-
standingcampaigntheStreaks, 
who return four starters and 
ten letterwinners, enter this 
season facing many lofty ex-
pectations. In national pre-
season polls, JCU was ranked 
ninth by bothSportsiilustrated 
and The Sporting News. Lo-
cally, both the OAC coaches 
and media voted John Carroll 
the preseason favorite to repeat 
as OAC champions. 
Blue Streak coach Mike 
Moran cautions, however, 
against putting much stock in 
the preseason expectations 
"All those things are based 
on last year's records," said 
Moran, whoisentering his fifth 
season as thejCU head basket· 
ball coach. "We have a nice 
team and a competetive team, 
but we don't have two or three 
preseason All-Americans. 
"On the positive side we do 
have experienced semors and 
wonderful kids with a great 
work ethic. We'll have to play 
well collectively to win." 
The Streaks will open the 
season without 6'6" senior for-
ward j.j. Richardson. 
Richardson, who started all27 
games last year and averaged a 
team-high 19.5pointspergame, 
injured his left knee during a 
practice session last week. He 
will be out three to four weeks. 
Junior Ryan Eskridge (5.2 ppg) 
will start in Richardson's spot. 
"[Losing Richardson! elimi-
nates 20 points from your 
lineup," Moran said. "[Injuries! 
are part of the game though." 
The senior backcoun o[Joey 
Bigler and David Pfundstein 
will look to fill pan of the void 
left by Richardson's absence. 
Bigler, 10.6 ppg last year, led 
Division III in three-point field 
goal percentage last year shoot-
ing .486 (54-lll) Pfundstein, 
7.1 ppg last season, also started 
all 27 games last year and was 
also lethal from three-point 
range, o.hooting 469 (23-49) 
see B·BALl., page 13 
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Photo by Jen Sf rt y 
Freshmen Jackie Tadych (23) a~ Erin Jimison (right) b,attle for 
control during a recent practice 
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Women's hoops set to soar 
Matt Rayl 
Sports Reporter 
Wnh four returnmg starters 
and anexcell emfrcshman recrun-
mgclass, thejohnCarroll Umver-
sity women's basketball team is 
looking forward to a success[ ul 
1996-97 season. 
Coming off a year in which 
they fmished ll-14 (8-10 OAC), 
good for sixth place in the OAC, 
the Blue Streaks hope to finish in 
the top three th is season. Thtrd 
year coach Carol Dugan is opti-
mistic about her team's chances. 
"Our goal is to move up m the 
OAC," said Dugan. "lt's a very 
physical conference and you get 
beat up night in and night out 
You need to be prepared fo r every 
opponent." 
Gone from last year's squad is 
Bridgeue Moran, who was second 
on the team in scori ngwith 11.3 
points per game. However, the 
Streaks return sophomore Erin 
Biehle, who averaged 11.9 points 
per game last season a nd led the 
team inscoringasaf reshman. She 
wasalsothird in rebound ing with 
5.7 rpg and led the OAC in shoot-
ing percentage, hiuing almost 60 
percent from the field . 
Also returning are senior co-
captains Deana Bahhur and 
Megan CampbelL Bahhurwasthe 
team 's leading rebounder last sea-
son with 6.8 rpgat the center pos•-
llon. 
Dugan tsconfide n t1 n the team's 
senior leadership, especially 
Bahhur"s example on and off the 
court. 
"Deana IS a g reat leader and a 
very strong player in the pamt," 
sa1d Dugan. "But it 's her leader-
ship that sets her a pan." 
"I've always wanted to gradu-
ate wtth a talented ream, which 
we have this year," said Bahhur. "I 
want to be able to say we have ac-
complished all the goals that we 
had set for ourselves." 
junior co-captain Molly 
Bren love, who averaged 8.4 points 
and 6.4 rebounds as a starter last 
year, makes up Carroll's front lme 
along wah Bah h ur and senior for-
ward Bridget jordan. 
However, Brenlove will miss 
Friday's opener against Ohio 
Wesleyan because of shin splints. 
She should return next weekend 
when j CU travels to Rochester to 
play in a four -team tou rnament. 
Several other additions w i ll 
he I p add depth to the Streaks' 
bench. junior forward Bridget 
Walsh returns after taking a year 
off from basketball: she appeared 
in seven games in her freshman 
year. Sophomore guard Noreen 
Eddy is a transferf rom Ohio Uni -
ve rsity who played hoops loca ll y 
at Lakewood High School. 
The 1996-97 [ resh rna n class is a 
prom1smg group whtch should 
help the program this year and fo r 
ma ny years to come. All but two 
newcomers are loca l ta lent. 
Allison Ltkar graduated from 
Uppe r St. Clair in Pi t tsburgh. 
whereshewasa member of a team 
that won four stra tght sectional 
mles. Theorheroutof statefresh-
man , Jenny Linane, attended 
Mother McAuley in Chicago. 
"We might surprise a lot of 
people by doing things we're not 
expected to do," said Campbell. 
"We're ranked s ixth in preseaso n 
[polls!. but there 's no way we're 
going to finish that low m the con-
ference." 
In order to be successful and 
moveupin theOAC,Coach Dugan 
and the Blue Streaks need some 
thmgs to go their way. 
"We need to continue to strive 
forcons tstency,"shesaid . "The gi rls 
need to learn to play w ith eac h 
other. That will come with rime. 
For ri gh t now, we just need to get 
everybody health y." 
The Streaks open up their sea-
son this Friday on the road against 
nonconference oppone nt Ohio 
Wesleyan at 7.30 p.m Then, over 
Thanskgiving break,JCU wil l play 
two games in a weekend to urna-
ment held in Rochester, New York . 
Swim teams strive to continue conference dominance 
Stephanie Fox 
Sports Reporter 
The john Carroll men 's a nd 
women'sswim team season is well 
under way with a good stan to the 
l -97 campai n 
Although both teams placed 
fourth out of fo ur teams at the Al -
legheny In vi ta tional last week-
end , coach Mall Lenhart rema ins 
positive about 1 he long season t hat 
lies ahead. 
"Last weekend was no t indica-
ll ve of where we wi II be at the end 
of rheseason," Coach Matt Lenhart 
said. "[At A lleghenyl we swam 
now here near our capabilities. We 
were up against tough competi-
t ion and the meet was good expe-
rience for us. We used the meet as 
a buildmg block for the rest of the 
season."• 
The m e n 's team graduated 
some strong swimmers last year 
but they retain a lot of experience 
and have ga ined plenty of new ta l-
ent. 
"We have picked up just as 
much talent as we have lost," sa id 
enior eff Juer ns. "W hav 
some really good freshmen who 
are helping us out and we have a 
lot of experience and depth ." 
Juergens enters his senior year 
as an etght-time individua l OAC 
cha mpion. Healsoshared rheOAC 
Swimmer of the Year award with 
fellow senior Matt Olver in 1995. 
Togetherjuergensand Olver bring 
strong experience and leadership 
to the men's team. 
At Allegheny, Juergens took 
first in the500-yard f reestylewith 
a time of 4:57.27 and first in the 
1650-yard freestyle race, touching 
the wall at 17:01.26. 
Olver had a producnve week-
end as well, placing second in the 
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400-yard 1M with a time of 4:38.12. 
Otherstrongswimmers return-
ing for the men a re repeat OAC 
champion senior Jay Donato and 
seniors Craig Haran and Ken Tho-
rna . 
Dona to took second in the 200-
yard back stroke last weekend 
with a t ime of 2:10.67 and third in 
the 100-ya rd back, finishing at 
58.07 
Juergens, Olver, and Donato 
joined sophomore Pat Carey to 
place fourth in the 200-yard 
freestyle relay with a time of 
1:35.40 . 
Juniors Adam Samko and Brad 
Wilson, along with sophomore 
Chris Ollison, will also be ex-
pected tostepupand give depth to 
the men's ream. Freshman Peter 
Wais will be t he newcomer who 
should also contribute this sea-
son. 
The currents are a bit rougher 
for the women's team as they also 
look to compensa te for some 
graduated talent , most notably the 
1996 OAC Most Valuable Swim-
mer, P y Dem y. 
Bu t the women 's te am, which 
has won the OAC ti tle the last 
seven years in a row, does possess 
enough depth and returning ex-
perience to overcome the loss of 
last year's strong swimmers and 
have yet another outstanding sea-
son. 
That experience must come 
from All -OAC swimmers senior 
DebbieJanchar and juniors Carrie 
Green plate, PamJ i mison,a nd Kara 
Newmeyer. 
Jimison had to sit out this year's 
volleyball season due to knee sur-
gery, but after strenuous rehabi li-
tation she has recovered for the 
swim season. She had an impres-
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sive performance in the 100-yard 
back st roke at Allegheny, placing 
fourth with a time of 1:05.03. 
junior Brenna Carey, sopho-
more Monica Kramer and fresh-
men Shannon Murphyandlaura 
Hras tar wi II add depth to the 
women's team as well. 
Murphy showed early promise 
and tha t she is a tough freestyle 
spr inter when she took sixth out 
of 17 swimmers in the 100-yard 
free with a time of 58.30 last week-
end. 
janchar, Kramer, Jimison, and 
Murphy worked well together in 
both the200-ya rd freestyle and the 
800-yard freestyle, placing third 
in both events with times of 1:47.81 
and 8:42.46 respectively. 
"Allegheny was good competi-
tion for us," janchar sa id. "It will 
help us to train harder when we 
swim tougher teams. We get to 
swim hard in many events and the 
meet lets us see where we are." 
So with a potent blend of youth 
and experience, the 1996-97 men's 
and women's swim teams promise 
to provide plenty of excitement as 
both squads look to build upon 
thei r outstanding past perfor-
mances. 
Both reams will next compete 
November 29-30 at the DePauw 
Invitational in Greencastle, Indi-
ana . 
I really w ish that 
everyone could b e as 
happy as me. If only 
everyone could 
experience the Carroll 
News for themselves, 
they would realize the 
void in their life. Who 
needs a 12 step 
program when there is 
the Carroll News? 
Drop your addictions dnd work 
lor us. 
The Carroll News, November 21, 1996 
Wrestling 
Resumes 
Mark Boleky 
Sports Reporter 
j ohn Carroll University wres 
tling coach Kerry Volkmann is 
cxcned about the wrestling sea-
!>On, to say the leas!. 
With nine lettermen at seven 
different wetght classes and two 
All-Americans re turning to the 
team this season, the Blue Streaks 
en ter t h e 1996-97 campaign 
ra nked mnth 1n the NCAA's Dual 
Meet Wrestling preseason poll. 
"I thought we had solid experi-
ence last year," said Volkmann, 
"but we even have more [experi-
ence] o n us now tha n last year. 
"We co uld potentially have 
eight or nine wres tl ers rhat saw 
s ubst an tial time las t year !com-
peteateach meet!," said Volkmann. 
He a lso noted t hat Lwo freshmen 
and two sophomores started in 
yesterday's home-opening match 
against Case Western Reserve. 
Youth wJil help Lhe Streaks in 
th e future , but the high pre-sea-
son ranking has the team think-
ing solei y about th is year. 
An added bonus came when 
se niors Matt Colucci and Sean 
Pelleri te anno unced they were 
com peting for JCU this year. Both 
redshirted the 1995-96 season a f-
ter receiving All-American hon-
ors,Colucci in 1994 at 126 pounds 
and Pelleri te in l993 at 190 pounds. 
In add ition to the decorated 
senior duo, the Streaks w ill also be 
led in to action by three of last 
year 's five national qualifiers: 
Steinmetz, junior Chris Roman, 
and senior jason Kessen. 
The teamstartedoutstrong last 
season un til health problems 
slowed them towa rd the end of 
the season. The Streaks persevered, 
though , managing a thi rd place 
finish in the OAC. 
"We felt bad about last yea r's 
finish ," said senior jimmie Lake, 
"but this year's team is the best 
we've had since I've been here. The 
depth we have is unbelievable." 
Lake is competing aga i nst 
sophomore Rich Wa tson and jun-
CSU CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY CONVOCATION CENTER 
SPORTS 
ior Rich Eslich, a ll with varsity 
experience, in what has proven to 
be an interesting ba ttle for rh e 
regul ar starti ng spot at heavy-
weight. "Some of our wrestle-offs 
wi ll be better than our meets," 
Eslich said of the intrasquad 
matches the team holds. 
j CU is looking forward to the 
Florida College Dual s in Orla ndo 
overCh ris tmas break. "We're look-
ing to dowell thereandshowwe're 
among the top five teams in the 
nation," said Lake. 
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He wasalsosecond in the OAC in 
both assists ( 4 8) and sre<~ l s (2.37) 
per game. 
jCU must also replace the pro-
duction of center jeff esplankis, 
who last season averaged 16.5 ppg 
and a team- high 9.2 rebounds per 
game. junior Artie Taylor (will 
the headband re tu rn?), who 
started at forward last year, wi ll 
re place esplankisatcenterwhile 
13 
semor John Sa mol will fill Taylor's 
starting forward spot 
Moran be lieves tha t last year's 
tournament experien e will do 
nothmg but help tht s year's squad. 
"It's in the back of themmdsof all 
the ktds," said Moran of the tour-
na mem ex penence. 'It adds one 
extra incentive to do well every 
game." 
JCU ope ns the season Friday ar 
r he Buffalo State Ttp·Off Tourna-
ment and will travel to the Al -
legheny Tournamenl Nov. 29. 
Contrary to popular 
belief, the staff of 
The Carroll News is 
not psychic. 
Although we are thinking of hiring 
Dionne Warwick sometime soon. 
So, if you have a story idea or an 
event is coming up that you want 
covered, you have to call us • 
Call us anytime 
397-4398 
... 
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Freshmen Jackie Tadych (23) and Erin Jimison (right) b.attle for 
control during a recent practice 
SPORTS The Carroll News, November 21, 1996 
Women's hoops set to soar 
Matt Rayl 
Sports Reporter 
With four returning starters 
and an excellent freshman recruit-
ing class. theJohnCarroll Umver-
sity women's basketball team is 
looking forward to a successful 
1996-97 season. 
Commg off a year in which 
they finished ll-14 (8-10 OAC), 
good for sixth place in the OAC, 
the Blue Streaks hope to finish in 
the top three thrs season. Thrrd 
year coach Carol Dugan is opti-
mistic about her team's chances. 
"Our goa l rs to move up m the 
OAC," said Dugan. "It's a very 
physical confere nce and you get 
beat up night in and night out. 
You need to be prepared for every 
opponent." 
Gone from last year's squad is 
Bridgette Moran, who was second 
on the team in scori ngwith ll.3 
poin ts per game. However, the 
Streaks re tu rn sophomore Erin 
Biehl e, w ho averaged LL9 points 
pe r game last season and led the 
team in scoringasa freshman. She 
wasalso third m rebounding w n h 
5.7 rpg and led the OAC in shoot-
ing perce ntage, hi tting almost 60 
percent from the field. 
Also retu rning are se nior co-
ca ptai ns Dea na Bahhur and 
Megan Campbell Ba hhurwas the 
tea m's leading rebou nder last sea-
son with 6.8 rpgat the center posr-
uon 
Dugan rs confident in the team's 
sen10r leadership, especially 
Bahhur's example on and off the 
court. 
"Deana is a great leader and a 
very strong player Ill the paint," 
sard Dugan. "But it's her leader-
ship that sets her apart." 
"I've always wanted to gradu-
ate w rth a ta lented team, which 
we have this year," said Bahhur. " l 
wa nt to be able to say we have ac-
complished all the goals that we 
had set for ourselves" 
Ju n ior co-captai n Mol ly 
Bren love, who averaged 8.4 points 
and 6.4 rebounds as a sta rter las t 
year, makes up Carroll's fron t line 
along wi th Bahhur and senior for-
ward Bridger Jordan. 
However, Brenlove will m iss 
Frid ay's o pener aga in s t Ohio 
Wesleyan because of s hin splints. 
She should return next weekend 
when JCU travels to Rochester to 
play in a four-team tournament. 
Severa l ot her add it ions wil l 
he! p add depth to the Streaks' 
bench. Jun ior forward Bridget 
Walsh returns after taki ng a year 
off fro m basketball; she a ppeared 
in seven games in her freshma n 
year. Sophomore guard Noree n 
Eddy is a tra nsfer from Ohio Un i-
ve rsity who played hoops locally 
at Lakewood High School 
The 1996-97 fres h rna n class is a 
prom1smg group whrch should 
help the program thrs year and for 
many years to come. All but two 
newcomers are local talent. 
Allrson Lrkar graduated from 
Upper St. Clan in Pittsburgh, 
whereshewasa member of a team 
that won four strarght sectional 
tales. The other out of statefresh-
man, jenny Linane, attended 
Mo ther McAuley in Chicago. 
"We migh t surprise a lot of 
people by doing th ings we're not 
ex pected to do," said Ca mpbelL 
"We're ra nked sixth in preseason 
[polls!, but there's no way we're 
goi ng to fi n ish that low in the con-
ference." 
In order to be successful and 
move up in theOAC,Coac h Dugan 
and the Blue Streaks need some 
thi ngs to go their way. 
"We need to cont inue to strive 
forconsiste ncy,"shesaid. "The girls 
need to learn to play with each 
other. That will come w ith time. 
For ri ght now, we JUSt need to ge t 
everybody hea lth y." 
The St reaks open up their sea-
son this Friday on the road against 
nonconference opponent Ohio 
Wesleyan a t 7:30p.m. Then, over 
Thanskgiving break,JCU will play 
two ga mes in a weekend tourna-
ment held in Rochester, New York 
Swim teams strive to continue conference dominance 
Stephani~ Fox 
Sports Reporter 
The john Ca rroll men's and 
women's swim teamseasoniswell 
under way with a good start to the 
1 -97 campll i n. 
Al thoug h both tea ms placed 
fourth out of four teams at the Al-
leghe ny Invita ti ona l las t week 
end, coach Ma rt Le nhart remai ns 
posit ivcabou t the long season that 
lies ahead. 
"Last weekend was not indica-
ltveof where we will bea t the end 
of t he season," Coac h Matt Lenhart 
sa id. "!At Allegheny! we swam 
nowhere nea r our capabili ties. We 
were up against tough competi -
tio n and the meet was good ex:pe-
riencc for us. We used the mee t as 
a building block fort he res t of the 
season."• 
The men 's team g radu ated 
some strong swimmers last year 
but t hey retai n a lor of experience 
and have gained plenty of new ta l-
ent. 
"We have picked up just as 
much talent as we have lost," sa1d 
ni r ff uer n . "We hav 
some reall y good fresh men who 
are helping us o ut and we have a 
lot of experience a nd depth." 
Juergens enters his senior yea r 
as an eig ht-ti me ind i.vidual OAC 
champion. He also shared theOAC 
Swi mmer of the Year award w ith 
fellow senior Matt Olver in 1995. 
TogetherjuergensandOlver bring 
strong expe rience and leadership 
to the men's team . 
At Allegheny, Juergens took 
first in the500-yard freestyle with 
a time of 4:57.27 and first in the 
1650-yard freestyle race, touching 
the wall at 17:01.26. 
Olver had a producti ve week-
end as well, placing second in the 
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400-yard 1M with a tim e of 4:38.12. 
Others trongswimmers return-
ing for the men are repeat OAC 
champion senior j ay Donato and 
seniors Craig Haran and Ken Tho-
ma . 
Donato took second in the 200-
yard back stroke last weekend 
w ith a time of 2:10.67 and third in 
t he 100-yard back , finishing at 
5807 
Juergens, Olver, and Donato 
joi ned sophomore Pat Carey to 
place fourt h in the 200 -yard 
freestyle re lay w ith a t ime of 
1:35.40. 
juniors Ad am Samkoand Brad 
Wilson, along with sophomore 
Chris Ollison, will a lso be ex-
pected to step up and give dept h to 
t he men's team. Freshman Peter 
Wais will be the newcomer w ho 
should also contribute th is sea-
son. 
The currents are a bit roughe r 
for the women 's tea m as they also 
look to compe nsa te for some 
graduated talent , most notably t he 
1996 OAC Most Valuable Swim-
mer, Pe y Dempsey. 
But the women's tea m, which 
has won the OAC title the last 
se ven years in a row, does possess 
enough depth and rerurning ex-
perience to overcome the loss of 
last year's strong swimmers and 
have yet a nother outstanding sea-
son. 
That experience must come 
from All-OAC sw immers senior 
DebbieJanchar and juniors Ca rrie 
Greenplate,Pamjimison,and Kara 
Newmeyer. 
Jimison had tosit out this yea r's 
volleyball season due to knee sur-
gery, but af ter strenuous rehabili-
ta tion she has recovered for the 
swim season. She had an impres-
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sive performance in the 100-yard 
back stroke at Allegheny, placing 
fourth with a time of 1:05.03. 
Junior Brenna Carey, sopho-
more Monica Kramer and fresh-
men Sha nnon Mur.phy and Laura 
Hrasta r will ad d dep th to the 
women's team as well . 
Murphy showed early prom ise 
and that she is a tough frees tyle 
sprinter w hen she took sixth out 
of 17 swi mmers in the 100-yard 
free with a time of 58.30 last week-
end. 
Janchar, Kramer, J imison, and 
Murphy worked well together in 
both the 200-yard freestyle and the 
800-yard fr eestyle, placing third 
in both events with times of 1:47.81 
and 8:42.46 respectively. 
"Allegheny was good competi -
tion for us," Janchar said . "lt will 
help us to train harder w hen we 
swim tougher teams. We get to 
swim hard in ma ny events and the 
meet lets us see w here we are." 
So with a potent blend of youth 
and experience, the 1996-97 men 's 
and women's swim teams promise 
to provide plenty of exci tement as 
both squads look to build upon 
their outstanding past perfor-
mances. 
Bot h teams will next compete 
November 29-30 at the DePauw 
Invita tional in Greencastle, Ind i-
ana . 
l really wish that 
everyone could be as 
happy as me. If only 
everyone could 
experience the Carroll 
News for themselves, 
they would realize the 
void in their life. Who 
needs a 12 step 
program when there is 
the Ca r roll News? 
Drop your addi ctions and work 
for us. 
397-4398 
The Carroll News, November 21, 1996 
Wrestling 
Resumes 
Mark Boleky 
Sports Reponer 
John Carroll University wres-
tling coach Kerry Volkmann rs 
excaed about the wrestling sea-
son, to say the least 
With nine lettermen at seven 
different wetght classes and two 
All-Amencans returning to the 
team this season, the Blue Streaks 
en ter the 1996-97 campaign 
ra nked mnth in the NCAA's Dual 
Meet Wrestling preseason poll 
"l thougLt we had solid ex peri-
en e last year," said Volkmann, 
"but we even ha e more !exper i-
e nce! on us now than last year. 
"We could potent ially have 
eight or nine wrestlers that saw 
substantia l time last year lcom-
pe teateach meet!," said Volk ma nn. 
l ie also noted that two freshmen 
and two sophomores starred in 
yesterday's home-opening ma rch 
aga1nst Case Western Rese rve. 
Youth wi ll help the St reaks in 
the fu ture, but the high pre-sea-
son ra nking has the tea m th ink-
ing sole! y abo ut this year. 
An ad ded bon us came when 
se ni ors Ma tt Colucci and Sean 
Pe lle r it e ann ounced they were 
compJ> ting for JCU thi s year. Both 
redshirted the 1995-96 seaso n af-
ter receiving All-American hon-
ors, Colucc i in 1994 at 126 pounds 
a nd Pel ler ite in 1993 at l90pounds. 
In addi tion to the decora ted 
senior duo, the Strea ks w ill a lso be 
led into ac ti on by three of last 
yea r 's five nati onal qua lifi ers: 
Stcinm etz, junior Chris Roman, 
and senior Jason Kessen. 
Th e teamstartedout strong last 
seaso n until health proble ms 
slowed them toward the end of 
the season. The Streaks persevered , 
though, managing a third place 
finish in the OAC. 
"We felt bad about last year 's 
finish ," sa id senior Jimmie Lake, 
"but this yea r's team is the best 
we've had since I've been here. The 
depth we have is unbelievable." 
Lake is competi ng aga inst 
sophomore Rich Warson and jun-
CSU CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY CONVOCATION CENTER 
SPORTS 
ior Rich Eslic h, all w ith varsity 
exper ience, in what has proven to 
be an interesting ba ttle for the 
regu lar start ing spot at heavy-
weight. "Some of our w res tl e-off s 
will be better than our meers," 
Esli ch said o f the intrasquad 
matches the team holds. 
JCU is looking forward to the 
Florida College Duals in Orla ndo 
overCh ristmas break "We're look-
ing to do well rhere andshowwe're 
among the top five teams in the 
nation," said Lake. 
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He was also second in the OAC in 
both assists ( 4 8) and s tea ls (2.37) 
per ga me. 
JCU must also replace the pro-
duction of cen ter Jeff espla nkis, 
who last seaso n averaged 16.5 ppg 
and a tea m-high 9.2 rebounds per 
game. Junior Artie Taylor (will 
th e headband return?) , who 
started a t forward last year , will 
replace Sesplan kis at center while 
13 
semorJohn Samolwi ll fill Taylor's 
sta rti ng forward spot 
Moran be lieves rhatlast year's 
10urnament experience will do 
nothmg but help tht s yea r's squad. 
"I t's in the back of the mi nds of all 
the kids.' said Mora n of the tour-
nament expenence. 'It adds one 
extra incentive to do well every 
game." 
jCU opens the season Friday at 
the Buffalo State Tip-{)ff Tourna· 
ment and will travel to the Al-
legheny lournamem Nov. 2Q 
Contrary to popular 
belief, the staff of 
The CaiTOII News is 
not psychic. 
Although we are thinking of hiring 
Dionne Warwick sometime soon. 
So, if you have a story idea or an 
event is coming up that you want 
covered, you have to call us. 
Call us anytime 
397-4398 
.. 
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•Views/Editorial 
Footprints in the 
snow 
Cleveland weather has never been hospitable , or predict-
able, and perhaps one can best cope with it by living the 
cliche, "Expect the unexpected." But no one could have 
expected the three feet of lake-effect snow dumped on Cleve-
land and john Carroll last week So no one knew quite how to 
cope. As students, f acuity, and staff waited anxious! y at home, 
Carroll administrators debated whether the tracherous snow-
covered roads and city-wide power outages warranted cancel -
ling Tuesday classes. It was a d tfficult decision to make. 
There exists no offi cial snow-day policy anywhere in the 
University Handbook. No local , state, or federal snow-depth 
law auromaticall y shuts down the state. It boils down to 
scanning the skies, watching the sc hool and business cancella-
tions march ac ross the bot tom of the TV screen, and comin g to 
a consensus And obviously the decision to hold classes that 
Tuesday was a mistake, reali zed and rectified by 3:30 th at 
afternoon . No one will begrudge the admini stration their 
mistake. But everyone hopes they have learned from it. 
Perhaps th is blizzard will provide the Uni versity with the 
opportunity to create some sort of guidelines to assist adminis-
tration in the decision whether or not to cancel classes in the 
event of inclement weather, and give student, faculty, and 
staff some advanced notice on what that decision might be. 
Since there aren 't many existing snow-day policies to give the 
University some ideas, perhaps the University should look 
inward, to its own Handbook, its Mission Statement, specifi-
cally, in order to gain some perspective of where its values lie 
in future events. 
"To education the ]esu it spirit brings a rationality appropri -
ately balanced by human affection, an esteem fort he individual 
as an uni4u e person ... " This means that the jesuit spirit sees its 
sr udenrs, professors, and employees as people and not the cogs 
that keep the university machine running and the money 
roll ing in The jesuit spirit understands that being forced to 
curtatl its activities two unforeseen days, H that, out of the 
year, wo ld not cau e the perman nt dam h t th l fa 
gifted professor or valued employee upon ice-covered roads 
would do. The jesuit spirn realizes that three feet of snow 
within a twenty· four hour period might strand hundreds of 
stUdcms. facult y, and staff in their homes, with buried cars 
and unplowed roads, with no power and no heat and the roof 
caving in from the weight of the snow, with young children 
whose schools have been closed. And the jesuit spir it is 
willing to relieve them of the added pressure of finding some 
non lethal path across town in time for class. 
"Commitment to the Uesuit}values ... seehsa balance between 
reliance on divine assistance and natural capacities .. " The 
jesuit spiri t considers how its decisions will impact the city 
that surrounds the university. It takes into account the local 
and state police creeping cautiousl y across the dangerous 
highway , diverting congested traffic, supervising the many 
acCidents and neighborhoods bereft of power. It takes in to 
ccount the bewildered snowplows and salt trucks, unable to 
make a dent in r h.e conditions after repeated passes. It takes 
intoac ount the electrical company, who must brave the 
pcnlous condition in order tO restore power to several thou-
sand homes, a nd does not escalate the risks they are takmg by 
lorcmg more arson the road than absolutely necessary. 
In other words, the jesuit spirit, so reowned and admired the 
world over for lls stalwart dedication to the pursuit of knowl-
edge, knows when to delegate a lower priority to the pursuit of 
knowledge when such a pursuit would be unwise. lt is a spirit 
nN only of the head , but of the heart , knowing when to thrust 
aside facts 111 favor of com passion. 
HITS & misses 
HIT: With all the weekend rain, our three 
feet of snow melted as suddenly as they fell. 
m I s s: The lingering hope of another snow 
day melted away with it. m I s s: The lack of 
warning signs around the tree-branch chop-
per on the Quad. Anybody else get pelted with 
three-inch wood slivers on the way to lunch? 
HIT: The Operation FOCUS' Food Drive is swing-
ing into Thanksgiving mode--'tis the season 
to be generous. HIT: The student phone direc-
tories arrivirtg before the spring thaw. HIT: 
Laughing along with Second City Thursday. 
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''I don't see any reason to cancel classes ... do you?" 
Are you listening? 
Some people think that God doesn't talk to us 
anymore 1 think they're wrong. We just don't take the 
time to lbten II ke we should. Too often our lives become 
like huge ocean liners ea rned into rough waters by the 
sheer momentum of activities, relationships and jobs. We 
need time to right our course. but time IS the one thing we 
jus t don't have. Here's a test of whether you're too busy 
Have you recentl y: read the 
f unmes, ta ken a walk other than 
the one be tween classes. written 
to an old friend or done some 
Other activ tty to slow down the 
pace of life a bit? If not, then 
most likely you haven't had the 
chance to hear God speaking to 
you either. 
l could have used some divine 
discourse about a week ago as I 
agonized over yet another 
Sam 
Subity 
Enlertoinment 
Edltm 
Commentary 
research paper late into the night. Slowly lights were 
wmking out in rooms across campus while my desk lamp 
shat a steady beam across the pile of books and papers on 
my desk. Pepsi cans seemed to be spawning in the 
waste asl<et best em . tantg t. ne oc oc . Two. 
Three. l ftna!ly thtew my pencil down and pulled on my 
coat. l needed to clear my head. 
When l stepped outstde my dorm, a light snow was 
fal ling tn la rge, gentle fla kes from the night sky. Only the 
lights of the truly studious or, like myself , truly desperate 
rematned on. At three·thmy in the morning, the snow 
absorbed even the minutest sounds of the night so that 
the quad was silent as the inside of a chapeL I stormed 
along the sidewalk until the snowflakes that lazi ly 
brushed my nose and nestled in my hair dissipated my 
anger and frustration with their refreshing touch. For the 
Beating the Trap 
OK, here's the situation: you're sitting in the ol' Schott 
(not Marge) Dining Hall around 5:15p.m. or so on a 
typi al weekday. After takmg a risk and partially 
consummg the Marriott entree of the evening, you find 
yourself in search of something more satisfying. 
somethmg to fill your stomach. You sit at your table and 
wonder what it is you need to satisfy your hunger. You 
think .. saladl Maybe, but the line is kind of long. all the 
dressmgs su k and it won't fill you up anyway. All right , 
timefor Plan B: cereal. Can't go wrong with cereal . rightl 
Wrong. For some unknown 
reason the cafeteria cereal 
doesn't qutte taste ltke the 
cereal you buy at the 
supermarket and besides, 
you're sitting tn the back 
and you're too lazy to go up 
and get some Golden 
Grahams(whtch the cafe 
rarely has enough of. by the 
way). 
So now the scorecard 
Steve 
Colaianni 
Sports Editor 
Commentary 
reads Hunger-2, You·O. You know you're still hungry 
but you can't qui te find anythi ng that will fill you up. 
Plan C (ice cream, bagel and/or baked goods) has crossed 
your mind but , again, none of it wtll feel yummy in your 
tummy and the Firehouse Grill li ne is out past Shirley. 
Of course, you could just abandon the whole dinner 
thing and rely on the Inn &tween to save you later, but 
then you wor~der why you're paying for a meal plan and 
not eating nearly eating your fill half the time. Too bad 
your Inn &tween balance starts ar $100 and not $300. 
Does any of this sound familiarl lf you have spent at 
least one semester on-cam pus at john Carroll and have 
had a Mamou meal plan, Jt should The above, all-too-
common scenario is what my friends and 1 rcferto as 
first time in about a week. l slowed my pace. 
By that ti me, 1 had reached Grassellt Library so 1 had a 
seat on one of the benches in front of it Chancing to look 
up at the two stone angels adorning the from of the 
library, I saw a pigeon peacefully slee ping in the nook of 
one of the angel's arms. lt almost looked hke the statue 
was cradling the bird and protec ting tt while it slept. For 
me at such a time this was 
unquestionably God speaking 
through the language of nature, 
telling me that 1 would be 
alright, that angels constantly 
sheltered me too. 
And for the first time in a 
very long while I did somethmg 
that 1 fe lt I had almost forgotten 
how to do. 1 folded my hands 
and prayed. 
I didn't pray up, down, left or 
right. ln thi s all too rare moment of hushed communion, 
God wasn't a direction for me. God was an all -around, 
encompassing promise and surety. Sometimes we believe 
m the existence of God. At other times we hnowGocl 
e ists. This was one of those instances where my faith 
became more than just faith. 
I continued to sit noiselessly until a snowflake tickling 
my nose caused me to sneeze, and the world came rushmg 
back in around me hke a torrent of water flooding my 
numb senses. The moment of overwhelming peace was 
sadly lost, but 1 feltthat 1 had gained something inside of 
me through the experience. Th is divine knowledge wou ld 
be my spiritual nounshment until the next refreshing 
waystation along the journey we call life. In a moment my 
faith as a Christian was reaffi rmed. For a lifetime I'll carry 
the gif t God gave me on that silent, snowy mght. 
"The Marriott Trap." 
It's simple really - you go to dinner, maybe lunch , but 
usually dinner, can't stomach the main course and proceed 
to try and fill yourself upon a vanety of sided ishes. Oh . 
and 1 didn't fo rget about the pasta and omlene lines, but 
they're of ten too long and pasta and eggs get old real quick. 
You have an outside chance of escapmg the trap with the 
Waffle Bar, but don't get your hopes up. 
So how do you escape the Marriott Trap? I wish 1 knew. 
There is no one-word or one-sentence answer to one of the 
most challenging dilcmmasJCU 
students face today. However, I do 
humbly offer this advice: have a 
game plan when you walk in If 
you're going for the Traditional line, 
be cautious; you never know what 
they're gonna th row at you. If you go 
Firehouse Grill, well, at least you 
know what you're getting into. lf 
neither works, it 's Lean Streaks or 
broke, baby! 
Now don't get me wrong, there is 
a lot of Marriott food I do like. Phil! y Stakes, Chicken Par 
Pie. the Thanksgiving dmner and theme mghrs are all 
good , but my favorite Marriott meals are few and far 
between. 
I know some of you reading this are saying, "Hey, !like 
Marriott food! lt's not that badf' And you're right, it isn't 
But! believe that at one time or another we have all fallen 
prey to the Marriotr Trap 
Don't blame yourself , it's unavoidable. It happens to 
the best of us. What really matters is how you devise your 
own plan to escape the tra p And by the way, don't set 
picks when you put your tray on the conveyor belt. The 
workers don't like it when you do that ... not that I would 
know or anything. 
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A winters tale back in November 
1996 
"Hey, Happy Birthday!" 
Eh? What's so happy about it? 
"Aw,don't be such a crab. Look, it 's starr-
ing to snow Maybe l won 't have school 
tomorrow. The mango-bus won 't work in 
this we at her." 
Eh? What snow? You call that snow?! 
Why, wh en l was a boy, we had real snow! 
And we went to school. November of '96. 
Over 50 years ago l remember it as if were 
last week. It was the worst snow storm to 
hit Northeast Ohio in decades- complete 
with thunder and lightening. The power 
was out on half the campus so classes were 
canceled that fi rst day. But, by gosh, they 
worked the whole night to get the power 
back on. And they did it. But, in a huge 
green explosion, the power went out. That 
didn't stop 'em though. They got it up and 
runn ing 111 a matter of hours. Well , at least 
until the sky turned bl ueand oranges parks 
flew all over the place. 
"So you lost power again?" 
So we thought when we went to bed that 
night. Bu t, b:•ck then, we didn't give up so 
easily. They got those classroom some 
'lectr icityl Of course, that was after they 
canceled clas<;es. No big deal though- the 
school just uncanceled classes' It didn't 
take too lv .-.J to son through conflicting 
rad io reports at 6:30 in the morning. Like l 
said, we were a persevering lot back then . 
"So you had to go to class?" 
Of course! Did ya think over two feet of 
snow was going tostopus'Sowhat if white-
out conditions existed. So what if our only 
way to class was often a narrow slushy 
path because there was so much snow they 
had no place to shovel it. We laughed at 
th.ose huge snow dr ifts which completely 
1itd parked cars. We just avoided those fall en 
trees as we sloshed our way to class. 
And tha1 was only the_on-camp.u 
crowd. The commuters and teachers were 
a tougher lot. They had to weave their way 
1:lu:.ough an obstacle course of stalled cars 
while dodging any other cars doing 360s 
on the f reewayd uringtheirtrek to class. Of 
course, that's assuming they could get their 
ca r out of a driveway blocked by heavy 
piles of snow left by the plows. Then, if 
they did manage to make it to campusal ive, 
they had to find a place to park. ow, 
parking wasalwaysa problem -what with 
not having enough spaces and neighbors 
wanting to spike your tires, parking was a 
pain in the rear. Even more so in the middle 
of a snow storm when many of the spaces 
lay under several feet of plowed snow and 
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the severe weather advisory meant a total 
ban on street parking. Yep, despite official 
warnings to stay off the road, countless 
other school closings (including severa l 
other major universities) and record set-
ting snow fall, we got to class in the worst 
storm in memory! 
"Everyone?" 
A h hh ... well no. Not everyone Of course 
some couldn 't make it. I on ly had one class 
and it was canceled because my teacher 
didn 't show up, for example. But , I was 
there and so was about half the class. 
"So even i[ the teacher did show up, 
teaching half a class would have been son 
of pointless?" 
Hmmm ... look, the point is that we were 
there. We didn't let a little snow stop us. 
Not like the w1m ps of your generation. 
"And you had class the whole day'" 
Uh ... well, no. The university refracted ... 
er, 1 mean retracted the whole thing and 
closed early at 3:30. 
"So you got out early! See gram ps, things 
weren't so bad in the old days after a! [I" 
john Shea 
Class of 1997 
Perhaps JCU knows more about 
the weather than anyone else 
Perhaps my regarding personal safety 
as more important than a few classes is 
irrat ional. Perhapsjohn Carroll's adminis-
tration knows something about my safety 
that I am not aware of. Perhaps the white-
out conditions all over the area were not 
really that bad on Tuesday. Perhaps the 
National Weather Service should get their 
winter storm advisory informa tion from 
the JCU admi nistration, an entity that 
seems to know more than Dick Goddard. 
Perhaps the fact that Hopkins Atrport , 
Cleveland State Uni versit y, UrslineCollege, 
Qt[C Da.me, Ck'lciand chools kcr 
Schools, Beachwood Schools, Cleveland 
Heights/University Heights Schools, and 
every other district in the areas surround-
ingjCU were closed due to snow is just my 
problem. Perhaps l should have tried to 
commute from the West Side of town in 
two feet off resh snow, on a dangerous free-
way, on a day when every rationa l institu-
tion of learning knew the limitations of 
theircommutingfaculty,staff and students. 
Perhaps I don 't care enough about my 
true responsibilities, my students and my 
employer, enough to place my own life in 
jeopardy in order to satisfy some 
adm inistrator's ignorant refusal to admit 
tha t not everyone who works at or attends 
jCU lives in the Heights, not that living in 
the Hts made getting to school any easier 
on Tuesday. Perhaps I should just move. 
Perhaps the individual who made the 
decision to keepjCU open on Tuesday(un-
til 3:30), a day when every rational school 
administrator in the city put safety first, 
could have driven me to school. Perhaps 
that adm inistratorcould have even made it 
to my house. Perhaps he would not have 
even made it to the freeway. 
john R Panza 
English Department 
Mayor Rothschild upset with 
headline 
II is a ptty that the headline carried on 
the front page of the October 31, 1996 edt -
tion of the Carroll News did not reflect the 
contents of the arucle complied by joe 
Whalley and Gina Girardot, which was 
based on an interview with me. 
The misgutded headline probably was 
based on a question that was asked of me -
whether the shopping centers in Univer-
sity Heights, such as Cedar Center, would 
survive without the patronage of john Car-
roll University students and faculty. The 
answerto that question is "yes" because the 
well being of retail areas depend on the 
demographics in a two mile radius. 
If the question had been asked: Would 
the cityofUmversity Heightssurvivewi th-
out the presence of John Carroll University; 
or conversely, would the University be able 
to exist wi thout the city, the answer would 
be different. 
The excellent town/ gown relations en-
joyed by both the city of University Heights 
and john Carroll university over many, 
many years will not be dimintshed in any 
way by the bad choice of words contained 
in a very misleading headline. 
Mayor Beryl E. Rothschild 
City of University Heights 
University Heights resident 
wants apology 
Oh where oh where has good journal-
Ism gone? Your headline on the mterview 
with Mayor Beryl Rothschild in the Ca rroll 
News· was a scathing misrepresentation of 
the article. Nowhere in the interview did 
she state that University Heights did not 
need john Carroll, nor did she imply the 
mes age the headlme conveye<.l . hecdnm 
of the pr~~.:>gu1dc.d by ru\c:,o[ cLhl<., ,ouu.l 
not cheap shot ploys. the Carroll News, or 
the New Yorh Times, the same guidelines 
apply. 
I do believe that an apology is in order. 
As a long time resident of University 
Heights and a gradua te of john Carroll, I 
have never known the mayor to be any-
thing less than gracious and accommodat-
ing in regard to the university. 
Ann R. Lesser 
JCU father finds University Hts. 
offensive 
On November 1, 1996 through Novem-
ber 3,19961 had the opportunity to visit the 
city of University Heigh ts when 1 attended 
Parents' Weekend at john Carroll Univer-
sity. 
When I received my packet of informa-
tion from the university, enclosed was a 
welcoming letter from the Mayor's office. 
The le tter indicated that the city was "de-
lighted and honored to have you among us 
at this time and hope that you will carry 
home with you fond recollections of John 
Carroll University and the City of Univer-
sity Heights." I was appreciative that the 
For Immediate Release 
15 
letter was enclosed since on previous visits 
[had always felt that the cny and the uni-
versity were a nice comphment to one an-
other. 
However, during my current visit I was 
also made aware of the October 31 1996 
volume of the Carroll News, which p;inted 
excerpts from an interview, tn wh1ch Ms. 
Rothschild, discussed some of her views 
concermng the university and its students. 
In the article she suggest that students 
who are "guests in our households for four 
years" should not vote on local issues be-
cause these issues only 1mpact the pocket 
books of the "people who live here." Might I 
suggest that students contribute greatly ro 
theeconomyof thecityand that their pocket 
books are certainly impacted by the dect-
sions of the local government and local 
businessmen. Might I alsosuggestthatthese 
students are not merely "guests" in a house-
hold but young adults who pay consider-
able rents for the privilegeof being "guests." 
Perhaps other renters in this communny 
should also be considered as mere "guests" 
and they too, should be denied the privilege 
of voting. 
Rothschild's commemsalsosuggest that 
off cam pusstudentsarea burden. She notes 
that she receives a number of phone calls 
and letters from neighbors complaining 
about students. I wonder if she has asked 
the students mvolved mthese alleged inci-
dents, for their versions of the situations. 
The tenor of her comments would lead me 
to believe that the complaints are received 
in a fashion whereby the st udentsare "guilty 
until proven innocent." 
I could go on challenging many of the 
assertions highlighted in the article. How-
ever there is a poim of diminishing return 
when engaging in tfus type of commentary 
My main intent in writmg is tomaketwo 
clear statements. Th fir t o[ thcs om 
mcnts ;, \hat <.lunng \he four years m w\nch 
my daughter has attended John arroll 
University I have had the opportunity to 
meet a large number of her friends. who are 
alsostudentsat the university. These young 
adulrshaveshown themselves to be capable, 
thoughtful and well-mannered. They are 
all involved in community service beyond 
the campus of john Carroll. The city of 
University Heights is a better place because 
of their presence. Indeed, any community, 
in which they choose to settle, will be en-
riched. 
My second statement is that after having 
read the article in the Carroll News, I now 
find Rothschild's welcoming letter offen-
sive. It is offensive to mew hen she extends 
a le tter of welcome to all parents, when it is 
quite clear that she does not extend the same 
welcome to all our sons and daughters. It is 
offensive to me that she encourages me to 
partake of nearby shopping services and 
restaurants, while at the same time she 
would prefer that my daughter remain on 
campus(other than those times when she is 
willing to contribute to the local economy!) 
apart from the local citizenry. 
In the future it would seem that no wel-
come at all is preferable to a welcome done 
merely for the sake of political expediency. 
William F. O'Brien 
john Carroll Parent 
The Carroll News welcomes 
letters to the editor, as it is 
our way of knowing what you 
like or dislike about the CN. 
the campus or life in general. 
We require that letters be 
submitted by noon Monday . in 
the CN office, to be eligible for 
publication. -Letters can also 
be submitted via e-mail to 
CNLETTERS " jcvaxa.jcu.edu. 
letters will be accepted after 
noon on Monday only if there is 
additional space available. We 
reserve the right to edit letters 
for clarity or space 
considerations. Letters must 
be signed and accompanied by 
your phone number. 
-
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•Views/Editorial 
Footprints in the 
snow 
Cleveland weather has never been hospitable , or predict-
able, and perhaps one can best cope with it by livmg the 
cliche, "Expect the unexpected." But no one could have 
expected the three feet of lake-effect snow dumped on Cleve-
land and john Carroll last week. So no one knew quite how to 
cope. As students, f acuity, and staff waited anxiously at home, 
Carroll administrators debated whether the tracherous snow-
covered roads and city-wtde power outages warranted cancel -
ling Tuesday classe . It was a difficult decision to make. 
There exists no offic1al snow-day policy anywhere in the 
University !land book. No local, state, or federal snow-depth 
law automatically shuts down the state. It botls down to 
scanning the skies, watching the school and business cancella-
tions march across the bottom of the TV screen, and coming to 
a consensus And obviously the decision to hold classes that 
Tuesday was a mistake, realized and rectified by 3:30 that 
afternoon. Noone will begrudge the administration their 
mistake. But everyone hopes they have learned from it. 
Perhaps this blizzard wJII provide the University with the 
opportunity to create some sort of guidel ines to assist adminis-
trauon in the decision whether or not to cancel classes in the 
event of mclement weather, and give student, f acuity, and 
staff some advanced notice on what that decision might be. 
Since there aren't many existing snow-day policies to give the 
University some ideas, perhaps the University should look 
inward, to its own Handbook, its Mission Statement, specifi-
cally, in order to gain some perspective of where its values lie 
in future events. 
"Toeducat ionthe]esuitspirit bringsa rationality appropri -
ately balanced by human affection, an esteem for the individual 
a an uni4~..r: person ... " This means that the jesuit spiri t sees its 
srudenrs, profe sors, and employees as people and not the cogs 
that keep the universHy machine running and the money 
rolling in . The jesuit spirit understands that being forced to 
curtail its activities two unforeseen days, if that, out of the 
ar, ou\d not caus the perman nt am h h los f 
gifted professor or valued employee upon ice-covered roads 
would do. Thejesuitspirit reali zes that three feet of snow 
within a rwenry four hour period might strand hundreds of 
srudem , faculty, and sraff in their homes, with buried cars 
and unplowed roads, with no power and no heat and the roof 
aving in from the weight of the snow, with young chi ldren 
who e schools have been closed. And the jesuit spirit is 
willing ro relieve them of the added pressure of finding some 
non-lethal path across town in time for class. 
"Commitment to the Uesuit]values ... seeksa balance between 
re IJan ce on divine assistance and natural capacities ... " The 
Jesuit spirit constders how its decisions will impact the city 
that surrounds the university. It takes into account the loca l 
and state pol1ce creeping cautiously across the dangerous 
highways, diverting congested traffic, supervising the many 
acctdent and neighborhoods bereft of power. It takes into 
account the bewildered snowplows and salt trucks, unable to 
make a dent mthe conditions aft r repeated passes. It takes 
in to account the elect rical company, who must brave the 
pen lous cond itions in order to restore power to several thou-
and homes, and does not escalate the risks they are taking by 
forcing more cars on the road than absolutely necessary. 
In other words, the jesuit spirit, so reowned and admired the 
world over for its stalwart dedication to the pursuit of knowl-
edge, knows when rodelegate a lower priority to the pursuit of 
knowledge when su h a pursuit would be unwise. It is a spirit 
not only of the head, but of the heart, knowing when to thrust 
astde facts in favor of compassion. 
HITS & misses 
HIT: With all the weekend rain, our three 
feet of snow melted as suddenly as they fell. 
m I s s: The lingering hope of another snow 
day melted away with it. m iss: The lack of 
warning signs around the tree-branch chop-
per on the Quad. Anybody else get pelted with 
three-inch wood slivers on the way to lunch? 
HIT: TheOperationFOCUS.Food Drive is swing-
ing into Thanksgiving mode--'tis the season 
to be generous. HIT: The student phone direc-
tories arriving before the spring thaw. HIT: 
Laughing along with Second City Thursday. 
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"I don't see any reason to cancel classes ... do you?" 
Are you listening? 
Some people think that God doesn't talk to us 
anymore I think they're wrong. We just don't take the 
time to li>ten 11 ke we should . Too of ten our lives become 
ltke huge ocean lmers car ried into rough waters by the 
sheer momentum of activities, relationships and jobs. We 
need lime to nght our course, but time is the one thing we 
just don't have Here's a rest of whether you're too busy 
Have you recently: read the 
f unmes, ta ken a walk other than 
the one between classes, written 
to an old friend or done some 
other activi ly to slow down the 
pace of life a bit? If not, then 
most likely you haven't had the 
chance to hear God speaking to 
you either. 
I could have used some divine 
discourse about a week ago as I 
agonized over yet another 
Sam 
Subity 
Entertainment 
Editor 
Commentary 
research paper late into the night Slowly lights were 
winking out in rooms across campus while my desk lamp 
shot a steady beam across the ptle of books and papers on 
my desk. Pepsi cans seemed to be spawning in the 
wastel:ias1<etbesr em. 1 nrg t. neod . Two. 
Three. I finally threw my pencrl down and pulled on my 
coat. I needed to clear my head. 
When I stepped outside my dorm, a light snow was 
falling in large, gentle flakes from the night sky. Only the 
lights of the truly studious or, like myself, truly desperate 
remained on. At three-thirty in the morning, the snow 
absorbed even the minutest sounds of the night so that 
the quad was silent as the inside of a chapel I stormed 
along the sidewalk until the snowflakes that lazily 
brushed my nose and nestled in my hair dissipated my 
anger and frustration with their refreshing rouch. For the 
Beating the Trap 
OK, here's the situation· you're sitting in the ol' Schott 
(not Marge) Dining Hal l around 5:15p.m. or so on a 
typical weekday. After raking a risk and partially 
consuming the Marriott enrree of the evening, you find 
yourself in search ol something more satisfying, 
something to fill your stomach. You sit at your table and 
wonder what rt is you need to satisfy your hunger. You 
think . salad) Maybe, but the line is kind of long, all the 
dressings suck and it won't fill you up anyway. All right, 
time for Plan B:cereal. Can't go wrong with cereal, nght) 
Wrong. For some unknown 
reason the cafeteria ce real 
doesn't quite raste lrke the 
cereal you buy at the 
supermarket and besides, 
you're sittmg in the back 
and you're too lazy to go up 
and get some Golden 
Grahams(which the cafe 
rarely has enough of. by the 
way). 
So now the scorecard 
Steve 
Colaianni 
Sports Editor 
Commentary 
reads: Hunger-2, You-0. You know you're still hungry 
but you can't quite find anything that will fill you up. 
Plan ((ice cream, bagel and/or baked goods) has crossed 
your mind but, again, none of it will feel yummy in your 
tummy and the Firehouse Grill line is out past Sh irley. 
or course, you could just abandon the whole dinner 
thing and re i)' on the Inn Between to save you later, but 
then you wonder why you're paying for a meal plan and 
nor eating nearly eattng your fill half the time. Too bad 
your Inn Between balance starts at $100 and not $300. 
Does any of this sound familiar? lf you have spent at 
least one semester on-campus at john Carroll and have 
had a Marnott meal plan, it should The above, all-too-
common scenario is whar my f nendsand I refer to as 
first wne in about a week, I slowed my pace. 
By that time, I had reached Grasselli Library so I had a 
seat on one of the benches in front of it Chancing 10 look 
up at the two stone angels adornrng the f rant of the 
library, I saw a pigeon peacefully sleeping in the nook of 
one of the angel's arms. It almost looked li ke the statue 
was cradling the bird and protecnng it whrle it slept. For 
me at such a lime this was 
unquestionably God speaking 
through the language of nature, 
telling me that I would be 
alright , that angels constantly 
she! tered me roo. 
And for the first time in a 
very long while I did something 
rhat I felt 1 had almost forgotten 
how to do. I folded my hands 
and prayed. 
I didn't pray up, down, left or 
right. In this all roo rare moment of hushed communion, 
God wasn't a direction for me. God was an all-around, 
encompassing promise and sure ty. Sometimes we believe 
in the existence of God. At othertimes we know God 
exists. This was one of those instances where my fa ith 
became more than just faith. 
I contmued to sit noiselessly until a snowflake tickling 
my nose caused me to sneeze, and the world came rushmg 
back in around me like a torrent of water flooding my 
numb senses. The moment of overwhelming peace was 
sadly lost , but If elt that I had gained something inside of 
me through the experience. This divine knowledge would 
be my sprritual nounshmem unril the next refreshing 
waystation along the journey we ca ll life. In a moment my 
faith as a Christian was reaffi rmed For a lifetime I'll carry 
the gifr God gave me on that srlent, snowy night. 
"The Mamou Trap." 
It's simple really - you go ro dinner, maybe lunch, but 
usually dinner, can't stomach the main course and proceed 
to try and fill yourself up on a variety of sidedishes Oh, 
and I didn't forget about the pasta and omlette lines, but 
they're often too long and pasta and eggs get old real quick. 
You have an outside chance of escaping the trap with the 
Waffle Bar, bur don't get your hopes up. 
So how do you escape the Marriott Trap7 I wish I knew. 
There is no one-word or one-sentence answer to one of the 
most challenging dilemmas JCU 
students face today However, ! do 
humbly offer this advrce: have a 
game plan when you walk in. If 
you're going for the Traditional line, 
be cautious; you never know whar 
they're gonna throw at you. If you go 
Firehouse Grill, well , at least you 
know what you're getting into. lf 
neither works, it's Lean Streaks or 
broke, baby! 
Now don't ger me wrong, there is 
a lot of Marriott food I do like. Ph ill y Stakes, Chicken Pot 
Pie, the Thanksgiving dinner and theme nights are all 
good, but my favorite Marriott meals are few and far 
between. 
I know some of you reading this are saying, "Hey, I like 
Marrion food! It's nor that badr' And you're right, it tsn't. 
But I believe that at one ume or another we have all fallen 
prey to the Marriott Trap. 
Don't blame yourself, it's unavoidable. lt happens ro 
the best of us. What really matters rs how you devtse your 
own plan to escape the rrap. And by the way. don't set 
picks when you put your tray on the conveyor belt. The 
workers don't like it when you do thar ... not that I would 
know or anything. 
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A winters tale back in November 
1996 
"Hey, Happy Birthday!" 
Eh? What's so happy about it? 
"Aw, don't be such a crab. Look, it's start-
ing to snow. Maybe I won't have school 
tomorrow. The mango-bus won't work rn 
this weather· 
Eh7 What snow? You call that snow?! 
Why. when l was a boy, we had real snowl 
And we wem to sc hool. November of '96. 
Over 50 years ago l remember it as if were 
last week. It was the worst snow storm to 
hi_r Northeast Ohio in decades- complete 
wah thunder and lightening. The power 
was out on half the campus so classes were 
canceled that first day. But, by gosh, they 
worked the whole night to get the power 
back on. And they did it. But, in a huge 
green explosion, the power went out. That 
didn't slOp 'em though. They got it up and 
running in a matter of hours. Well, at least 
un til the sky turned blue and oranges pa rks 
flew all over the place. 
"So you lost power again?" 
the severe weather advisory meant a tmal 
ban on street parking. Yep, despite official 
warmngs to stay off the road, countless 
other school closings (including several 
other major universities) and record set-
ting snow fall, we got to class in the worst 
storm in memory! 
"Everyone?" 
Ahhh ... well no. Not everyone. Of course 
some couldn't make it. !only had one class 
and it was canceled because my teacher 
didn't show up, for example. But, I was 
there and so was about half the class. 
"So even if the teacher did show up, 
teaching half a class would have been sort 
of pointless?" 
Hmmm ... look, the point is that we were 
there. We didn't let a little snow stop us. 
Not like the wimps of your generation. 
·And you had class the whole day?" 
Uh ... well, no. The university ref rae ted ... 
er, I mean retracted the whole thing and 
closed earl y at 3:30. 
"So you got out early! See gramps, things 
weren't so bad in the old days after all!" 
john Shea 
Class of 1997 
So we thought when we went to bed that 
night. But, b:,ck then, we didn't give up so 
easi ly. They got those classroom some 
'lectricityl Of course, that was after they 
canceled classes. No big deal though- the Perhaps JCU knows more about 
school just uncanceled classes! It didn 't the weather than anyone else 
take too lt.. .. ,; to sort through conflicti ng Perhaps my regarding personal safety 
radioreportsat6:30in the morning. Like I as more important than a few classes is 
said, we were a persevering lot back then. irrational. PerhapsjohnCarroll'sadminis-
"So you had to go to class?" tration knows something about my safety 
Of course! Did ya think over two feet of that I am not aware of. Perhaps the white-
snow was going to stop us?Sowhat if white- out condit ions all over the area were not 
out conditions existed. So what if our only really that bad on Tuesday. Perhaps the 
way to class was often a narrow slushy National Weather Service should get their 
pathbecause therewassomuchsnowthey winter storm advisory information from 
had no place to shovel it. We laughed at the JCU administra tion, an entity that 
tlwse huge snow drifts which completely seems 10 know more than Dick Goddard. 
htdparkedcars. Wejustavoidedthosefallen Perhaps the fact that Hopkins Airport, 
trees as we sloshed our way w class. Cleveland State University, UrslineCollege, 
And that was only the...on -La.Ju.pus.._ ue D.ame, Clell lan hools. baker 
crowd. The commuters and teachers were Schools, Beachwood Schools, Cleveland 
a toughe r lo t. They had to weave their way Heights/University Heights Schools, and 
through an obstacle course of stalled cars every other district in the areas surround-
while dodging any other cars doing 360s ingjCU were closed due to snow is just my 
onthefreewayduringtheirtrektoclass. Of problem. Perhaps I should have tr ied 10 
course,that'sassumingtheycouldgettheir commute from the West Side of town in 
car out of a driveway blocked by heavy two feet of fresh snow, on a dangerous free-
piles of snow left by the plows. Then, if way, on a day when every rational insti tu-
theydidmanagetomakeittocampusalive, tion of learning knew the limitations of 
they had to fi nd a place to park. Now, thei rcomm utingfaculty,sta ff and students. 
parkmg wasalwaysa problem -what with Perhaps I don't care enough about my 
not having enough spaces and neighbors true responsibilities, my students and my 
wanting to spike your tires, parking was a employer, enough to place my own life in 
painintherear. Evenmoresointhemiddle jeopardy in order to satisfy some 
of a snow storm when many of the spaces administrator's ignorant refusal to admit 
lay under several feet of plowed snow and that not everyone who works at or attends 
jCU lives in the Heights, not that living in 
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the Hts made getting to school any easier 
on Tuesday. Perhaps I should just move. 
Perhaps the individual who made the 
decision to keepjCU open on Tuesday (un-
til 3:30), a day when every rational school 
administrator in the city put safety first , 
could have driven me to school. Perhaps 
that administrator could have even made it 
to my house. Perhaps he would not have 
even made it to the freeway. 
john R. Panza 
Engl ish Department 
Mayor Rothschild upset with 
headline 
It is a ptty that the head I me carried on 
the from page of the October 31, 1996 edi-
non of the Carro11 News did not reflect the 
contents of the arncle comphed by joe 
Wholley and Gina Girardot, which was 
based on an in terview with me. 
The misguided headline probably was 
based on a question that was asked of me-
whether the shopping centers in Univer-
sity Heights, such as Cedar Center, would 
survive without the patronage of john Car-
roll Universit)' students and faculty. The 
answer to that question is "yes" because the 
well being of retail areas depend on the 
demographics in a two mile radius. 
If the question had been asked: Would 
the city of University 1-leightssurvivewith-
out the presence of john Carroll University; 
or conversely, would the University be able 
to exist without the city, the answer would 
be different. 
The excellent town/gown relations en-
joyed by both the city of University Heights 
and john Carroll university over many, 
many years will not be diminished in any 
way by the bad choice of words contained 
in a very misleading headline. 
Mayor Beryl E. Rothschild 
Ci ty of University Heights 
University Heights resident 
wants apology 
Oh where oh where has good Journal-
ism gone? Your headline on the interv iew 
with Mayor Beryl Rothschild in the Carmi I 
News" was a scathing misrepresentation of 
the art icle. Nowhere in the interview did 
she state that University I !eights did not 
need john Carroll. nor did she imply the 
message the headlme conveyed 1-'rccdom 
of Lhe pres:; IS u1ded by rule~ol ctht<..:.,,.nJ 
not cheap shot ploys. the Carrol l News, or 
the New York Times, the same guidelines 
apply. 
1 do believe tha t an apology is in order. 
As a long time resident of University 
Heights and a graduate of john Carroll, I 
have never known the mayor to be any-
thi ng less than gracious and accommodat-
ing in rega rd to the university 
Ann R. Lesser 
JCU father finds University Hts. 
offensive 
On November 1, 1996 through Novem-
ber 3,1996 I had theopportunit yto visit the 
city of University Heights when I attended 
Parents' Weekend at john Carroll Univer-
sity. 
When I received my packet of informa-
tion from the university, enclosed was a 
welcoming letter from the Mayor's office. 
The letter indicated that the city was "de-
lighted and honored to have you among us 
at this time and hope that you will carry 
home with you fond recollections of John 
Carroll University and the City of Univer-
sity Heights." I was apprec ia tive that the 
The Carroll News is pnnted on 70% recycled paper. One 
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letter was enclosed smce on previous visits 
I had always felt that the city and the um-
versity were a nice compliment to one an-
other: 
However, dunng my current visa I was 
also made aware of the October 31, 1996 
volume of the Carroll News, which printed 
excerpts from an interview, in whtch Ms. 
Rothschild, discussed some of her views 
concerni ng the university and its students. 
In the article she sugges_r that students 
who are "guests in our households for four 
years" should not vote on local issues be-
cause these issues only impact the pocket 
books of the "people who live here." Might I 
suggest that students contribute greatly to 
theeconomyof the city and thatthe1r pocket 
books are certainly impacted by the deci-
sions of the local government and local 
businessmen. Might I also suggest that these 
students are not merely "guests" in a house-
hold but young adults who pay constder-
able rents for the privilege of being •guests " 
Perhaps other renters in this communtty 
should also be considered as mere "guests" 
and they too, should be den red the pnvrlege 
of voting. 
Rothschild's commentsalsosuggesr that 
off carnpusstudentsarea burden. She notes 
that she rece ives a number of phone calls 
and letters from neighbors complaining 
about tudents. I wonder if she has asked 
the students involved in these alleged mer-
dents, for their versions of the situations. 
The tenor of her comments would lead me 
to believe that the complaints are recervecl 
ina fashion whereby rhestudentsare"guilty 
until proven innocent." 
I could go on cha llenging many of the 
assertions highlighted in the article. How-
ever there is a point of diminJshing return 
when engagtngin th1s type of commentary. 
My main intent in writing is tomaketwo 
clear statements The first ( thcs • com 
mcm <; ts 1 hat tl ur \ng, th<· [nur yeo" m wh1<: h 
my daughter has auended john Carroll 
Universi ty I have had the opportunity to 
meet a large number of her friends, who are 
alsostudentsat the university. These young 
adults have shown themselves co be capable, 
thoughtful and well-mannered. They are 
all involved in community service beyond 
the campus of john Carroll. The city of 
University Heigh ts is a better place because 
of their presence. Indeed, any community, 
in which they choose to settle, will be en-
riched. 
M ysecond statement is that a[ ter having 
read the article in the Carroll News, I now 
find Rothschild's welcoming le tter offen-
sive. It is offensive to me when she extends 
a letter of welcome to all parents, when it is 
quiteclearthatshe does not extend the same 
welcome to a II our sons and daughters. It is 
offensive to me that she encourages me to 
partake of nearby shopping services and 
restaurants, while at the same time she 
would prefer that my daughter remain on 
campus (other than those times when she is 
willing to contribute to the local economy!) 
apart from the local citizenry. 
In the future it would seem that no wel-
come at all is preferable to a welcome done 
merely for the sake of political expediency. 
William F. O'Brien 
john Carroll Parent 
The Carroll News welcomes 
letters to the editor. as it is 
our way of knowing what you 
like or dislike about the CIV. 
the campus or I ife in general. 
We require that letters be 
submitted by noon Monday. in 
the CIVoffice. to be eligible for 
publication. ·Letters can also 
be submitted via e-mail to 
CNLETTERS " j cvaxa .j cu.edu. 
letters will be accepted after 
noon on Monday only if there is 
additional space available. We 
reserve the right to edit letters 
for clarity or space 
considerations. Letters must 
be signed and accompanied by 
your phone number. 
... 
-... 
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HELP WANTED 
Journalism Class project: 
seeks bizarre stories I 
experiences of JCU 
Students living off-campus. 
No name. Call 397-51 06. 
Hundreds of students are 
earning free spring break 
trips and money! Sell 8 trips 
and go free! Bahamas 
Cruise $279, Cancun and 
Jamaica #399, Panama City 
I Daytona $119! Contact us 
for more information at 
www .springbreaktravel.com 
or call 1-800-678-6386. 
Free room - board in 
exchange for few hours daily 
shower and dress 
physically challenged bright 
daughter. Wheelchair. 
Great for right female. Call 
921-1040 and leave a 
message if interested. 
C a 
Out On 
A LimiJ 
by 
Gary 
Kopervas 
R.F.D. 
by 
Mike 
Marland 
BUTCH 
I. MD 
DOUG II 
by 
Alex 
Howell 
by 
Mark 
Szorady 
fheSpats 
by 
Jeff 
Pickering 
Men I women earn $480 
assembling circuit boards I 
electronic components at 
home. Experience 
unnecessary, will train . 
Immediate openings in your 
local area. Call 1-520-680-
7891 ext. C200. 
FOR RENT 
Newly remodeled duplex for 
rent on Cedar near Lee. 5 
bedrooms, 3 112 baths, 
parking, $1000 per month. 
Call 421 -8421 if interested. 
Two-bedroom apartment 
with appliances, carpet, and 
garage. Can be partially 
furnished . Located 2 mi. 
north of JCU on South 
Belvoir Blvd. at Mayfield 
Road. No pets I smoking. 
Great for seniors, graduate 
students, or staff. $650 per 
month. Please leave a 
message at 291-8458 or 932-
9215. 
M I S C . 
Spring break early special! 
Book early and save $50! 
Bahamas party cruise! 6 
days $279! Includes all meals 
and parties! Great beaches 
and nightlife! Leaves Sun. 
?am from Ft. Lauderdale and 
returns Fri. 8pm! Contact us 
for more information at 
www.springbreaktravel.com 
or call 1-800-678-6386. 
Cancun and Jamaica 7 nights 
air I hotel from $399! Panama 
City! Boardwalk resort! $129! 
Best location next to bars! 
Daytona Beach - best 
location $139! Cocoa Beach 
Hilton $169! Book early and 
save $50! Contact us at 
springbreaktravel.com or call 
1-800-678-6386. 
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PERSONALS Maria - Thanks for the best 
assistant ever. What would I 
ever do without you? Luv- S. Sipple-Hi. 
Bridg : Please make #7 Looking for a man- 5'1, dark 
Happen ... Grand Slam! G. brown hair, great T and A, 
Hey Philo Gang - Hope you 
enjoy Nitch-Key and Jean-
Paul while I visit Mickey. 
Love, M.T. 
eager to please. Call soon! 
Kelly - we're going to have to 
get some orgas*ic mashed 
potatoes soon! Luv - S. 
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uRough first day, eh, Billy? 
Just one thing. We don't 
have shopping carts." 
¥If you ever do that when 
other people are around 
you're going back to the 
pond!" 
